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The Champaign Com=unity Unit IV Schools have one of the most comFrehensive

programs for exceptional children in the nation. There are programa and

services for the mentally handicapped (trainable and educable); for the

physically handicapped (blind and partially seeing, deaf and hard-of-hearing);

for the orthopedically handicapped; for children with learning disabilities;

for the speech defective; for the multiply handicapped and for those with

social and emotional problems. While some aspects of the program date bac"

as early as 1934, the major portion of the program and services for the harli-

capped were initiated in the 1945-1946 school year. The programs and services

were generally provided first at the elementary level and then PS the pupils

reached the junior and senior high schools, programs were made available to

them.

As the programs and services for the handicapped expanded to the secondary

level, there was a real concern as to whether or not the school was preparing

these youth for subsequent vocational adjustment. A follow-up was conducted

in 1959 of those handicapped youth who were formerly enrolled in the Champaign

program and who had either dropped out of school or completed the prescribed

program. The results of the survey clearly indicated that a goodly portion of

the subjects were unemployed and more or less "vegetating" in their homes.

Only a very small percentage were known to the Division of Vocational Rehabili-

tation (DVR).

Thus, it appeared that the weakest link in the educational program for the

handicapped in the Champaign Schools was at the junior and senior high school

levels. It was at these levels that the schools seemed to be failing to

prepare adequately the handicapped for subsequent vocational adjustment. It

appeared that the initial investment the schools had made in providing young

handicapped children with an educational program was not being protected by

providing youth at the secondary level with the prevocational curriculum and

prevocational services necessary for them to make a smooth transition from the

school to full-time employment in the community. There was little evidence

that the schools had joined forces with such agencies as DVR and employment

agencies in planning the youth's preparation for ultimate job placement.

Unfortunately the agencies in the community were working independently

instead of cooperatively. Thus, lack of coordination of services resulted

in considerable delay between the time the handicapped youth left school and

was seen by the appropriate agency. In some instances the youth never found

his way to an agency who cou71 be of assistance to him.

Concern for safeguarding their original investment in the handicapped and

insuring the best possible vocational adjustment for the handicapped led the

Champaign staff, in the spring of 1960, to submit a proposal to the Illinois

State Division of Vocational Rehabilitation for an Extension and Improvement

Grant, under section 3 of the Vocational Act of 1954 (Public Law 565),,to

extend and improve the prevocational education of the handicapped in the

Champaign Schools by developing a program to assist the youth to bridge the

gap between the school and full-time employment. This plan entailed a close

working relationship between school personnel and the state agency and was

focused on alleviating the weaknesses of the Champaign; program.

iii
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The proposal was approved in September of 1960. The project provided for a
prevocational coordinator, a full-time secretary, a social worker, and a

psychologist. It also provided for the development of a system of record
keeping and a resource library. In addition, the plans called for the
organization of a Community Council for Employment of the Handicapped, and

an In-School Council for Employment of the Handicapped. Vocational and
personal counseling by a prevocational counselor and by a social worker on
both an individual and on a group basis was an integral part of the planning

as was work with parents of the handicapped.

The plan likewise included developing pqrlicies and procedures for insuring a

close working relationship between the school and Vocational Rehabilitation.4

It was felt that the prevocational staff, working closely with the special
teachers, would bring about an improved prevocational curriculum and would
foster the utilization of community resources to a greater extent.

One of the major aspects f this extension and improvement project was a
follow-up of clients for a minimum of,five years by the school and by the

Division of Vocational Rehabilitation staff.

The proposed plan was approved and implemented during the 1960-1961 school

year and was continued for the next two years. After one year, however, this

program was so successful in holding handicapped youth in school and in
providing the knowledge, attitudes and skills that are essential for good
vocational adjustment, the superintendent, principals, regular teachers and
parents requested that these services be extended to children who are not as

a rule considered to be subjects for special education, the slow learners.
As key personnel pointed out, "These children are now in more trouble than

the handicapped because they do not have the special program, the progressive
work experiences and services from the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
to hold them in school and insure their vocational adjustment". It was
recognized that the slow learners, especially those from homes of low socio-
economic status, are prone to dropout of school, to become delinquent, and to

be unemployed because of marked educational retardation, severe social and
emotional maladjustment, and poor worker traits, all of which constituted a
severe vocational handicap.

With this encouragement from key personnel in the schools, this research and

demonstration project was submitted to the Vocational Rehabilitation Adminis-
tration in January of 1962, and was approved by the Federal Agency in the

spring of the same year. In the fall of 1962 the project was initiated.

After this project designed to rehabilitate slow learners (IQ's 75-90) had

been underway for two and a half years and had been approved for continuation
by the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration for the fourth year, the

secondary school principals discussed with the superintendent of schools and

the project director the possibility of terminating the research. They were

so enthusiastic about the obvious holding power and rehabilitation of experi-

mental subjects that they wished to provide the prevocational curriculum and

services to all slow learners in the school system at the junior and senior

high school level who were in need of such a program. A careful study of the

research data revealed that there was adequate but minimal data to evaluate the

effectiveness of the project.
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Although no statistical analysis of the data had been conducted at the time

the decision was made to terminate the research phase of the project, the

merits of the experimental program relative to increasing the holding power

of the school and the vocational rehabilitation of the subjects seemed obvious

to the school staff. Realizing the risk involved in seeking a premature

decision before the detailed analysis of the data, but conscious of the

expressed concern of the secondary principals for expanding rehabilitative

services to larger numbers of slow learners, the project staff agreed to seek

approval from the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration for terminating the

research project. The agency approved the request to terminate the research.

During the late spring and summer of 1965, plans were made to provide the

prevocational curriculum and services to slow learners in all junior and

senior high schools in the district. A full-time staff member was employed

to implement and supervise this program.

Educators have been severely criticized for the lag that exists between the

findings of research and the incorporation of these findings into practice to

improve educational programs. In this instance there was no delay in action.

It is hoped that the findings of this research project will not only be of

assistance to the Champaign Schools in improving their educational offerings

to the segment of the school population included in this study but will also

be helpful in guiding other school systems in initiating and/or improving

prevocational programs and services to school dropout, delinquency, and

unemployment prone youth through a close working relationship between the

public schools and Vocational Rehabilitation.



Chapter I

THE PROBLEM

Dropping out of school, delinquency, and unemployment are crucial problems with
which society is faced. These problems have become a great national concern
because of the general recognition of the fact that the very security of the
nation may well depend upon the full and effective utilizet:ion, along con-
structive lines, human resources. Between 30 to 40 per cent of the school
population from grades 7 through 12 drop out of school. The effects of the
absence of adequate schooling is seen as a threat to an individual's security
as well as a threat to society. The school dropouts have great difficulty in
getting a job. The possibility of their maintaining continuing employment is
diminishing. Among school dropouts and youth who are unemployed, the incidence
of delinquency is high. A significant number of school dropouts, delinquent,
and unemployed youth are culturally disadvantaged and have intelligence quotients
which fall within the range of the slow learner (IQ's from 75 to 90). These are
the youth who have lower intellectual ability than the normal but are not as
severely intellectually limited as the educable mentally retarded (IQ's ranging
from 50 to 70).

There are approximately 80 million children in the United States. Of this
number from 13 to 16 million are slow learners (17 to 20 per cent). By 1970,
the Bureau of the Census predicts that the number of children under 21 years of
age will be close to 86 million. Thus, we can anticipate that the number of
slow learners will rise proportionately and reach the 14 to 17 million mark by
the above mentioned date. It is imperative that the school and community
agencies provide appropriate educational offerings and services for these
youth so that they will remain in school and be provided with experiences
that will enable them to earn a living, which is a prerequisite to adulthood,
and become contributing members of society.

The slow rate of learning of these youth make it difficult for them to meet the
standards imposed on them by the conventional academic curriculum which is
geared, generally, to the average and above average learner. Especially is
this true at the junior and senior high school levels. Not only do these slow
learners fail to meet the standards of learning in the school, but they also
fail to meet the standards for acceptable behavior. Lack of success experi-
ences in the school literally "shoves" them out of school and into the community
where they are likely to meet with employment failures and remain among the
unemployed or unemployable.

Havighurst and Stiles (1961) in reference to the group of youth described by
them as "alienated" state:

The alienated is an appropriate name for this group because it
expresses the fact that they are somewhat alien to the larger
society in which they live. Such youths have been unsuccessful
in meeting the standards set by society for them -- standards of
learning in school, of performance on a job. By the time they
reach adolescence these boys and girls are visible as the misfits
in school. Either they are hostile and unruly, or passive and
apathetic. They have quit learning and have dropped out of school

-1-



psychologically two or three years before they can drop out

physically.

Most alienated youth come from low income homes; most of them

fall in the IQ range 75-90; almost all drop out of school at

age 16 or before; they tend to come from broken homes, or

homes which are inadequate emotionally and culturally.

In testimony given by Abraham Ribicoff (1961), former Secretary of Health,

Education, and Welfare, before a subcommittee concerned with a pending bill,

he made this statement regarding the relevance of schooling to employment -nd

social adjustment:

The relation between inadequate schooling, difficulty in securing

employment, and delinquency is an important one. As we have seen,

the peak ages for delinquency come at the years when the young

person is faced with transition between school and work. When

his education is irrelevant and painful and the job market is

retreating, the adolescent male is caught in a crossfire, and

the lack of support in bridging the gap leaves him vulnerable

to antisocial paths of action.

The concentration of unemployment is among the youth who are poorly educated

and do not possess the necessary vocational skills to meet the demands of avail-

able jobs. At one time if a youth dropped out of school prior to graduation,

there were job opportunities available to him. Today the chances of obtaining

and maintaining a job are diminishing. With technological changes this situa-

tion is likely to become increasingly acute.

Technological changes are eliminating the use of unskilled labor at a faster

pace than new uses of unskilled labor are being generated. Approximately one

and a half million workers are displaced by automation yearly. Although new

jobs are being created, displaced workers are not usually equipped to handle

these new jobs because of their lack of formal education and training. The

impact of these changes has profound implications for the education of all

youth and especially for the slow learners who are predisposed to be school

dropouts, delinquents, and unemployed since they usually have not acquired

the prevocational knowledge, skills, attitudes and habits which are prereq-

uisites to good vocational adjustment.

It appears to be crucial that the schools and such agencies as the Division of

Vocational Rehabilitation work together and develop a prevocational curriculum

and services which would hold these youth in school and would better prepare

them for full-time employment in the community. Studies of causes of dropping

out of school, delinquency, and unemployment strongly suggest the need for a

different type of educational curriculum and services for this segment of our

school population. Such learning activities must be meaningful to the youth

and enable him to experience successes. These experiences must also promote

adequate personal and social adjustment and the acquisition of the knowledge,

skills, habits, and attitudes which are essential to becoming a successful

employee. Closely supervised progressive work experience during school

attendance appears to be an important part of a prevocational curriculum.

Helping each youth bridge the gap between the school and placement on a full-

time job in the community also seems to be of paramount importance. A follow-

up of youth after they leave school is likewise essential in such planning.



The general problem with which this research is concerned is that of rehabili-
tating slow learners from homes of low socio-economic status who are prone to
dropout of school, to become delinquent, and to be unemployed. The specific
problem is that of testing the effectiveness of a prevocational curriculum and
services designedito rehabilitate slow learners from low socio-economic status
homes who are prone to be school dropouts, delinquents, and unemployed as
contrasted with comparable youth who are provided with the conventional academic
curriculum.

- 3-



Chapter II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

There have been numerous studies to determine what the school droprut, delin-

quent, and unemployed are like but little research has been conducted relative

to how the school can increase its holding power, what the school can do to

reduce delinquency and how the school together with appropriate agencies can

help youth, especially slow learners, bridge the gap between the school and

full-time employment. This review of the relevant literature is presented

under three headings: (1) Characteristics of the Dropout, Delinquent, and

Unemployment Prone, (2) Programs Designed to Alleviate School Dropout, Delin-

quency, and Unemployment, and (3) Related Studies With Mentally Retarded

Subjects.

Characteristics of the Dropout, Delinquent, and Unemployment Prone

"There is clear evidence that early school withdrawal is linked with jobless-

ness and unemployment", according to Tannebaum (1966). While all school drop-

outs are not unemployed and all unemployed youth are not juvenile delinquents,

there is sufficient evidence to strongly suggest that there is commonality

among the three and that they may be one and the same. The following repre-

sents related research on the characteristics of school dropouts, delinquents,

and unemployment prone youth.

Below Average Intelligence

Lower intelligence is more characteristic of the dropouts than of the

graduates. Generally their intelligence quotients fall within the range of

the slow learner (IQ's from 75 to 90) according to such studies as Bowman and

Matthews (1960), Jacobs (1954), Allen (1956), Ott (1959), Engebretson and

Falk (1955), Dresher (1954), and Snepp (1956). According to Kvaraceus (1945),

Merril (1947), Sheldon and Others (1949), and Healy and Bronner (1936), the

mean IQ of delinquents is in the high 80's.

Low Socio-economic Status

Approximately 85 per cent of school dropouts come from families of low socio-

economic status according to such researchers as Bowman and Matthews (1960),

Allen (1956), Jacobs (1954), Sheldon (1958), and Gregg (1950).

Schreiber (1954) reports that about two-thirds of the parents of dropouts are
either hostile or indifferent toward school and more than 70 per cent of these

parents failed to complete grade twelve. These findings are confirmed by

Allen (1956), Dillon (1949), Ott (1959), and Gregg (1950).

Poor Social and Emotional Adjustment

Dropouts are usually not active in the extra-curricular activities of the

school. They feel insecure and lack a feeling of belonging in school. Inter-

views with school dropouts reveal that they are dissektisfied with their social

relationships in school and do not have friends. Generally the dropouts, as a

group, are emotionally immature and socially retarded. According to a number

-4-



of studies, teachers describe dropouts as either very aggressive or markedly
withdrawn during their school attendance. Bowman and Matthews (1960), Allen
(1956), McCreary and Kitch (1953), Gregg (1950), Dresher (1954), and Snepp
.(1956)3

Rohrer (1964) after some years of studying psycho-social development and acting
out behavior indicates some of the developmental factors that lead to symptoma-
tic behaviors exhibited by the "school dropout". His description of these
youth is as follows:

One who has grown to mistrust other individuals; one who has
had no significant adult figure to offer him emotional support;
one who has been inculcated with the most primitive kinds of
social values; one who has had to turn to peer groups in order
to find someone with whom to relate emotionally; one who has
developed feelings of isolation that lead to sporadic "acting
out" in attempts to obtain those relationships; one who because
of frustration strikes back at the perceived sources of frustra-
tion -- authority figures who have failed him or peer groups
that have snubbed and enraged him; one who has been forced to
grow overly dependent upon overcontrolling maternal figures who
have not permitted him to develop a sense of self-reliance and
finally one who most of all is seeking out, albeit in an inade-
quate manner, ways of gratifying his need for affection and
emotional warmth. This attempt at seeking out emotional warmth.
is perhaps most vividly portrayed in the large frequency of
drop out due to pregnancy among adolescent girls. In the vast
majority of the cases the pregnancy is not the result of sheer
lust but an attempt to get emotional warmth and "closeness"
from a second individual.

Educationally Retarded

Penty (1956) found that more than three times as many poor readers dropped
out of school before graduation than good readers. She found that the peak
period of the dropouts was during the tenth grade. The interview data she
obtained from her subjects led her to conclude that reading played an
important causal role in the dropout of pupils, especially in conjunction
with other problems such as poor social and emotional adjustment.

In an interview with dropouts regarding reasons for their leaving school,
Penty quotes some of her dropouts in her publication. An example is a girl
with an intelligence quotient of 89. The reason for her dropping out of
school was marriage. The statements made in the follow-up interview were:
"We were always quarreling at home; I wasn't getting along in some subjects
at school, either. I wanted to get married. I think now that marriage isn't
always rosy. It is better for kids to finish school first. I understand
what I read if I am interested in it. English and history were hard for me.
I didn't know some of the words, so I couldn't understand that I was reading."

Another example given by Penty is a quote from a girl with an IQ of 78. "I
didn't like World Problems. It was hard to understand. It was hard for me
to write my thoughts, too. I didn't like to recite, either. I didn't like
to read in school. I don't like to read now. I would get my work better in
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school when the teacher read aloud." The fact that dropouts are usually
retarded in reading as well as in other skill areas and are usually overage

for their grade because of retention in one or more grades has been confirmed

y Allen (1956), Dillon (1949), Layton (1952), McCreary and Kitch (1953),
s:;epp (1956), Dresher (1954) and Gregg (1950).

.

/ a general rule, dropouts usually fail several courses the year prior to
their dropping out of school according to the findings of Dillon (1949), Ott
(1959), Engebretson and Falk (1955), Dresher (1954), and Snepp (1956).

Eowman and Matthews (1960) in investigating the school adjustment of the drop-

out prone found that their subjects had difficulty in school dating back to
their early school attendance. Their lack of school adjustment was manifested
in many ways by the intermediate grades. By the time the dropout prone reached
;unior high they were severely handicapped in reading.

Poor School Attendance

Another of the findings of the Bowman and Matthews research (1960) was that
the absence rate of the dropout increased as he went up the educational ladder.
There was a marked increase in school absence from the junior high to the
Leior high level, especially during the last two years of the dropout's
attendance. This finding is similar to those of McCreary and Kitch (1953),
Gregg (1950), Dresher (1954), and Snepp (1956).

More Frequently Boys

Bowman and Matthews (1960) also found that the percentage of boys dropping
out of school was higher than girls but the difference was not significant.
Studies indicating that boys dropout of school more frequently than girls
are those of Allen (1956), Jacobs (1954), Sheldon (1958), a.d Gregg (1959).

More Often From Minority Groups

Studies of the makeup of school dropouts reveal that the great majority come
from minority groups. ['Jacobs (1954); Sheldon (198); Ott (1959); and Gregg
1950) a

Negative Attitude Toward School

The subjects of the Bowman and Matthews (1960) study openly expressed their
dislike of school experiences, especially for junior high school. Dillon
(1946) in his study of 1300 Indiana, Ohio and Michigan youth found that 69
per cent of the reasons secondary youth dropped out of school were attributed
to factors directly related to the school, Likewise, Johnson and Legg (1949)
discovered that the failure of the school to provide a curriculum and emotional
environment with sufficient holding power accounted for 62 per cent of the
reasons for youth leaving school before graduation. The findings of these two
atudies were supported by McCreary and Kitch (1953) where 57 per cent of the
reasons given by California youth for dropping out of school were dissatis-
faction with school.



Limited Work Experience

For many of the same reasons dropouts were unsuccessful in school so are they

unsuccessful in
holding part-time jobs while attending school according to

Bo man and Matthews (1960). Compared to their controls who stayed in school,

the dropouts
obtained poorer jobs, according to this study. Approximately

one-half of the dropouts obtained temporary jobs with no opportunity for

advancement.
The work adjustment of the dropout was poorer than his counter-

part's who stayed in school. In summary, Bowman and Matthews state, "The

dropout
obtains a poorer job initially than the non-college control, makes

a poorer work record, holds his job for a shorter period of time, and receives

fewer advancements."

Jacobs (1954), Ott (1959), and Cantoni (1955) also found in their study of

school dropouts that these youth had difficulty obtaining and maintaining a

j
ob.

1.212g1121§atliglait261laigte
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Unemployment

To reiterate, we know much more about the characteristics of the dropout prone

than what to do to hold them in school and prevent the subsequent delinquency

and unemployment that will be their lot if they do not acquire salable voca-

tional attitudes, habits, and skills.

Bowman and Matthews (1960), as a result of their study on motivations of youth

for leaving school, recommended that schools give serious consideration to

grouping children with like abilities for instructional purposes, consider

providing remedial teaching for those who need such special help, and offer

group and individual counseling for pupils and parents. They stress making

provisions for such early in the child's school attendance. Their recommen-

dations for curricular adjustments include preparation of youth, especially

boys, for vocational success by providing counseling and closely supervised

work experience programs. For girls they recommend preparation for marriage

and family living. These researchers particularly criticize the junior high

school for not adequately meeting the needs of dropout prone students. They

feel that the junior high school is not helping the potential dropout make an

adequate transition from the elementary school to the junior high school to

the senior high school.

the proceedings of the 1960 White House Conference made these recommendations

in regard to school dropouts:

That teachers and counselors in the elementary school be educated

to identify and help potential dropouts at the earliest stage.

That the school curriculum be made more interesting and mean4-gful

with remedial and supportive services, especially for retarded and

undermotivated youngsters, children of migrant workers, and other

economically and culturally deprived families.

That guidance services give more attention to potential dropouts

at all levels, and that counselors stress the iwportince of education,
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motivate their ambitions, and encourage them to remain in
school so that they will be better prepared for work.

That parents be brought in to participate in educational and
vocational planning with a qualified counselor at the time
their children drop out.

That school building facilities and personnel be available
day and evening on a twelve-month basis to serve the remedial

or vocational needs of dropouts.

Stebbins (1963) reports a personalized curriculum for potential dropouts in

Flint, Michigan. The objectives of the Basic Curriculum plan are as follows:

Personal Development: adequate self-image, wholesome attitudes,
social skills.

.
Vocational Orientation: preparation for job seeking, learning

the qualities of good workers, job information, occupa-
tional training.

. Basic Citizenship Skills: American heritage, responsibilities
of citizens, process of government, threats to democracy.

. Basic Academic Skills: reading improvement, practical arithmetic
and mathematics, current science, and communication skills.

While there has not been a formal evaluation of this program, Stebbins states,
"Their small but persistent successes in the core curriculum are elevating

their opinions of themselves; children ingrained with inhibitions are becoming

expressive. Their progress is not meteoric, but they are going forward, not

backward."

Burchill (1962) presented a case book on work-study programs for alienated
youth which was the outgrowth of a project conducted by Phi Delta Kappa
designed to identify and illustrate outstanding work-study programs aimed at
the prevention of delinquent behavior and at the rehabilitation of alienated
youth. He reviews two of the Flint, Michigan programs -- a rehabilitation
program initiated in 1960 conducted in the junior high schools and a voluntary
work-education project for high school dropouts initiated in 1961. Because of
shortage of space and difficulty in operating a work-study program during the
day, an after school rehabilitation program was undertaken at the junior high
level. After school the participants would report to two core area classes:
reading-English, social studies-mathematics, sciences-health. These students
reported in the afternoon for school and were enrolled in regular non-academic
classes.

The objective of this program was to foster changed attitudes in the pupils so
that they would eventually be able to resume full-time attendance in the
regular program. The success of this program was to be evaluated in terms of
growth in achievement as measured by standardized tests and changes in attitudes
and social behavior as indicated by school personnel. The first test will be

to determine how many are rehabilitated. This would entail attending regular
classes and successfully coping with the regular school program.
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The program at the senior high level was for school dropouts and involved
school-job adjustment training. Classes were conducted on an informal basis
for three hour periods a day. Course work emphasized knowledge and skills
needed for subsequent employment. Students continued their academic training
by enrolling in either senior high school or adult classes. The work experience
aspect of this prog.:am consisted of work in the community for remuneration.
Each job was set up for a span of six weeks. The employer paid the student
a wage. Training was adapted to the needs and capacities of individuals. The
program was a non-credit one, but school personnel continued counseling the
students.

Both programs have indications of accomplishments although at the time of
Burchill's publication (1962) no statistical analyses of data were reported.
No other report was located in the literature relative to these programs.

Another program reported by Burchill is the Mount Diablo, California project
involving a two-phase program to provide high school youth with exploratory
work experiences including in-school and out-of-school work. This program
was initiated in 1952. While this program did not deal exclusively with the
same type of youth, no doubt many were comparable to those in the Champaign
study. Work experiences were felt to be worthwhile for all students. Results
were reported in terms of case studies. The director of the program, according
to Burchill (1962), had this to say about the program:

Work experiences help in the adjustment of youngsters in an
important developmental stage. They learn to adjust in real
life situations. They achieve some degree of independence in
which they must live with themselves and at the same time get
along with other people.

Santa Barbara, California provides still another example of an outstanding
work-study program (Burchill, 1962). There six high schools cooperate to
provide their youth with the opportunity to explore the world of work. This
program dates back to 1953 and provides vocational counseling, job placement,
and work experiences for youth. The exploratory work is done during the day
and supervised by school personnel. They receive school credit but no pay.
The vocational work-experience program phase is set up to provide experience
for the youth that is directly related to the occupation they want to enter
after they terminate their formal education. The program has been evaluated
with funds provided by the Rosenberg Foundation to the Citizen's Advisory
Committee. The research included a questionnaire evaluation of the program
and sub-study involving differences between students in the program and those
who had not participated in the program. More than 1500 students had partici-
pated in the program at the time of the evaluation. The overall evaluation
indicated that the work experience program was a successful one according to
responses on the questionnaire. Parents, teachers, employers, and students
served as respondents. One interesting finding is that almost fifty per cent
of the teachers said the work-experience programs had "no effect" on their
courses. Forty-five per cent stated that they noted "some" effect such as
they provided topics or problems for discussion, they provided motivation for
additional interest in courses, and provided a basis for more utilization of
community resources. There seemed to be superiority'qof the male participants
in the program over non-participants centering around such factors as satis-
faction with present job, weekly salaries, agreement of high school interest,
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inventory scores with fields of occupation chosen, etc. No differences,

however, reiched statistical significance. One finding between the two groups

of females was that the non-participants had a higher incidence of marriage

within three or four years after graduation from high school. There was a

higher incidence of students who entered college among the non-participants.

This study differs from the Champaign study ih many respects, one being that

a wide range of intelligence was found among the students in the experimental

program. The supervision of the program was not comparable. Another limita-

tion was lack of close coordination between school and work experiences.

Employers recommended chat course work 1?e more related to job experience and

suggested that special classes be organized for the work experience program.

Parents recommended that only employers be selected who had a sincere interest

in the pupils.

Burchill (1962) also Includes the Champaign Prevocational Services for the
Handicapped as among the nine outstanding work experience programs in the country.

Here, again, this extension and improvement program for the handicapped was not

set up on a research basis although case histories point up forcibly the worth

of the program in helping handicapped youth (mentally retarded, physically, and
socially and emotionally handicapped) make a smooth transition from the school

to full-time employment.

The Rochester, New York school-work program for slow learners was also included
in the case book of outstanding work-study programs by Burchill (1962). The

program includes slow learners (IQ's 76 - 89) and has many similarities to
Champaign's prevocational program for the handicapped. One difference is that

the teacher also serves as work supervisor. Only subjective evaluation has
been made to date, but the staff feels that this program has increased the

school's holding power. No mention was made of a working relationship with the
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation.

Jew York City's work experience program was likewise cited by Burchill (1962).

this program was initiated in 1955 and was designed to prevent juvenile delin-
luency at the senior high level. The overall design of the program is a
functional curriculum with emphasis on job orientation and the basic fundamental
,kills of communication, reading and arithmetic necessary for job adjustment.
:n addition to attending the core program of the project, youth were also
=oiled in physical education classes of the regular program. They usually
Ittended one regular class outside of work education. The coordinators of this

)rogram also act as classroom teachers. Curricular materials and units of work
lave been developed by the staff. Case study material indicates that this pro-
gram is worthwhile.

The ninth case reviewed by Burchill (1962) is that of Kansas City, Missouri.
This program was started in 1961 with supporting funds from the Ford Foundation.
Junior high level alienated youth were included in this program. They continue
school on a half-day basis and work one-half day on a paid basis. When they
reach seventeen they work full-time on regular community jobs, and receive
supervision from the school. The project is scheduled to run to 1969. The
major evaluation of this study will involve regularity of attendance, conditions
associated with school dropout, achievements personal and social adjustment,
attitudes toward school, self-concepts and vocational aspiration, job adjust-
ment, and work competence at the close of the experiment.
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A research project which had some similarities to that of the present investi-gation is that of Longstreth, Stanley, and Rice (1964). The problem of thisstudy was to determine if the following characteristics would increase theholding power of the school: (1) a curriculum designed to appeal to thepotential dropout, (2) a stab1.e pupil-teacher relationship, (3) a counselor0;0 was immediately available, and (4) afternoon jobs for pay and schoolJ, .'
a. 9..

Subjects were selected for inclusion in the program based on school records ofexcessive truancy and tardiness, retardation in basic academic skills, andpoor academic grades. Candidates were classified as either aggressive orpassive in an attempt to form homogeneous groups. All candidates but four hadfinished the ninth grade. All students were within the normal range of intel-ligence as determined by the California Test of Mental Maturity.

Following their classification as passive or aggressive they were further sub-divided in terms of last school attended (there were only two schools). Withinthe subgroups they were rank-ordered in terms of age. The first student oneach list was then assigned to either the experimental or control group andthe second student to the other group, and so on until all students wereassigned. Following this, pairs of experimental and control subjects werematched on the basis of IQ, ages last school attended, and aggressive-passiveclassification.

Two experimental classes of approximately 15 students each were formed. Eachclass consisted of about one-third aggressive and two-thirds passive students.Teachers were selected on the basis of reputation for being a good teacher, anexpressed interest and some prior experience in working with deviate students.
A dropout was defined as any student who dropped out of school before graduationfinless another school requested his cumulative record. Contacts were made to.schools requesting cumulative records. If the student failed to enroll, he was:onsidered a dropout.

:nterviews with both experimental and control students were conducted in a'before" and "after" fashion regarding the school year just completed. TheFirst interview was conducted concerning the year prior to the inception of:he program.

?olice data were gathered for a period of 14 months prior to the inception of:he program and for the 14 months following the time the student left the,rogram. The results of the study were as follows:

. Almost exactly the proportion of experimental students droppedfrom school (577.) as control students (60%).

. A greater proportion of the aggressive students in both theexperimental and control groups dropped from school (687.) thanpassive students (527.), although this difference is not quitestatistically significant.

. Experimental students significantly improved in attitudes aboutschool, however, not sufficiently enough to remain in school.Also, the experimental aggressive students had the poorest
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initial attitudes about school, but showed the most increase

in improved attitudes. A slight decline in attitudes about
school was found with the experimental passive group. Declines

for both aggressive and passive controls were noted.

There was no significant reduction in the number of police
contacts by the experimental group. Both exterimental and
control aggressive students had more such ..ontact than the
passive students in both groups.

nis study differs from the Champaign study in several ways. First, the intel-

ligence range differed. The Champaign study concentrated on slow learners only.
The work experience program was supplementary to the classroom experiences
rather than a focal point of the curriculum. There was not a highly developed
and sequentially organized work experience program. No mention was made of a
close working relationship with Vocational Rehabilitation, possibly because
these youth might not have been eligible for DVR services.

In 1963 a Curriculum Demonstration Program was initiated by Southern Illinois
University in cooperation with the Quincy public schools and the U.S. Office
of Education with Dr. Frank D. Sorenson as project coordinator and Charles
Matthews as the administrative director. This project is more similar to the
research study being reported in this publicatica than any other study known to
the researchers. The objectives of the Quincy project (1964) are as follows:

To meet the needs of the unsuccessful slow learner for
vocational preparedness.

To retain the slow learning, socially alienated students in
the school program through the twelfth year.

To provide opportunity for, and guidance toward, adequate
personal and emotional development for the failure-prone
student.

To articulate and facilitate the transition of the slow learning
student between the elementary school, junior high school, senior
high school, the world of work, responsible citizenship and
family living.

To gain parent understanding, cooperation and support in
attempting to provide the most meaningful curriculum program
for the student.

While the project has not been reported in the literature, a status report
submitted to the U.S. Office of Education gives some tentative findings. At
the closing of the 1963-1964 school year, after one year of treatment, seventh
grade students made significant increases in mathematical skills as measured
by the California Achievement Test. An interesting finding was that the slowest
or least able students exhibited the greatest gains. The experimental subjects
gained 1.74 years as compared to .38 years for the control subjects. It was
found that reading achievement was more resistant to change. The researchers
expressed the feeling that change might be noted over a longer period of time.
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Although no statistical analysis was made of the holding power of the school,

it was felt by school authorities that the experimental program had prevented

a substantial per Lent of dropouts.

As is true of the Champaign study, the Quincy subjects are provided with

progressive work experiences and a special curriculum. In addition there is

a school training center (service station) which is used to promote various

skills and to facilitate the vocational adjustment of students. An interesting

aspect of the project is the home visitations under the direction and coordina-

tion of a parent-school coordinator. The goal of parent visitations is to

improve parental understanding of the child and school program and their
attitudes toward them. This project will be continued until June of 1968.

Like the Champaign project, the Quincy project has a working relationship with

the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation. In this instance, partial support

for the trainees enrolled in this prevocational training laboratory is obtained

from DVR. No information is available to date regarding the effectiveness of

the progressive work program in promoting improved vocational adjustment among

the subjects involved.

Related Studies With Mentally Retarded Subjects

While the slow learner is more capable intellectually than the mentally retarded,
he is confronted with many of the same problems in securing a job, especially if

he has not completed his schooling. For this reason selected studies on retard-

ates will be reviewed.

A few studies have attempted to compare the retardate with the normal to deter-

mine differences in social and occupational adjustment. The ones most frequently

cited are Fairbanks (1933), Beller (1936), and Kennedy (1948). As would be
anticipated, the results of these studies 'differed in some respects because

of vying economic conditions. The findings of the three studies are in agree-

ment on the following: (1) The majority of educable mentally handicapped youth

can make an acceptable social and occupational adjustment in their communities.
(2) The economic conditions and job opportunities in a given community determine

the extent to which the mentally handicapped are employed. When there is a

depression, they are prone to lose their jobs more frequently than during normal

times. (3) The mentally retarded obtain jobs that can he classified as unskilled

or semi-skilled. (4) There seems to be a relationship between the mores of a
community and the adjustment of the mentally retarded. (5) Social-economic

status of the family seems to play an important role in the adjustment of the

mentally retarded child.

A more recent study comparing mental retardates who were former special class

students with normal subjects of comparable age was conducted by Peterson and

Smith (1960). The mean IQ of the mentally retarded was 65 and the mean IQ of

the normal was 103. The major findings of this study were that the mentally

retarded left school earlier, held jobs requiring less skill, more frequently

changed jobs, were paid lower wages, had inferior housing and less frequently

awned their own homes, were more frequently involved with law enforcing

officers and for more serious offenses, and had a higher rate of divorce.
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Kolstoe (1961) studied the differences between 41 mentally handicapped subjects

who were employed and 41 subjects who were unemployed. All snbjzccs h21

clients of an employment evAlttActot% a%%.1 ivAtm%%p, rt00.., pG f.!.m4 th.-te

was a significant differc!nee among the employed group in those characteristics
associated with personality, social adjustment, work characteristics, and
physical factors. Ogden (1951) also found that personal factors were more
frequently causes of dismissal than intelligence or ability to meet the,
standards of work.

Peckham (1951) conducted a study to detemine why the mentally retarded (pat

their jobs. Ridicule and teasing seemed to be predominantly the reasons given.
He also reported that the retarded tend to be lacking in social skills and
certain job expectancy habits which were manifested in not adhering to certain
rules, dressing inappropriately, exhibiting immature behavior and failin3 to

be punctual. These studies indicate that lack of acceptance by co-workers is
the prime reason for job changing by the retarded.

Neff (1959) found that the degree of support in the home influenced the mentally

handicapped client's employment. The acceptance, understanding and support of
the family are important factors which influence the adjustment of the handi-

capped youth. Deno (1965) reporting on a project supported by the Vocational
Rehabilitation Administration on the rehabilitation needs of school age
retarded youth stated that the findings of the Minneapolis study suggested
that vocational preparation needs to include provisions for personal-social-

adjustment training.

The present study differs from other research studies reported in the litera-

ture in the following respects:

O A matched pair research design is used to evaluate the effective-
ness of the prevocational curriculum and services.

O The teachers have a vocational education background and have
also taken work in special education.

The curriculum is tailor-made for each subject based on a
complete psycho-educational, social and vocational study.

Individual and group social casework is provided for the
subjects and for their parents.

A prevocational counselor is available for the In-School Work
Experience phase of the program and one is also available for
the Community Work-Experience program. A prevocational
coordinator is responsible for supervising and coordinating
the program and works closely with the Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation.

4. Specially designed physical facilities were provided for the
project.
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Chapter III
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THEORETICAL ORIENTATION AND HYPOTHESES

This study is based on the premise that behavior is learned and thus can be
modified by appropriate training. Furthermore, it is believed that when a
youth experiences success at a given task, he will approach similar tasks
with greater confidence and anticipation of success. On the other hand, when
a youth fails at a task, he will anticipate failure and will avoid attempting
similar tasks.

Youth of low socio-economic status come from an environment that is quite
unithe that of the middle class academically oriented school. One result
of this discrepancy is that they frequently cannot understand expectations
established by the school. Failure and resistance to school are unfortunate
outcomes.

It was assumed that there is a range of basic capacities to learn inherent
in disadvantaged youth, as is true of youth from any socio-economic level.
It was acknowledged, however, that culturally disadvantte;ed youth, as a
group, have learning deficits resulting from their cultural deprivation.

In addition to the problems associated with social dissonance and learning
deficits resulting from lack of intellectual stimulation, it was further
assumed that since the youth selected for this project were functioning at
a "dull" intellectual level, they would have additional deficits in their
ability to process information. Consequently, enrollment in a regular educa-
tional program would result in inevitable failure. Youth who fail frequently
in school for any reason become alienated and 'Inn often prone= to nook relcupc
from this punishing environment by dropping out of school.

It was believed that if these youth were specifically taught to process infor-
mation more effectively through an educational program which is vocationally
oriented and meaningful to them, yet within the limits of their ability, then
the youth would be successful and develop positive approach attitudes toward
learning. Such a change in attitude should result in a change of behavior
from one of leaving school without future plans, to one of staying in school
coupled with a positive attitude toward entrance into an appropriate occupa-
tion, which might involve post high school trade training.

Since the basic goal for these youth is vocational rehabilitation and since a
high school education is an important step toward vocational rehabilitation,
it was felt to be imperative to reduce strongly negativistic attitudes toward
school aad to replace such attitudes with more positive attitudes toward
school. Thus, it was decided to attempt to modify behavior by placing the
experimental youth in a vocationally oriented program where the focal point
is a progressive work experience program in which success was frequent and
where support and counseling were available when failure occurred.

Such a treatment program wss expected to increase the school's holding power,
prevent juvenile delinquency and other types of maladjustive behavior,
and to promote the acquisition of attitudes, skilla,'and knowledge conducive
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to the youth taking their place in the world of work as contributing members

of the adult society.

Specifically, it was hypothesized that experimental subjects who were provided
with a carefully designed vocationally oriented educational program and with
the services of a prevocational counselor and counselor of the Division of
Vocational Rehabilitation would be significantly superior to their counter-
parts who served as controls and were enrolled in a regular educational

program without such benefits, in the following respects:

School retention and attendance as determined by school
records and data obtained from follow-up interviews.

. Vocational adjustment as determined by progressive work
experience while in school, and post school training and
employment records after leaving school.

Social and emotional adjustment as assessed by an Appropriate
Tasks Scale, an Inappropriate Tasks Scale, the Vineland Social
Maturity Scale, a Perceived Peer Acceptance Scale, the Taylor
Manifest Anxiety Scale, the California Psychological Inven-
tory, law enforcement records, and a structured interview
designed to obtain information on attitudes toward school,
teachers, classmates, leisure time.

. Academic achievement as measured by the Stanford-Achievement
Test.

. Eye-hand coordination as measured by the Purdue Peg Board,
Minnesota Hand Tool Dexterity Tests, Minnesota Clerical
Test, and the Digit Symbol subtest of the Wechsler-Bellevue
Scale, Form II.

In addition to testing the above hypotheses, other pertinent and relevant
data are reported.
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Chapter IV

THE PROJECT PROGRAM

'Setting For The Project

The City of Champaign is located in east central Illinois approximately 125
miles south of Chicago and 40 miles from the Illinois-Indiana state line.
Champaign (population 50,000) is the business center for a metropolitan area
of 100,000 people which includes the twin city of Urbana (population 25,000).

Champaign is a cultural center having the state land grant college, the Univer-
sity of Illinois, serving as a stimulus to the community. The University of
Illinois is the largest employer in the area, currently employing approximately
9,000 persons serving 28,000 students. In addition, Chanute Air Force Base,
the largest air force technical training base in the world, is located 15 miles
north of Champaign.

The Champaign Community Unit District IV Schools is a unit district offering
programs from K -12 in addition to a developing adult education program. Unit
IV Schools serve the City of Champaign and approximately 83 square miles of
rural territory. Current enrollment is more than 12,000 pupils.

The pupil population in Champaign is bi-modal, characterized by a large number
of very bright and above average pupils and a corresponding significant number
of non-academically oriented, culturally deprived children. Many of the
latter pupils have newly arrived in Champaign from various southern states
where they did not receive an education geared to their ability and needs.
Consequently, many of these slow learning pupils are also academically hostile.

Further complicating the educational picture of these pupils is the economic
necessity for early employment to assist in supporting themselves and contri-
buting to the support of their family. In addition, the parents of these
pupils are characterized by limited or no educational skills which result in
their obtaining unskilled jobs and facing frequent layoffs. Thus, it is
necessary for the economic livelihood of the family for the youngsters to seek
employment at an early age. Each day the youth must make a decision between
long term vocational objectives or a full stomach.

Before the initiation of this project, slow learning, dropout prone youth were
expected to enroll in regular academic and vocational classes in competition
with the other extreme of the bi-modal pupil population--the above average
pupil. Limited vocational counseling services were available to these youth.
The opportunity for inclusion in a work-study program was remote and then
available only in the junior and senior year on an academically competitive
basis.

The Champaign Schools were acutely aware of this untenable situation for slow
learning youth and committed themselves to ameliorate the situation. Staff of
the Champaign Schools who were research oriented, program conscious and voca-
tionally trained joined forces to develop a logical solution to the problem.
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ft was readily apparent that these slow learning, delinquent prone youth were

in need of the rehabilitative services provided by the Illinois Division of
Vocational Rehabilitation as much as were the mentally and physically handi-
capped pupils with whom the Champaign Schools and Illinois Division of Voca-

tional Rehabilitation had been working cooperatively for two years. Explor-
atory meetings were held with the local DVR Counselor, Mr. Emmerson V. Dexter.

His personal and professional enthusiasm inspired school personnel to enlist

the assistance of staff members of the state and regional office of Vocational

Rehabilitation. Several planning sessions were held in Champaign, Springfield,
and Chicago with Mr. Stanley Hedstrom, Mr. Alfred Slicer, Mrs. Grace Sims Moyer,
Mr. Vito Caleca, Mr. Harry Troop, and Mr. Bernard Benoit, who were respectively:
Region V Representative, VRA; Director, IDVR; Assistant Director, IDVR; Deputy
Director, Program and Staff Development, IDVR; Deputy Director, Client Services
and Special Programs, IDVR; Regional Supervisor, IDVR. The professional manner
in which cooperation, procedures, and responsibilities were delineated was

impressive.

Dr. E.H. Mellon, Superintendent of Schools, and the Board of Education were
kept aware of the developing project plans and enthusiastically supported this
cooperative merger of the two agencies dedicated to the total rehabilitation
of all vocationally handicapped youth.

To explain the project to the eligible pupils and their parents, to school
personnel, agency personnel, and to the lay public, the project was referred
to as the YOUTH Project which is an abbreviation for Your Occupation, Under-
standing, Training, and Habilitation.

Physical Facilities

Since no existing classrooms were suitable to carry out the intent of this
project, it was necessary to renovate space that could be made available.
Remodeling consisted of painting and installing partitions, accoustical
ceilings, tile floors, heating equipment and new lighting fixtures. Specially
designed facilities for this project included occupational arts laboratories
which provided for a family living area closely approximating the facilities
of a home and an industrial, arts laboratory designed to enable the youth to
develop and mass produce small projects in wood, metal, clay, and leather.

The educational needs of the youth and the type of instruction to be carried
out in the classrooms were taken into consideration in purchasing furniture
and equipment. For example, classrooms were equipped with trapezoidal tables
and individual chairs which could be arranged in many variations to best suit
instructional needs.

Stimulation for learning was enhanced by the use of audio-visual aids. Such
equipment as a 16 mm sound projector, opaque projector, tape recorders, record
player, and slide and film strip projectors were purchased. Typewriters were
purchased for use by the remedial teacher to foster the acquisition of skills
in which youth were deficient and to help some youth acquire these specific
vocational skills. Adding machines, a book stitcher,,cash register, mimeograph
machine, and spirit duplicator were purchased to teach-youth the operation of
these machines prior to their placement on In-School and Community Work Expe-
rience jobs requiring such skills.
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r7e.s:t Teachers

Teachers of the special classes were carefully chosen with consideration being
given to both their professional training and personal characteristics. As a
part of their formal training teachers had course work in a vocational area--
agriculture, home economics, industrial education, and business education. In
addition, they were required to take course work in special education with
emphasis on mental retardation.

One outcome of this project was the belief that personality characteristic-a of
the teacher were even more important than formal training. To be successfal
in working with these youth, the teacher has to respect them and perceive them
as being capable of growth. He must be interested in learning as much as
possible about his pupils so that he can gain a better understanding of their
strengths as well as their apparent weakness. Fast experience with comparable
youth led staff to the conviction that teachers will not be successful if they
try to impose their middle class standards on these youth.

The teachers of these children must be flexible and creative in developing and
trying new approaches to get through to these youth since traditional approaches
have failed. It takes a stable individual to be able to accept these youth and
not interpret their hostility as being directed against them personally.

Niemeyer (1966), discussing the Bank Street experiment with disadvantaged chil-
dren, makes this statement:

Our hypothesis is that the chief cause of the low achievement
of the children of alienated groups is the fact that far too
many teachers and principals honestly believe that these chil-
dren are educable only to an extremely limited extent. And
when teachers have a low expectation level for their children's
learning, the children seldom exceed that expectation, which is
a self-fulfilling prophecy. A logical concomitant to this
hypothesis is the conclusion that the problems of these schools
will not be solved simply through "more services" or "changing
family background" but through a functional, and probably
structural, reorganization of the schools themselves.

In addition, successful teachers of dropout prone are those who really like to
work with these youth. Neimeyer (1966) says that the teacher must get person-
ally involved. ".... lack of involvement is a problem of our whole society at
present, there is no better place to initiate personal involvement than in
educating those students with whom the schools have so far been unsuccessful."

Or anization and Mane ement of Classes

The majority of the classes in which the subjects were enrolled were taught by
project teachers. Nevertheless, each pupil's scheduling was carefully planned
so that if he were interested in and capable of succeonfully coping with the
curriculum of a particular regular class, scheduling in this class could be
accomplished. For example, a youth might be particularly talented in art and
request that he be enrolled in a crafts class. This was possible within the
framework of the experimental program. In certain instances, youth were
insistent upon being enrolled in a regular class even though school personnel
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.etioned their ability to succeed in this class. Trial placement was then
_;:je7ed after careful interpretation to the youth of difficulties he might

-.,;sites. The youth understood that the placement was on a trial basis and

st if he were unsuccessful he could be rescheduled into an appropriate

2roject class.

Ynce these youth came from family backgrounds where disorganization and dis-

tr are the rule, it is of little wonder that they were so difficult to
-;etrol in the school setting. Thus, the teacher-pupil ratio in the project
1;1:35eS of approximately one to twenty was necessary because these youthr

ceded more individualized instruction and attention than was possible in
:arger classes.

;Y)utines were kept constant and the classroom environment was highly structured.
:t was important for these youth to have a consistent school milieu in which
they clearly understood the rules, regulations, and procedures which they were
expected to follow.

Mese youth generally did not have adequate inner controls. They could not
handle too much freedom and thus, responded best to firm, consistent handling
Ly a mature, accepting and supporting individual. They tended to constantly
test the limits and needed to know that an adult was strong enough to help
them do what was expected of them.

Social workers were available to project staff on a consultative basis to help
them better understand the dynamics of an individual's maladjustive behavior.
In addition, social workers worked with individual and groups of subjects and
their parents on social and emotional problems that were interfering with the
adjustment of the youth in the classroom.

Social Casework Services

Social workers worked with individual youth and with groups of youth enrolled
:n the experimental program. The major emphasis of the casework service
:entered around amelioration of social and emotional maladjustive behavior.
Zhis was felt to be important since the major goal of the project was ultimate
'ocational adjustment and since research has shown that social and emotional
problems interfere with job adjustment more than low intelligence or inability
to perform the job.

The social workers assigned to the project had masters degrees and were grad-
uates of approved schools of social work. Their previous experiences with
similar youth in settlement houses, mental hospitals, and juvenile detention
facilities enabled them to contribute immeasurably to the achievement of the
eoals of the program. The problems of the youth were manifested in four
general settings: in the school, the home, the community, and on the job.

The social workers worked closely with other project staff members, with
parents, and with community agency personnel to facilitate the best possible
adjustment of these youth.

In the school setting the major reasons for referral to the social worker
csetered around acting out behavior in the classroom, defiance of authority
And disregard for school rules, tardiness and absence without justifiable
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cause, poor motivation, peer rejection and conflict, sexual problems, stealing
and the like. The social casework methods and techniques used varied in
accordance with the problem and its severity. The casework was coordinated
with the efforts of ether project team members to insure coordination of
services and safeguard against unnecessary duplication or lack of consistency.

Problems that came to the attention of the social workers which presented
themselves in the home were sibling rivalry, lack of parental control, lack
of understanding of the youth, poor attitudes toward education, lack of know-
ledge of how to help their child, and similar problems.

All parents of experimental subjects were seen by a social worker before the
youth was admitted to the project. At this time a social history was obtained.
Observations of the physical environment anA emotional climate of the home was
made. In addition, pertinent information was obtained from social agencies,
records in the cumulative folders, and information from the social workers
files. Social casework was provided for parents on an individual basis when
requested by parents, recommended by project staff, or felt to be vital by the
11.cial workers.

Groups of parents of experimental subjects met with a social worker on a
regularly scheduled basis to discuss problems of concern to them relative to
their child. A social worker specifically trained in group work was responsi-
ble for this aspect of social work.

Problems that manifested themselves in the community were oftentimes reasons
for referral to the social workers. These project staff members maintained
close contact with law enforcement personnel and social agencies. Problems
of concern to social workers regarding adjustment of subjects in the community
included acts of delinquency, unwise use of leisure time, and membership in a
gang.

Of particular concern were social and emotional problems affecting adjustment
on the job. The prevocational counselor referred such cases to the social
worker and close communication was maintained between these two staff members
to insure a coordinated effort and the ultimate adjustment of the youth on the
job. In many cases the DVR counselor was directly involved and in all cases
he was kept informed.

Prevocational Curriculum

The subjects in this research program had long histories of school failure and
retention. Their attitudes toward learning as well as their attitudes toward
teachers and authority figures in the school were negative. They especially
manifested a dislike of text books, had poor work habits, poor powers of
concentration, inaderuate communication skills, lack of sustained interest in
and persistence at e task until completiOn, and poor command of the fundamental
skills of reading, grammar, spelling, and mathematics. Their frustration level
was low and they were easily discouraged.

Since one if not the major problem of these youth is motivalonal, it was
apparent to project staff that a radically different approach would be essen-
tial to hold these youth in school and to promote their desire to learn. Thus,
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on the basis of what was known about these youth, the following principles

served as guides in the development of the curriculum for these slow learners

who were schrol dropout, delinquency, and unemployment prone:

The curriculum must be meaningful to these youth to gain
and hold their interest

The aspiring mechanic whose immediate desire is to own a motor scooter is more
receptive to reading material on gas engines than he is to read literature

such as Macbeth. Likewise, a gasoline station helper 4n the Community Work-

Experience phase of the program who is having difficulty determining how to
co-apute the state excise tax is more amenable to academic drill relative to

solving his concrete mathematical problems than he is to the completion of a
workbook sheet of isolated problems which has little meaning to him.

. The readiness of the individual to successfully engage in the
learning activities is an important consideration

Expectations which disregard the experiential background and level of skills
of the individual result in frustration and failure. The curriculum must take

into consideration the youth's readiness to engage in a given learning activity.
For example, it would be inappropriate for a teacher to assign a written
treatise on a subject such as "A Comparison of the Cultures of Ancient Greece
and Rome", for three obvious reasons: (1) the youth would not have acquired
the necessary concepts; (2) his reading level would not allow him to make the
depth study necessary to make comparisons; and (3) he would not have the
communi.ation skills necessary to express himself well enough to attack this

'problem. In fact, these youth have difficulty writing even the simple sentences
necessary to express elementary concepts.

. The curriculum must provide youth with success experiences
which result in a sense of accomplishment

Since these youth have had a preponderance of failures, it is important for them
to experience success. These successes must be not only recognizable by the
learner but by his peers and significant adults. Teachers who work with dropout
prone youth must plan activities carefully, especially in the initial stages of
the program, where success is imperative. The old adage that "nothing succeeds
like success" cannot be over-emphasized when working with slow learning youth.
As confidence is built up, the teacher can gradually increase the difficulty of
the task to the extent that i is challenging but not unattainable. To set
realistic goals for himself, a youth must experience success. If all tasks
lead to failure, then a youth is not able to determine what he can succeed in
doing.

Promotion of the youth's understanding f himself and an
acce7/cance of his strengths and weaknesses is an important
aspect of a prevocational curriculum

To set realistic vocational goals, one has to have a realistic concept of one's
self which includes as recognition and acceptance of one's strengths as well as
his weaknesses. A slow learner who aspires to be a medical doctor obviously
does not understand himself in relation to his vocational potential. On the
other hand, such a youth who feels that all he can do is to be a dishwasher may
be equally unrealistic in evaluating himself and his vocational potential.
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The curriculum must promote improved mental health which is
associated with positive attitudes toward school and society

A functional curriculum geared to the ability level of the youth and focused on
needs engenders feelings of adequacy and promotes favorable attitudes toward
self and others. Positive school experiences tend to generalize to the larger
society.

Emphasis 8n real life needs to insure that the youth's school
experiences are closely related to his immediate work experience
is a crucial curricular consideration

The school has a unique opportunity to provide these youth -pith meaningful work
experiences and classroom learning experiences which are mutually reinforcing.
For example, a youth learns in the classroom what is expected of a good employee.
at the time he is seeking employment in the initial phase of the In-School Wok
Experience program. Part-time employment in the work experience program presents
him with the opportunity to put into practice the knowledge gained in the class-
room and to identify areas where he is deficient so that he can obtain further
help in acquiring additional academic and/or personal social skills.

. The curriculum cannot be dictated by commercially prepared
instructional materials

There is a paucity of appropriate commercially prepared instructional materials
for slow learners. Teachers must select, adapt, and prepare instructional
materials geared to the needs of the learners and compatible with the goals of
the program.

Provisions should be made for mastery of materials before
new learnings are introduced

The amount of material covered is not nearly as important as thoroughly learn-
ing some carefully selected fundamental knowledge or processes that can be
readily and immediately applied. Too many new ideas or processes introduced
without sufficient overlearning are disintegrative rather than integrative.
For example, while it is important for a youth to be able to complete an appli-
cation form, to open a bank account, and to budget his money, to introduce all
such concepts and processes simultaneously would not be conducive to the mastery
and retention of any one of them.

Provision for structure to insure systematic and sequential
learning is essential in curriculum building

The progressive work experience program provides experiences within a struc-
tured framework which progresses from closely supervised in-school work
experiences, to part-time work in the community, to full-time employment.

. The curriculum must provide for a physical or motoric approach
to insure learning

Such a youth seems to learn more readily when he is physically involved in the
learning process. For example, a youth learns how to make change more readily
with real money than by paper and pencil experiences.
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The focus of the curriculum must be first on the learner and

his experiences and then related to the appropriate knowledge,
attitudes, and habits to be taught

each youth the curriculum has to be tailor made to fit his unique needs

athtr than trying to fit the youth to a ready made curriculum.

The curriculum must provide for immediate feedback to

the youth

t::ployer's evaluation of the youth's progress on the job, for example, is
%)-.ant to that youth's immediate vocational adjustment in that he can, if

:res:;ary, alleviate any weaknesses that are restricting or interfering with

, Lin progress on the job.

It is felt the above principles, while, applicable to curriculum development

for pupils in general, are especially essential in designing a curriculum for
the youth who served as subjects for this project.

The progressive work experience program served as the major focal point of the

curriculum. The curriculum of the special classes was developed to provide
the pupil with the academic skills and knowledges essential for him to realize
his vocational potential.

rhe two major areas of classroom instruction based upon the needs of the youth
In the work experience program were: instruction in basic skills (communication
Ind computation); and vocations. In addition, youth were provided with course-
fork in social living, civics, American history, and electives in regular
lasses on an individual basis such as art, music, and driver training.

11 youth were enrolled in the English and Practical Math c.Jurses. In English
he basic communication skills included reading, speaking, writing, and spelling.
a the mathematics courses those skills that were vocationally necessary were
tu,eit. Individual and small group remedial instruction was provided for those
th who were more severely educationally retarded and/or who had specific
taming disabilities.

n the Industrial Arts Laboratory the emphasis was on industrial processes and
ractices. Mass production articles were designed and produced in the labora-
ory. The technique of mass production allowed each pupil to understand the
rocess from beginning to end and to work as a member of a team. A variety of
and and machine operations provided success experiences for each pupil commen-
t:-ate with his ability. Field trips were taken to industrial plants in the
mediate area to investigate first hand how the mass productim concepts
earned in the classroom were utilized by industry.

n the Homemaking Arts Laboratory the emphasis was on enhancing the vocational
otential of girls through fostering improved grooming and acquisition of
ocial skills. Actual practice was given in purchasing and preparing quantity
poking, serving paying customers, and determining margin of profit. Course
ntent also included marriage and family, mass production of clothing and
Dod, home decoration and maintenance, budgeting, consumer buying, job oppor-
Anities for women, restyling used clothing as well as making garments from
tv material.
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vocations classes, trips were taken to pertinent business establishments

-.,.,ehout the community and the state to familiarize the youth with job

>;. ).,,
,eitieg Youth studied various aspects of employment which were compat-e...

vith their level of participation in the work experience program. Field
were also taken to various agencies in the community that had services

offer these youth such as the Illinois Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
e the Illinois State Employment Service.

aressive Work Experience Program

c:emands on employees are greater today than ever before. Employers are
..tt, by the threat of automation, war, draft, and the general unrest one

v,e:d expect in today's world. Consequently, each employer is seeking a

(Q:lt;;e graduate, non-draftable, pillar of middle class traditions. Unfor-
twecely, dropout prone, slow learning youth are very often the opposite of

t%ie composite.

-ee Prevocational Department of the Champaign Schools was conceived to provide
vocationally handicapped pupils with services which would enable them to
ieco le self-supporting members of society. The most important vocational asset
the public school can provide these youth is a high school education. Although
tot realized by the dropout prone pupil, possession or lack of a high school
diploma will weigh heavily on his future vocational success. Also of great
r!portance is the acquisition of positive worker traits, a basic knowledge of
the world of work, specific vocational information, management of money and
the development of long range vocational plans.

The prevocational program, by design, initiates experiences and knowledge at
the time they are of immediate concern to the pupil. For example, the pre-
vocational curriculum provides the pupil with information about employment
interviewing, labor laws and worker trait requirements at the time he is seeking
as first employment. Budgeting of money, social security, labor unions, pay-
:oll deductions, etc., are studied at the time the pupil is first employed in
:he Community Work Experience program and is likely to become intimately
Involved in these areas. Likewise, as the youth approaches graduation the
coetent of the prevocational curriculum focuses on those vocational aspects
1.elp .u1 in preparing youth for post school training and employment. The
prevocational adjustment counselor assists the classroom teacher in the dis-
hhieation of prevocational material by actual participation in the classroom
4-0 through his individual counseling interviews with the pupil.

ieitial phase of the progressive work experience program is generally made
.avA:lahle to the pupil at the junior high school level. At this age level many
er,pout prone youth are making definite plans to terminate their educational
;Ite,ra'.11. It is imperative that corrective procedures be developed to change
to :!. perspective.

(.,c1, pupil enters the program he is made aware of the scope and impact of
rv:ces offered by the Illinois Division of Vocational Rehabilitation (IDVR).

:le is referred to the IDVR counselor by the prevocational counselor and receives
4 i:Cleral medical examination. If indications of specific physical abnormal-
;!:es are noted on the general medical report, special examinations are

ducted to identify the severity of the abnormality. Corrective procedures
teitiated if warranted. This intensive physical examination at an early
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age enables the project staff to become aware of any physical limitations

of the pupil prior to his inclusion in the progressive work experience pro-
gram.

The first two phases of the progressive work experience program, In-School
Work Experience Laboratory and In-School Cooperative Work Program, consists
of closely supervised, semi-sheltered employment in physically familiar
surroundings. For most pupils this is their initiation into the world of
work. The skills, habits and attitudes cultivated at this time will have a
marked effect on their vocational future. Also, educational values learned
in relation to their individual vocational objectives will be formulated
during this period. Whether or not the youth accepts education as a worth-
while path to employment and seeks a high school education is a crucial
decision at this point since legally he can dropout of school.

The third phase of the progressive work experience prOgram, Community Work
Experience, is offered to each pupil upon his demonstration of the acquisition
of the basic work traits required for employment in a competitive situation.
The Community Work Experience phase of the prevocational program allows the
pupil to attend school for one-half the school day and to work at a job out-
side the school setting for one-half the school day. The pupil experiences
a work environment that is less closely supervised but more demanding competi-
dVelytban that which he experienced in the In-School Work phase of the program.
At the same time he continues to maintain strong ties with the school through
his half-day attendance and the counseling relationship with the prevocational
adjustment counselor. The Community Work Experience placement enables the.
pupil to put into practice the skills, habits and attitudes previously learned
and provides the prevocational staff with an opportunity to evaluate the
vocational abilities and interests of the pupil.

The prevocational adjustment counselors are the key to the success of the
prevocational program and have been selected accordingly. Each prevocational
counselor has academic training in industrial and/or vocational education, has
advanced training in guidance, counseling, and special education, has had at
least four years of successful teaching experience, has had a broad industrial
work experience, is extremely insightful and perceptive, and has the maturity
essential for working with this type of pupil.

Reality counseling best describes the type of counseling services provided to
dropout prone youth by the prevocational counselors. Reality counseling can
only be accomplished by a counselor uniquely aware of the individual pupil's
strengths and weaknesses, his family and social desires and his feelings
towari self and society. In effect, the prevocational counselor must be
cognizant of the pupil and his immediate environmental pressures, while at
the same time perceive the path to the ultimate goal of the program--vocational
rehabilitation. The prevocational counselor must have well developed perceptual
abilities in addition to the more common characteristics of an educational
counselor.

The team approach utilized in the project enables the attention of various
professional disciplines to be focused on pupils experiencing difficulties
that are detrimental to their total vocational development. The classroom
teacher, psychologist, social worker, prevocational counselor, and ova
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practices and procedures utilized by business and industry. Time cards,
piece work rates, mass production, assembly line operation, and quality
control become a part of the pupil's daily work experience, The pupils
receive no pay for their efforts but do receive school credit and grades.
The prevocational counselor, in supervising, observing and evaluating the
work of the pupil, consistently adjusts each pupil's work assignment to meet
his individual needs and to assure his success with the tasks assigned. The
youth remains in the work experience laboratory for at least one year. After
one year of successful work experience and after the pupil indicates he has
developed adequate social skills and desirable work habits, provisions are
made for his advancement into the next stage of the progressive work experience
program.

The flow of jobs through the workroom must be orderly and at an even pace.
When several school offices are sending jobs to be completed, it can result in
days when the number of jobs appears to be insurmountable and days when there
is nothing to do. Proper scheduling of work is essential. Regular routine
tasks, such as preparing weekly memos to teachers, monthly reports of standing
committees, and routine mailings are scheduled on the calendar at appropriate
times. Procedures for handling high priority orders are established so as not
to upset the orderly flow of work. One time jobs, such as the preparation of
teaching units, curriculum guides, school registration bulletins and office
forms are used to fill the calendar and insure that something is available for
the pupils to do each day. Jobs that can be worked on once and put away to be
completed days or even weeks later are used to make certain that each youth
has a task to do each day.

Office staff may be reluctant to send some of their routine tasks to the work-
room for fear the quality of work may be poor. One job sloppily done or too
late to meet deadlines results in embarrassment to all and the loss of confi-
dence and cooperation of the clerical staff. To maintain the high degree of
confidence required, the prevocational counselor must always stress quality
control in the workroom.

Cooperative lork Pr2Earn,

The second phase, In-School Cooperative Work Program, was designed primarily
for ninth and tenth grade pupils. It is planned so that pupils who enter this
phase are 15 or 16 years of age and fairly well along the road toward develop-
ing appropriate vocational attitudes and habits. In this phase the pupils
work for a teacher or a non-academic employee of the school system. Pupils
who work in the school offices, lunch rooms, or for custodians during school
hours receive a grade and school credit but no pay for their efforts. Pupils
employed after school hours are reimbursed for their work at a rate appropriate
for their experience and for the responsibility they assume on the job but not
exceeding a rate of one dollar an hour.

each work station is supervised by an adult employee of the school system who
gives direction to the pupil and checks to see that the assigned tasks have
been accurately carried out. The In-School Cooperative Work supervisor keeps
attendance records and submits to the prevocational counselor a monthly evalu-
ation of the pupil's work progress. As the pupil progresses on the job and is
Able to accept more responsibility, the In-School Cooperative Work supervisor
gradually lessens his controls and allows the pupil more freedom of choice in
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counselor share experiences and knowledge in the search for methods of foster-
ing the pupil's vocational growth.

The prevocational counselor is employed on a twelve month basis to insure
close and continued identification of the youth with the school. During the
su=er months the prevocational counselor helps the youth obtain full-time
employment and maintains his counseling relationship with the youth. Each
pupil, his parents, and his employer are encouraged to call the prevocational
counselor at any time, including nights and weekends, should the need arise.

A prevocational file on each youth located in the prevocational department
office is maintained by the prevocational counselor. Included in the prevo-
cational file is all material pertinent to the vocational growth of the youth.
Prevocational files include a picture of the pupil, educational history and
progress reports; psychological reports, staffing summaries, prevocational
counseling summaries (including teacher, family and employer contacts), In-
school and Community Work Experience evaluations, vocational test results,
copies of Division of Vocational Rehabilitation application, medical and
rehabilitation plans, newspaper publicity, correspondence concerning the youth
social casework summaries and anecdotal records.

The need for systematically organizing such data becomes apparent when consider-
ing the amount of information a prevocational counselor must draw upon to work
effectively with individual youth. When the prevocational counselor's case
load becomes large, it is impossible to provide effective individual service
to pupils unless all pertinent information is readily available to him.

It is important to note that considerable "desk time" is needed by a prevoca-
tional counselor to insure the proper recording of his contacts with the youth
and his employer. Also important is the availability of adequate secretarial
help to assist in the record keeping process.

In-School Work Experience Program

The first two phases of the progressive work experience program - In-School
Work Experience Laboratory and In-School Cooperative Work Program - are provided
within the school environment. These experiences were considered to be crucial
for the subjects in the experimental program of the YOUTH Project. Each phase
of the program is designed to cover two years. The youth moves through the
various steps of the program on the basis of their years in school, age,
maturity, and acquisition of desirable work habits and skills.

In-School Work paerit.nce, Ltabsys

Each junior high school youth in the experimental group was enrolled in a
section or class in the In-School Work Experience Laboratory. The number of
pupils in each section was limited to ten or fewer. The laboratory is under
the supervision of a prevocational adjustment counselor who supervises the
work experiences, provides individual and group counseling, and teaches lessons
related to vocations. A variety of jobs, usually of a clerical nature, filing,
typing, ditto reproducing, and mimeographing obtained from school offices
provides the medium for the work experiences. The prevocational counselor
sets the climate in the laboratory, duplicating as accurately as possible the
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his actions on the job. The prevocational counselor makes routine visits toobserve the pupil on the job and to discuss his progress and future plans withthe In-School Cooperative Work supervisor. Soon after each visit to the work
station, the prevocational counselor holds a conference with the pupil toreview his work evaluation reports and discuss problems originating on the job.pupils remain in this phase of the program until they reach the age of sixteen.They are expected to have a successful work experience of at least one semesterduration before being considered for work outside tae school setting. Success-ful work experience is determined by the cooperative evaluation of the pupil'swork traits by the In-School Cooperative Work supervisor and prevocational
counselor. Initiative, punctuality, dependability, ability to get along withsupervisor and fellow workers, and ability to follow directions are some ofthe traits considered. Inasmuch as the average pupil is in this phase of theprogram for two years, he has the opportunity to explore several types of workand to have several successful work experiences.

The operation of the in-school program may appear simple at first glance, butthe problems affecting its success are many and varied. Total acceptance ofthe program by all school personnel is essential. In many cases the oldestablished ways of doing jobs around the school must be changed. When askingfor these traditional methods to be broken, resistance is often met.

An awareness of the types of jobs performed by the non-academic staff and the
capabilities of his pupils is essential for the effective functioning of theprevocational counselor. With these facts in mind, the prevocational counselor'sjob becomes one of "selling" the services of his pupils to the school staff.

An important consideration to insure the successful operation of the In-SchoolCooperative Work phase of the progressive work experience program is the
selection of supervisory personnel for the work stations. Most persons whenfirst approached express an interest in the program and are willing to cooperate.A few look upon this request to help and to assist as an administrative deviceto increase their already crowded work loads. The prevocational counselor mustbe prepared to answer all objections and to be able to assure the supervisors
that the pupils placed with them will not be a hindrance to their work or anadded burden. Generally only one youth is assigned to a selected work station.
to insure that the full energies of the work supervisor is focused on the youth.After a placement has been made, the prevocational counselor must make periodicvisits to further establish his willingness to assist the In-School CooperativeWork supervisor in any problems that arise with the youth.

The consultant service provided by the prevocational counselor to the In-SchoolCooperative Work supervisor is extremely important. As a rule, the non-academic
supervisor lacks training in child development and fails to understand the needsof the slow learning or deprived youth. He needs help in determining successfulways of dealing with the pupils. The role of the prevocational counselor, there-fore, becomes one of talking over problems, listening to how the In-School Worksupervisor handled them, and making suggestions for future actions. Carefulattention must be paid to the attitudes and feelings of the In-School Worksupervisor and at the first sign of disgust or bias toward a pupil, the pre-vocational counselor must work with the supervisor and pupil to attempt toclarify the problem and develop a solution. If continued problems arise withone supervisor it is felt to be wise to re-evaluate hiertrue feelings towardthe pupils. Occasionally, it is bast for all concerned to seek placement withother supervisors.
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"..p proper placement of pupils may present
several problems for both the In-e;01 Cooperative Work supervisor and the prevocational counselor. Many work.,1 ,8 that are thought to be acceptable to the prevocational

counselor do=tet the approval of the pupil. If the work expected is too hard or too./ for the pupil, he will be unhappy.
Often by working in one place or atA ;articular station the youth is made vulnerable to teasing from his peers,again he may quit the job. To many male pupils, clerical tasks are.!7...nly and totally unacceptable while other male pupils derive great satis-'41tion and self-esteem from running a mimeograph machine. The prevocational,eselor must be aware of these problems when making his placements. CarefulEreening of the pupils and their work stations will help to eliminate possiblefture difficulties.

Alter placement has been made, one can look for all the poor work habits oftLe pupil to appear. If the youth is expected to accept the responsibilityto go from one building to another, he will probably be habitually tardyeeless slightly more time than is physically needed to get there is allowed.The pupil may occasionally skip his job unless he knows the prevocationalcounselor is sincerely concerned and is making regular attendance checks.The prevocational counselor and the In-School Cooperative Work supervisor:...ust carefully spell out exact limits with each pupil. These limits must bestrictly enforced to prevent the youth from taking advantage of his new free-dom and the relaxed format afforded by the work station. Inability to under-tand or follow directions, sloppy work, and poor relationships with the In-school Cooperative Work supervisor and fellow workers become the joint concernof both the prevocational counselor and the work supervisor. Solutions tothese inappropriate work habits, attitudes and traits can be worked out inroutine counseling sessions. The most important considerations and possibly:he most difficult problems are to help the youth feel he is important to theIchool, that he is providing a valuable service, and that 1-e. is successful inis endeavors. The above are possible through the warm ane accepting, yetusinesslike attitude of the prevocational counselor working in a carefullytructured situation,

Community Work Experience Program

*le Community Work Experience program was an integral part of the YOUTH ProjectId an expansion of an already well developed prevocational program for handi-ipped youth. It provides the pupil with an opportunity to test his abilitiesn a real world as opposed to the somewhat unreal or simulated atmosphere ofhe school. He begins to learn how to function as an adult, in an adult world,'ithout the ever present company of his peers. To some, this transition is.hreatening and difficult, to others it is challenging and exciting, but forIII it is necessary.

Regardless of the ease with which the transition from school to the adult worldit work is accomplished, it is desirable that the opportunity for beginning workexperiences be incorporated into an adequately staffed and well organized school)rogram. Few persons learn to become accomplished or skilled in all areas of:Lett endeavors without the opportunity to properly orient themselves. When!titling with dropout prone youth who are subject to making mistakes, less percep-itee to necessary change and more sensitive about the inadequacies they bring to.;ob, it is essential that the semi-sheltered environment of the school remainvtailable during the transition period.
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. Eligibility
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2:pa becomes eligible to participate in the Community Work Experience programf,.ase three) upon reaching the age of 16 and after having successfully completed;:h phases one and two of the progressive work experience program.

Coununity Work Experience program affords opportunity for the pupil to leave.v.r school for a portion of each school day, usually one-half, to work at a job,,;thin the community. The pupil accumulates credit toward graduation from highAchool as well as pay from his employer.

. Job Placement

n.e prevocational counselor either locates or helps the pupil locate an appro-priate job and assists the pupil tn the completion of all pre-employment arrange-tents such as release from school, job application, etc.

Job Follow-Up

Yollowing placement, the pupil usually requires the continued service of theprevocational counselor both at school and at his place of employment. Counselor-pupil contacts take on different dimensions as the pupil feels more secure inIts role as an employee, but the need for such contact rarely diminishes cam-aetely. The employer also needs various kinds and amounts of contact with theIrevocational counselor. The importance of such contact will be discussed later.

. Job Mobility

tthough the pupil may remain at a specific job for an undetermined length ofime, he is encouraged to consider various factors associated with his job inhe light of his future commitment to this area of work. If he discoveres tooin), unacceptable factors associated with his particular job, he is encouragedsinvestigate other areas of employment. On the other hand, the youth'sility to advance to a new position is evaluated in the same manner. A youthencouraged to seek advancement, either within the original place of employ-nt or at another work station depending upon his level of training, jobquirements, hours he can work, etc.

. Evaluation

le need for evaluation of the individual pupil's progress is continuous.mded information is gained through contact with both the pupil and histployer as well as through a monthly progress report filled out by the employer.m progress report serves as a general record of growth as well as a means byitch the employer can record his reactions to those specific personal-socialid worker traits felt to be important to the pattern of the pupil's growth'ofi1e. Information thus gained is extremely valuable to the prevocationalwnselor as he works with the pupil.
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. Post-School Options

s csepletion of all required course work and after the accumulation of
;iscient high school credits, the pupil graduates from high school. Upon

::4:.a:ion he can exercise one of several options regarding his vocational
He may elect to remain on his job on a full-time basis, he may secure

,employment, or, .if qualified, he may pursue specific job training either
:;:vh an on-the-job training arrangement or by attending an appropriate trade

a:sol through the auspices of DVR.

isstification of the Community Work Experience Program

it a pupil enters the Community Work Experience program he should have gained
,liderable insight concerning his abilities to work effectively. To insure
:st the pupil experiences the full impact of his new status as a work-study

:,4:ticipant, a number of pre-job conditioning steps are initiated. He parti-
t:.estes in the job'selection process, he generally has to compete with at least

other pupil in order to secure the job, and he has to agree to observe the
rtous conditions surrounding his release from school to participate in the
C:ssresnity Work Experience program. Significant here is the fact that he has to
:estst something of himself, some energy in securing the job. This is important
Lecause, hopefully, he will not give up easily or fail to try to succeed on the

when he has had to expend considerable effort to obtain it. Contrast this
With a situation where he has nothing invested, where he is merely assigned to

ob, possibly with an artificial interview staged, supposedly, for his benefit.
to can quit such a job blaming everyone else but himself for his difficulties.

'A is expected that the pupil will experience some difficulties adjusting to
he job situation. It is one of his first attempts to "break into" the adult
orld. No longer does he have the security of being surrounded by his peers.
trtain modes of behavior, patterns of speech, and style of dress are no longer
cceptable. He may find that they are quite inappropriate and unless he has
Oz4r appropriate substitute or possibly certain outstanding strengths such as
and work habits, a warm and friendly personality, etc., he may be unaccepted
his new environment.

en recognition is given to the adjustment problems pupils have in making the
ansition into the world of work, it is possible to build in controlling
ctora that will aid the pupil during his time of need. The fact that the
ipil has the sheltering environment of the school to which he can return foriststance is important. Hopefully, the school, with its staff of adults, manyt whom have been trying to prepare him for the difficulties he is now experi-Icing, suddenly becomes a more desirable place to him. The pupil must be ables approach someone who understands his problem. To insure that this is possible,t is of extreme importance that the prevocational counselor be available forpsseltation at all times. It is equally important that the prevocational
04:.telor is perceived by the pupil as a source of information, an interested

person, and a willing and fair-minded adult rather than as an aggressive,taziplining, disinterested and domineering staff member. Pupils who have notste able to establish
satisfactory relatienships with the school staff or withS.Its in general are extremely sensitive about the approachability of adults.htt factor cannot be over-emphasized when dealing with dropout prone pupils,s:ticularly when the pupil is at the stage of leaving the security of school
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peers for the unsure and perhaps misunderstanding
adult world of work.

of the willingness of the prevocational counselor to support the youth
4,

:ails on the job, the focus of prevocational counseling is always on the
ee and on prevention of the establishment of a dependency relationship.

1;:lowing job placement, and as the pupil-employer relationship
is stabilizing,

prevocational counselor has an opportunity-o serve as a catalyst in the
aa,ilising process. Frequent visitations to the employer to discuss the status
;i youth, observe the youth on the job and give or relay pertinent infor-
Ta-ion serve to promote better understandings by the parties involved. Such
1:5itations diminish in number as the employer-employee relationship matures.
vse need for contact between pupil-counselor and employer-counselor

rarely
::seppears, but may take on more the dimensions of friendly visitation rather

w an need-related discussion. It is interesting to note that many employers
:ealre such continued contact from the prevocational counselor in order to
rag" about the progress the youth 1.s imaking on the job.

is anticipated that the youth will have an opportunity to sample several
:ifferent work situations while participating in the Community Work Experience
rsrsm. As he becomes a more proficient worker, the youth has a need to
;.irticipate in an expanded environment. He needs to experience the feeling of
tit progress and growth of which he is capable. The contribution of the prevo-
,cional counselor during the transitional period must again be emphasized.

youth fail to recognize the need for a job change. They may have become
clite comfortable and satisfied as a result of the success experienced on their
first job and display a reluctance to leave. Others show no regard for caution
tsd leap at a promise of more money without considering possible less desirable
features about the job in question. The prevocational counselor must be acutely
ware of the individual youth's capacity for growth. He must be able to
orrectly assess the various aspects of an employment situation and weigh the
3sible various advantages and disadvantages to the youth. The final decision
cording a job change should be the decision of the youth but arrived at in
onsultation with the prevocational counselor. In no instance should a job
hsnge be allowed without a thorough joint exploration of the proposed change
r the prevocational counselor and the youth.

e need for continuous evaluation of the individual youth's progress becomes
'ident when one considers the various facets of the prevocational counselor's
)1e. He must always be aware of the many significant cues that point to change
the youth's growth pattern. He must convey his interest in the youth's job

ituation and be able to discuss any of the many positive or negative concernshe youth wishes to discuss.

youth who participates in the Community Work Experience program finds him-at( approaching graduation from high school with much the same anxiety as mostO 4th. Although he usually has several desirable options available to him,tare is a need for decision making that many college bound youth can delay forI least another year. This decision involves the choice of whether to remaint his present job, obtain other employment, or train for a specific job
;:airing additional skills. Here again the need for a vast amount of infor-a!ion regarding the individual's strengths and weaknesses as well as knowledgecurrent and future trends in families of jobs must be available to the prevo-atosta counselor and the pupil so that the best possible decision can be made.
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Post School Planning

The planning of post school training or vocational placement is recognized bythe project staff as being worthy of long and careful deliberation. Planningactivities should include careful consideration of the results of variousmeasures of abilities. Some of the instruments used are the Purdue Pegboardand Minnesota Hand-Tool Dexterity Tests and the WISC Performance Scale. TheKuder Vocational Preference Scale can be used to identify gross areas ofvocational interest. The psychologist from the Illinois Division of VocationalRehabilitation administers vocational tests to all youth during their senioryear which provides a measure of the youth's vocational competencies in specificareas.

Less definitive, but of equal importatrce in the post school vocational planningprocess, is an evaluation of the youth's work skills. The team composed of theprevocational coordinator, the IDVR counselor, prevocational counselor, psycho-logist and social worker share a wealth of information gleaned from the youth'sprevious school and work experiences.

Considered in the total planning process is the youth's academic record,attendance record, educational counseling summaries, in-school work experienceevaluation, community work experience evaluation, prevocational counselingevaluation, and the expressed vocational interest of the youth. Too frequentlythe vocational future of a youth is determined by the immediate financial andsocial plans of the youth. Large car payments or early marriage many timesthwart the best laid plans for post school vocational training.

During the youth's last year in school he makes a tentative vocational choicebased on the real or assumed knowledge he has gained. He is encouraged tolearn all he can about the particular vocational choice through guidance manuals,films, interviews with persons presently employed in the vocational area, fieldtrips to industry or business, actual employment in a closely related job, andeventually a trip to a trade school having training facilities in this area.Through this concentrated study he develops a more objective and insightfulcriteria for retaining or rejecting his tentative vocational choice. If herejects it, the DVR counselor and prevocational counselor assist him to surveyother vocations that may be compatible with his abilities and desires. Thesame learning process is then followed for his new vocational choice.a
Inherent in ideal planning is the inclusion of the youth's parents throughoutthe entire process. Early in the planning process individual and group meetingswere held with the youth, parents, prevocational staff, and DVR counselor.Although meetings designed to inform the parents of the comprehensive programoffered by the school and DVR were held throughout the youth's enrollment, themeetings during the youth's last year of attendance were generally betterattended and most fruitful. The full impact of the youth's termination fromhis long association with the school is now realized by the parents. In manyinstances they freely relate their apprehension associated with this schooltermination coupled with their lack of knowledge concerning the transitionfrom pupil to employee. In these meetings parents have been able to developa better understanding of their youth in ways of helping them in the vocationalarta. The parent is kept informed of and involved In all aspects of planning.Each year parents are encouraged to attend a meeting where-,a DVR psychologist
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And representatives of trade schools discuss trade school training opportunities.FArents are encouraged to accompany their child on visitations to trade schools.
Upon final selection of a vocation, the major responsibility for post schooltraining and/or placement rests with the DVR counselor and with the prevoca-tional counselor working with him. If the vocational objective of the youthentails trade school training, the DVR counselor completes the necessaryarrangements allowing the youth to make a smooth transition from school totrade school. If his vocational objective does not require his attending atrade school, the DVR counselor and prevocational counselor assist him inobtaining employment compatible with his ability and vocational choice.

Initially some problems were encountered by the project staff due to theinability of some youth to take advantage of post school trade training oppor-tunities because of family financial responsibilities. In most cases thefamilies in question were receiving aid through the Champaign County Departmentof Public Aid. Conferences between the project staff and the County Departmentof Public Aid resulted in this agency accepting the financial responsibilityfor the dependent family members while the youth received trade trainingthrough the DVR.

Trade school attendance and initial job placement does not release the prevo-cational staff from its commitment to the youth. Youth who have graduated toproductive citizenry provide a valuable resource for program evaluation andcurriculum change. Each youth attending trade school is required to write tothe DVR counselor at least once a month. The general rule is for the prevoca-tional staff of the Champaign Schools and the DVR counselor to receive frequentletters from former youth receiving trade training. Many contact project staffduring their vacation periods.

Former youth on jobs within the local community are followed up at least twicea year by the project staff. Incidental contact is usually made on a much morefrequent basis.
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Chapter V

METHOD

Overall Apiratt

The experimental design of this study involves pre and post testing of youth
placed either in an experimental or in a control group where the experimental
variable is a specially designed program involving a vocationally oriented
prevocational curriculum and services. Briefly, slow learners (IQ 75-90)
ranging in age from 13 to 21 who were considered to be school dropout, delin-
quency,and unemployment prone were referred as possible candidates for the
project. Following referral, the subjects were administered a battery of
tests, and if eligible for the project were then matched and randomly placed
in either a prevocational treatment program (experimental subjects) or allowed
to continue in the regular school program (control subjects). At the end of
the treatment phase of the project, all available subjects were re-administered
the battery of tests and the gains made by both sets of subjects wore subioctoa
to statistical analysis. Only those findings that could occur by chance less
than five times in one-hundred were considered to be significant.

Sopulation and'Sample

General Description of Population

At the spurt of the project in 1962, the Champaign Community Unit IV Schools
had an enrollment of approximately 10,000 pupils. Of these, 2100 were located
in the three junior high schools and 1650 in the senior high school. All
pupils in the school system who met the objective selection criteria were
considered to be eligible for the project.

Generalization of the findings can be made to appropriate sub populations of
communities similar to Champaign, since the total school population was con-
sidered in the study and appropriate statistical procedures were used to
evaluate the project.

Identification Procedures

Project staff conducted group meetings with guidance personnel and other school
staff members to interpret the characteristics of the subjects for whom the
project was designed in order for them to make appropriate referrals.

The following criteria derived from factors known to be associated with early
school leaving, delinquency, and unemployment were used to screen and identify
the subjects:

. School Marks. Youth who had predominately failing grades
were referred for the project.

. School Achievement. Any youth achieving two years or more
below grad.:. level in reading and/or arithmetic waa referred
for screening.
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Social and Emotional Adjustment. Youth who manifested poor
social and emotional adjustment were considered for further
evaluation.

. Socio-Economic Status (SES). Ratings were made of the socio-
economic status of potential subjects by applying the Warners
Scale (1949) to the father's occupation, area of residence
and condition of housing. Final socio-economic status was
determined by multiplying the father's occupation score by
four (4) and the housing score by three(3) and summing the
results. Scores of 35 to 49* wire required for admission
to the project with the exception that during the second year
of the project several youth who, according to the rating scale,
attained slightly higher scores, were admitted on the basis of
a social worker's evaluation of the home which indicated that
the dwelling approximated that of subjects in the project. The
exceptions occurred because straight lines (which ignored minor
local variances) were used to establish the original boundry
lines for the project.

Intelligence. Information in the cumulative folders was used
to identify youth who scored in the slow learning range on
group intelligence tests. These subjects were then adminis-
tered the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale, Form L-M. Sub-
jects eligible for final inclusion in the study had to attain
a Stanford-Binet intelligence quotient (IQ) between 75 and 90.

Description of the Final Sample

A total of 537 pupils, referred through the screening procedures as potential
subjects, were administered the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale, Form L-M,
the results of which was the final determinant of eligibility. Of these
potential subjects, 286 or 53.3%, attained IQ's between 75-90; 215, or 407.,
attained IQ's above 90; 36, or 6.77, attained IQ's below 75. Thus, only 286
pupils met the final criterion for eligibility (IQ 75-90). Not all of these
youth, however, were included as possible subjects due to the following cir-
cumstances occuring prior to placement in the project:

.

.

.

.

Dropped out of school 21 7.3
Moved 17 5.9
Social worker investigation indi-

cated homes had SES above
criterion 11 3.8

Placed in juvenile institution 1 1.6
Pregnancy 1 1.6

51 20.2

* The higher the score the lower the socio-economic status
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All youth who met the criteria for eligibility and were available as subjects
at the time the program was to be initiated, constituted the final population.
From this sample population youth were matched for placement in either the
.experimental or control group according to the following criteria:

Sex

. Race

. I.Q. (within 8 points)

. SES (within 5 points)
C.A. (within 10 months - usually less)

After pairs of subjects had been established, one member of the pair was
selected randomly for inclusion in the experimental group and the other was
assigned to the control group.

Following selection for placement in the experimental group, parents and youth
were contacted by prevocational counselors who interpreted the purpose of the
project. Any experimental youth who refused to enter the project was excluded
from placement in either the experimental or control group.

Forty-four eligible candidates refused to cooperate (either refused placement
in the experimental program or refused to take additional tests) and were
eliminated from the project. In addition, 9 were not included because they
could not be matched. Subjects originally assigned to the control group who
refused to cooperate in the pre testing were also eliminated from the project.

After all contingenciet had been accounted for, a total of 182 subjects (91
experimental and 91 control) were matched and placed in the project during the
Fall of the 1962-1963 school year and 1963-1964 school year. Additional youth
were admitted to the project in the Fall of the 1964-1965 school year but data
on these subjects were not included in the statistical analysis because the
treatment period was not sufficient to adequately test the hypotheses. (See
foreword for an explanation of the early termination of this project.)

Statistical evaluation of possible differences between the experimental and
control groups on the criterion variables reported in Table I indicates that
the groups did not differ significantly on the basis of socio-economic status,
chronological age, or Stanford-Binet IQ.

The distribution of subjects by race and sex is indicated in Table II. Since
a matched pair design was used, controlling for these variables, both groups
are, of course, comparable in these respects.



Table I

Characteristics of Subjects Selected
For The Study

Mean CA of subjects entering
project in 1962 15-7 15-7

Mean CA of subjects entering
project in 1963 14-3 14-5

Total Mean CAa 15-0 15-1

Mean I.Q.13 83.2 83.7

Mean S.E.S? 40.27 39.38

No significant difference: a (t1 -.12) b (t2 = .57) c (t3 m 1.01)

Table II

Distribution of Initial Subjects
By Race and Sex

Male Female

Caucasian 32 18

Negro 23 18

Description of Instruments

The instrut.ents administered on a pre and post basis to each subject in theproject were as follows:

. The 1960 Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale, Form L-M, was administered
to determine intellectual eligibilt4 and to facilitate identificationof strengths and weaknesses.

. The Stanford Achievement Tents provided information concerning academicachievement in Paragraph Meaning, Word Meaning, Spelling, Arithmetic
Reasoning, and Arithmetic Computation.
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. Four tests of eye-hand coordination were administered: The Digit
Symbol Subtest of the Wechsler-Bellevue Scale, Form U, the Purdue
Pegboard Test, the Minnesota Hand-Tool Dexterity Test, and the
Minnesota Clerical Test was used to assess speed and accuracy in
performing tasks relating to clerical work.

. A measure of perceived peer acceptance was obtained using 50
items selected from the California Test of Personality. After
appropriate modifications and changes to guard against response
set, these 50 items were arranged to provide a perceived peer
relationship scale. (See appendix)

. A measure of the subjects perception of appropriateness and
inappropriateness of tasks was. used to assess realism of goals.

. The Vineland Social Maturity Scale provided scores that were
related to "Social Age" and "Social Maturity".

. The Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale provided one measure of
behavior related to emotional adjustment.

. The California Psychological Inventory, a 480 statement instru-
ment devised to be answered either "like me" or "not like me",
yielded a total of eighteen scores for each subject which
theoretically measure the following characteristics: dominance,
capacity for status, sociability, social presence, self-acceptance,
sense of well-being, responsibility, socialization, self-control,
tolerance, good impression, commonality, achievement via confor-
mance, achievement via independence, intellectual efficiency,
psychological mindedness, flexibility, and masculinity-feminity.

Qualitative clinical data were obtained from each subject through the use of a
sentence completion test, guidance questionnaire, and structured interview. All
data were utilized in preparing each case study. (See appendix for instruments.)

A separate interview form devised by the social workers and prevocational coun-
selors was used when interviewing those youth who had either graduated or
dropped out of school.

. Method of Analysis of Data

Its an attempt to present a description of slow learners from low SES homes who
are school dropout, delinquency, and unemployment prone, the analysis of the
data obtained from Lhis study are presented in two ways: (1) statistical analy-
sis of the data, and (2) incorporation of the data in a discussion by means of
a case study approach.

Appropriate statistical techniqw's were used to analyze the data including
analysis of Variance, Chi Square, and t tests. Basic references for the pro-
cedures are Lindquist (1953), and Walker and Lev (1953). Statistical signi-
ficance was set at the .05 level of confidence.
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Chapter VI

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In a study where significant numbers of subjects are lost to the project for
one reason or the other, it behooves the researchers to ascertain whether or
not the obtained results could or should be attributed to factors other than
those considered in the experimental treatment. After a thorough review, it
is believed that the overall findings of this study were not affected by
biasing factors associated with memberdhip in either the experimental or the
control group. Data to support this belief are herewith presented. Following
the presentation of this special information, the chapter is organized into
the following five sections:

. School Retention and Attendance

. Vocational Adjustment

. Social and Emotional Adjustment
Achievement

. Additional Pertinent Findings

Follow up data was impossible to obtain from some of the subjects for any of
a variety of reasons: incarceration, service in the Armed Forces, move with-
out leaving a forwarding address, refusal to cooperate in post testing. ,Since
some of the pupils moved to other communities and thus were unavailable for
follow -up studies, consideration was given as to whether or not more pupils
dropped out of one group than the other due to mobility.

The findings indicate that 9 youth moved from the experimental group and 7 youth
moved from the control group. From these findings, it is apparent that the move-
ment of youth to other communities was not related to placement in either the
exper,mental or control group.

In evalUating the study, it became necessary to ascertain whether or not there
was a difference between "dropping out" or "staying in school" that was asso-
ciated with IQ. Data on the IQ's of both groups are presented in Table III.

Table III

Mean IQ's of Total Groups, Moves, Dropouts

Experimental Control t

Total Group (N am 182) 83.2 83.7 -.77

Those Who Moved (N = 16) 83.3 83.7 -.19

Those Who Dropped Out (N = 43) 82.6 83.3 -.46

No significant difference
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The mean IQ of the youth in the total experimental group (N Ns 91 matched
pairs) was 83.2 and in the total control group was 83.7. When these scores
were analyzed statistically there was no significant difference between the
IQ's of the subjects in the experimental and control groups. Experimental
youth who moved from the community had a mean IQ of 83.3, while control youth
who moved from the community had a mean IQ of 83.7. Experimental youth who
dropped out of school had a mean IQ of 82.6, while control youth who dropped
out of school had a mean IQ of 83.3. I' can be seen that there were no signi-
ficant differences between subjects in the experimental and control groups
that could be related to either a differential moving from the community or
dropping out of school that was associated with intelligence. Although this
finding might appear to be somewhat contradictory to the findings of other
studies, Bowman and Matthews, 1960; Jacobs, 1954; Allen, 1956; Ott, 1959;
Drescher, 1954; and Snepp, 1956, which indicate that youth who dropout of
school tend to have lower ability, it should be remembered that the youth in
this study were initially selected bedause of limited intellectual ability,
hence are more homogeneous in this regard. Thus, dropping out of school in
this study seemed to be associated with factors other than limited intellectual
ability.

A statistical analysis, Table IV, indicated that there was no difference between
the socio-economic status of the total initial group, the "dropout" group, or of
the "move" group. There was a difference 01(.05), however, between the socio-
economic status of the youth who dropped from the experimental group as compared
with the socio-economic status of the youth who dropped from the control group.
Thus, it would appear that the subjects who dropped from the experimental
group tended to come from homes classified as being of slightly lower socio-
economic status than did those who dropped from the control group. It must be
remembered that all subjects were from low SES levels, although, even then,
there was a range within the group.

Table IV

Mean Socio-Economic Status of Total Groups,
Moves and Dropouts

Experimental Control t

Total Group 40.3 40.0 .38

Those Who Moved 42.1 40.6 .667 a

Those Who Dropped Out 42.5 38.5 2.55 *

No significant difference
Significant at .05 level
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When the sex of the subjects was considered, it can be seen from Table V that
there was a differential dropping out in that more males dropped out of the
control group (23) than dropped out of the experimental group (6). These
findings were significant beyond the .05 level of confidence. For females,
on the other hand, there was no differential rate of dropout from the two
groups (N = 7 for both groups). Thus, it would appear that the experimental
program had a considerably stronger holding power for males than for females.
This finding with respect to the control group is consistent with those of
Allen, 1956; Jacobs, 1954; Sheldon, 1958; and Gregg 1950.

Table V

Distribution and Percentage of Dropouts From Initial Sample

Initial Pairs Experimental Control
Male Female Male Female Male Female

N N- N N

Caucasian

Negro

32 18

23 18

beyond the .05 level
I I

4

2

(-x3

12.5

. 8.7

= 16.33)

3

4

I

16.7

22.2

16

7

50.0

33.3

4

3

22.2

16.7

Significant

Evaluation of the data contained in Table V also suggests that there was no
difference in the holding power between Caucasian and Negro males in that
about four times as many males of each race dropped out of the control as
compared with the experimental group. This finding is contrary to that of
Jacobs, 1954; Sheldon, 1958; Ott, 1959, Gregg, 1950; who reported that the
great majority of t_he school dropouts come from minority groups.

In summary, there was no difference between the total initial group and the
moves" and "dropouts" in terms of IQ, but there was a difference when sex
and socio-economic status were considered. More control males dropped out
of school than did experimental males. The experimental dropouts tended to
come from the lower SES level. Since differences among the independent var-
ible appeared to be either minor or associated es expected with the exper-
imental varible it was assumed that subsequent results could be accepted
with only minimal reservation.

In view of the foregoing it was decided to simply delete all data for a pair
when the data for one member of the pair was unavailable. After all necessary
deletions of matched pairs had been made, the final subject population was
composed of 61 matched pairs of whom 29 were Caucasian (21 males and 8 females)
and 32 were Negro (20 male and 12 females). The mean IQ of the final exper-
imental group was 83.9 and of the control group was 83.44. The difference
between these two groups was not statistically significant. These data are
presented in Table VI.
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Table Vi

Characteristics of Final. Subject Population

I.Q. Caucasian Negro

1
Male 1 Female Hale Female

L..,erimental

Control

83.9

83.44

difference

21

21

(t = .667)

---I

8

8

20

20

12

12

No significant

Throu,e;h vigorous follow-up activity it was possible to obtain follow-up data
on 5 of the 13 dropouts in the experimental group and 14 of the 30 dropouts
from the control group. The distribution of dropouts for whom follow -up test
data were obtained is indicated in Table VII. Approximately the same propor-
tion of dropouts from each group was available for follow-up testing and
interviewing with the exception of Caucasian males. Of the 4 Caucasian male
dropouts in the experimental group, researchers were unable to obtain any
follow-up data. On the other hand, of the 16 Caucasian male dropouts in the
control group, 7 returned for follow-up testing and interviewing.

Table VII

Distribution of Dropouts Who Returned for Post
Testing and Included in Statistical Analyses

Experimental Control

Male Femnle Male Female
N N % N % N %

Caucasian

Negro

0 0 1.

1 50 3

dropouts

33

75

7

4

44

57

l

2

25

66

a p % of total

It should be noted that the data on the drov,suts included in the study were
obtained from those formor youth (N = 19) vao had remnined in the co=unity
and who agreed to be tested in return for ten dollars compensation for one
day =s testing time.
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Boring tho couooe of no poojoct 5 of the Zomale expeoimntal oubjecto booceeo
poop lest ond int000uptod their ochooll ngo ow: of tao.oa 5 continuod
eL-ocat'Ion oftor the bioth of Leo child and conooquently are cot is co

Coopouto zn Teblo VIZ. Two of the fcemele con tool oubjocto are kncoa to have
hod a child after dropping out of ochool but neither of theoe subjects con-
tinuod their education following the birth of the child.

School notcntion an4 AtOendence

As hag boon doocribod yDI:CIYi0t113 occtiono, followlno coloction for bid otudy,

the subjocto worn placed in one (32 two programo (e:zporimental or control) for

a peoiod of two to threa yeoro. Duoing tbio t000tment poogram, ao might be
expected areong pupilo with the poobleo 1=nifeoted by. th000 youth, mony of the
sub jocto uooe loot to the project. (.ca Table V). Vor enazeplo, of the oziginal
exporimontal croup, 13 of the youth dooppod oUt a school, and did not re- enter.
In comparioon, 30 of the subjecto dro p red out of the control gooup. This

difforenca i> oignificant az the .01 level. Thus, 2.3 timeo co Lc:ay youth
dropped out o2 the control group ao dropped out of the expezimentel group.
Statad in anothor way, 33 per cent of the control oubjecto dropped out

of ochool while only 14 per cent of the oxperimentol oubjecto dropped out of

schoo7. when molet only are conoidaoed, 3.3 timeo zo many control oubjecto
droppo] out of ochool as compozod to expeoimootal cobjecto. Forty-two per

cent of the control =oleo doopped out of ochool while only 11 per cent of the
experimantal mmleo dooppod out of ochool. In cont000t to the molao, the number
of fezaleo doopping out of ochool woo eocentially the ooze for each group.

Boo men and O:ctthowo (1950) who alto conducted a study of dropouto found more
boys dropping out of ochool than ciolo but the difference woo not otatioticolly

significant. Tho lindingo of thin otudy, however, are in agreement with thooe
of Chen (1955), L'ecobo (1954), Sholdon (1953), and Gregg (195D) . Thi3 finding
strongly oupporto the hypothoois that the experimental program would have
greater holding power than the regular ochool progoam.

It wao believed that if the program resulted in incoeaoed ochool holding power,
then the expozimental oubjects would be absent fever days than the control

subjocto. The rationale for trio belief io thtt youth who are interooted
and oucc000ful in ochool will zociloo every afoot to be in ochool while, con-

vercely, youth who are unhappy and unoucceooful in ochool will withthoow from

school whenever the olightaot excuoe preoento itoolf. Frog Table VZICI, it can

be teen that there Wa3 ao difference between the two gooupo at the beginning
of the project. That io, the oubjecto in the experimental group did not diffc:r
significantly from the oubjecto in the control group with regaod to proviouo
school oboances during the year immediately preceding the start of the project.

From the data obtained at the completion of the project (oee Table IX) , it woo

apparent that the project had a beneficial effect on the experimental group in

that oubjecto from the experimental group were absent cignificantly fewer timoo

than were oubjocto of the ooatool group. In fact, 14 of the control group were
absent 50 oo zwe dayo during their loot year in the projact, whereat only 4 of
the experimental group woo aboent 50 or more &ye. tIclen one conoidezo oboonceo

of 9 eleyo or leoo for the ochool yoor, it can be noted that the experimental
group had 22 youth who were absent 9 deyc or leoo, whereao the control croup

had 16 youth who were absent 9 days or leoo. hit finding oeetoed to be con-

sistent with the findings of other reoearchero. Lowman and Matthews (1950) for

example, found that the absence rate of the dropout increased as he went up
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the educational ladder. Their findings are similar to those of McCreary and
',itch (1953), Gregg (1950), Drescher (1954), cnd Snepp (1956). Thus, the
intervention provided the experimental subjects seems to have changed benefi-
cally the pattern of school attendance for youth T,, were dropout prone.

Table VIII

Number of Days Absent During the Year
BE.:11.3 Entrance Xnto Project

Experimental

Control

Total

DAYS ABSENT
10-la 20-29

01101Nommew

48 35 21 14 118

No significant difference (7x,? m 5.82)

a Two pupils moved into the school and were not present
an entire year

Table IX

.1..=111

Number of Days Absent During Last
Year of Project

Experimental

Control

Total 38 29 20

Significant at .05 level (-2.t. m 14.107)

0-9

DAYS ABSENT

7 9 18 122

LIWJP,J10LI

From an examination of the table, one might draw the conclusion that as many
as 14 control youth, those who had missed 50 or mare days out of a pos3ible
178 school days, as compared with only 4 experinent.I sub !,:to, were on the

verge of dropping out shortly after the conclusion of rF project and before

the next school year. If such did occur, then it wou14 provide strong addi-
tional support for the success of the study.
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In summary, the findings in regard to school retention and attendance are:

The experimental program had a greater holding power than
the conventional program in that:

More control subjects dropped out of school than
did experimental subjects

- The experimental subjects were absent significantly
fewer days than the control subjects

Vocational Adjustment

It was hypothesized that youth in the experimental program would attain quali-
tatively better and more remunerative positions than would youth in the control
group. In order to determine the qualitative level of the positions, a rating
scale based on the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, but revised for specific
use with this project, was used to classify all the vocational attainments of
the subjects. Briefly, the scale consists of the following categories:

. Incidental
Unskilled
Service

. Semi-skilled

. Skilled
. Managerial
. Pre-professional

The above scale was used by the project staff to rate the jobs the youth
reported that they had held prior to entering the project and the jobs the
youth reported that they had held following entry into the project. The
highest position attained was used to determine the youth's rating. It was
necessary to use self-report rather than make frequent contacts with control
subjects, their parents, and employers during the course of the project because
it was soon learned in the initial stages of the project that the continuous
type of follow-up of subjects was seemingly causing the control dropouts to
re-enter school and might be contributing to the holding power of the school
for those who were on the verge of dropping out.

Since project staff recognized that a variable (accuracy of self-report) was
being introduced that might confound findings the self-reports of controls
were compared with the self-reports of experimental subjects.

rimewauation of the experimental subjects self-report data with the data found
in the subject's prevocational file indicates that the correlation is .82. This
correlation indicates that there is a significant relationship between self-report
data from the subject and data obtained from employers. In view of this finding
the data from the self-report forms is considered to accurately reflect actualbehavior.

Table X presents data regarding highest level of job held by subjects prior to
entry into the project. From this table it can be seen that; with one exception
the highest level job attained by any youth prior to entering the project was ajob classified at the unskilled level. Many of the youth, of course, reported
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that they had never worked at all. An evaluation of this data indicates that
there are no statistically significant initial differences between the exper-
imental and control groups in terms of highest level of job held prior to
entrance in the project.

Table X

Highest Level Job Held By Subjects
Prior to Entrance in Project

None Incidental Unskilled Service Semi-Skilled

Experimental

Control

35

36

difference

4

11

(x.2 Is

.1,----

2

0

1.35)

0

0

0

1

No significant

Table XI shows the number of part-time jobs reported held by the subjects prior
to entry into the project.

Table XI

Number of Part-time Jobs Held By
Subjects Prior to Entrance in Project

Experimental

Control

2,111W
.36 3 Q 1

I

46

No significant difference (-x.2 m 2.6)
Twenty-one of the experimental subjects and fourteen of the
control subjects did not provide this information.

0

Statistical analysis of these results indicate that there was no significant
difference between the groups at the beginning of the project in terms of the
number of jobs held.

Table XII presents data regarding the highest level part-time job held by sub-
jects during the project period.
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Table XII

Highest Level Part-time Job Held
By Subjects During Project

Experimental

Control

VAinammow

None Incidental Unskilled Service and Semi-Skilled

16 6 11 (6) 8 (2)

17 10 17 (1) 1 (1)

No significant difference (-x? m 5.64)
Twenty of the experimental subjects and fifteen of the control
subjects did not provide this information.

1

Pue to the small number of subjects that attained semi - )killed positions, the
semi-skilled and skilled positions were combined in order to make an appropri-
ate statistical test. Statistical analysis of possible differences between
the two groups in terms of highest level job attained during the project indi-
cates that there was no significant difference between the two groups on this
variable. P.though there was no significant difference between these two
groups ac ording to the statistical results, one wonders if the slight trend
might eventually prove to be significant if the study were continued until all
youth had had an opportunity to complete their schooling and obtain employment.

Support for the belief that the experimental program had a beneficial effect onthe vocational adjustment of the youth can be obtained by studying ,ae differ-ences between the two groups as reported in Table XIII. This table presents
data on the number of part-time jobs held during the project as reported bythe subject.

Table XIII

Number of Part-time Jobs Held During Project

0 1 2 3 4

Experimental

Control

29

36

.05 level

9

3

1

5

m 6.84)

2

1

0

2

significant at the
Twenty experimental ana fourteen control subjects did not provide
this ir-irmation.
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In this analysis, youth who held only one position were compared with those
Who held two or more positions during the project. An evaluation of these
findings indicates that the experimental subjects held significantly fewer jobs
than did the controls. The possibility exists that the experimental subjects
were more selective in terms of matching job requirements and potential with
personal attributes when deciding whether er not to apply for or to accept a
particular position. Further, once they had decided to apply for a job in a
particular area, they were able to obtain the job, hold the job, and develop
their knowledge and skills in one position rather than to hop from one job to
another. The experimental subjects had the advantage of intensive and exten-
sive vocational counseling by the prevocational counselor employed by the
school and by the counselor of the Illinois Division of Vocational Rehabilita-
tion. Consequently, the experimental subjects were better able to assess their

Fti vocational assets and liabilities in the selection of a job. Furthermore, this
Intensive counseling prior to and during his employment seemed to enable the

A youth to understand and ameliorate problems interfering with good vocational
adjustment.

1

In an attempt to gain further information regarding the youth's vocational
history, full-time jobs held by experimental and control subjects were classi-
fied according to the previously described scale. Results of this classifica-
tion are reported in Table XIV. Since only relatively few of the youth had
reached graduation age and thus were eligible for full-time jobs, these findings
need to be interpreted with caution; It can be seen that the median job, based
only on N 7, held by the experimental group was at the service level whereas
the median job held by the control group was at the unskilled level. Although
theme is no significant difference between the two groups at this time, the
data cause one to wonder if in the future, evidence might become available to
indicate that the experimental subjects do eventually attain higher level jobs.
Support for this contention comes from the fact that most of the control youth
seem to have attained jobs only at the unskilled level (N 11). Also, many of
the control subjects in this category were school dropouts and thus it can be
anticipated they will probably remain at or very close to this vocational level
in the future. Further', this table does not contain information on those exper-
imental subjects who are continuing their education in trade school and who
upon. completion of theta post school training will attain semi-skilled or skilled
jobs. These findings suggest that a follow-up study after all the subjects have
had a chance to complete trade school and obtain a job, might provide extremely
interesting and significant findings.

Table XIV

Highest Level Full-Time Job Reportedly Held During Project

None Incidental Unskilled Service Semi-Skilled

Experimental

Control

34

32

1

2

2

1.1

2

1

2

1

No significant difference ( x2 = 2.0)
Twency experimental and fourteen control subjects did not provide
this information.
Incidental and Unskilled columns were collapsed to provide statis-
tical evaluation as were Service and Semi-Skilled



It was hypothesized that the subjects who had been in the experimental phaseof the project would continue their training in trade schools or other appro-priate training institutions to a greater extent than the subjects in thecontrol group. Inspection of the table clearly indicates that the experimentalsubjects were superior to the control subjects in this respect. One controlsubject possessing outstanding athletic ability attended a junior college forone semester and had to dropout because of fiilure, while 8 experimental sub-jects attended a trade school to receive further vocational training to enhancetheir job opportunities. These data are reported in Table XV.

Table XV

Post School Vocational Training Received
By Subjects Who Graduated or Dropped Out of School

o
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Experimental
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MINIMMIIMNIMMINI/1.0.1.111MO

a This subject
college but

It can be noted from this table that 8 experimental subjects entered an appren-ticeship program provided by the employer which would lead to a semi-skilled
or skilled trade while only 2 control subjects were employed under similar
conditions.

It was hypothesized that the experimental subjects would develop improved self-concepts during the course of the study. A more realistic educational expec-tancy as related to vocational requirements was anticipated to reflect thisimproved self-concept. At the completion of the project the subjects wereasked to delineate their vocational choices. Vocations were rated in termsof the level of educational attainment necessary for entry into a chosenvocation. Results are shown in Table XVI. As can be noted, 24 experimental
subjects chose vocational objectives requiring trade school training, whileonly 17 control subjects selected this level of vocational objective. Threeexperimental subjects indicated a vocational objective requiring college train-ing as a prerequisite, while 8 control subjects selected similar vocationalobjectives. In addition, 2 control subjects, as contrasted with no experimen-tal subjects, selected vocational objectives requiring a graduate level college
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education. Six individuals from both the experimental and control groupselected vocational objectives requiring no additional training beyond highschool. One control subject, as contrasted with no experimental subjectsselected a vocational objective requiring only a junior high school education.

Table XVI

Academic Training Needed to Attain
Vocational Goal

(Rating)

Jr. high

l

High School

2

Trade

3

College

4

Graduate
M.A. Ph.D.
5 6

i S2

Experimental

Control

0

1

difference
beyond .01

6

6

(t = 1.28)
level (F

24

17

= 3.36)

3

8

0 0

1 1

2.91a

3.15a

.273**

917**

a No significant
** Significant

Since it was hypothesized that the experimental subjects would select more real-istic vocational goals than did the control subjects, it was expected that theywould choose for their vocation jobs that would require the completion of a highschool or tra'e school. When the level of education required for their vocationalchoice was rated on a scale from one to six (see Table XVI), the experimental sub-jects attained a mean score of 2.91, which indicates that the subjects were selec-ting jobs that would require the completion of high school and some trade schooltraining. The control subjects, on the other hand, attained a mean score, withregard to vocational choice, of 3.15, which indicates they selected vocationalobjectives requiring trade school and some college education. A comparison ofthe differences between the two was not statistically significant. Thus, therewas no difference between the two groups in-so-far as mean level of educationaltraining required to attain the vocational goal of their choice. It should benoted, however, that when one is choosing a goal, it is just as inappropriateto establish a goal that is too high as one that is too low. Consequently, itwas decided to determine whether or not there was any difference in terms ofthe variability of choices. It was considered desirable to determine whetheror not the control subjects sought positions that required academic trainingthat was too far beyond their ability or on the other hand, below their ability.When variances were computed, it was found that the variance of the experimentalsubjects was .273 while that of the control subjects was .917. A test of thesignificance of the difference between these two variances yielded an F = 3.36which is significantly beyond the .01 level. Thus, it can be said that therewas a significant
difference between the experimental and the control subjectswith regard to the variability of their vocational choice. "Consequently, atthe end of the project period, the control subjects were less realistic intheir vocational choices than were the experimental subjects.
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A somewhat different type of analysis is provided in Table XVII which shows the
results of the responses to the question, "What kind of information has helped
you most in school?" When interpreting these results one should note that none
of the control subjects had in-school work experience while 21 experimental
subjects had participated in the In-School Work Experience program, and 20
experimental subjects had community work-study experience.

Table XVII.

Percent of Subjects' Ile,pponses to Question,
"What kind of information has helped you most in school?"

4J
C.)

00
r4

CO

0) *..
CA 0 030 I-1
aCOd co .0

r-4 eri r4
C., r::1 -1

rC)0 0
0 W

4-4 ori

CO

0
C.I

CO 4.3
eriA 3

U
..0

0
43

m

ori
M

0 so
W 4.)

sr4 .4-1
c::4 3

0

1.)
(,)

1

0H
.......),

Experimental 297. 377. 207. 20% 39% 15% 177..
(N m 41) a

Control 367. 407. 157. 177. 307. 13% 4%
(N = 47) b

wassmv14.

N=21 N=20
627. 807.

14'20
0

Nms0

0

a Twenty of the experimental subjects did not provide this infor-
mation.

b Fourteen of the control subjects did not provide this informa-
tion.

7. Percentage of respondents who had had experience and reported
that it helped them most in school.

filay=1,

Evaluation of Table XVII indicates that 62 per cent of the experimental subjects
!who had the experience felt that In-School Work Experience helped them most in

school. Of those who had Community Work Experience, 80 per cent felt that this
experience was the most helpful. Thus, these findings strongly suggest that
the experimental subjects found the progressive work experiences, which included
counseling by the prevocational' staff of the school and the DVR counselor, as
contributing most to their understanding of the requirements of the world of
work and their subsequent vocational adjustment.

An evaluation of possible differences between the two groups was made through
analysis of the sub areas. Analysis of the differences of the two groups
concerning the responses regarding "discussion with parents" indicates that
the youth in the experimental group do report that they obtain much by talking
with their parents. That is, the difference between the experimental and con-
trol groups on this particular variable is statistically significant at the .05
level = 3.84). It appears that intensive social work service and vocational
counseling provided these youth and their parents might account for improved
communication between parents and subjects.
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The Minnesota Hand Tool Dexterity Test was administered in an effort to gain a

measure of the youth's proficiency in the use of ordinary mechanic tools. This
test attempts to measure manipulative skill independent of intellectual factors.
Data concerning the performance of the youth on this instrument can be found in
Table XVIII. The hypothesis that the experimental subjects would make greater
gains in their ability to use ordinary mechanic's tools as measured by the
Minnesota Hand Tool Dexterity Test wasp not substantiated. This finding is
difficult to interpret since experience, according to the manual, plays a
prominent role in performance on tne test and since experimental subjects were
provided with learning tasks of a similar nature in an occupational arts lab-
oratory. It could be possible that the experimental subjects were so oriented
to a program where specific needs for learning were so well defined that they
did not put forth their best efforts in completing tasks which were comparatively
meaningless, such as the seres of tasks required for these tests of hand tool
dexterity. On the other hand, the experimental program may not have provided
sufficient practice to promote significant gain.

Table XVIII

Mean Raw Scores
Minnesota Hand Tool Test

Pre-test
Mean

Post-test
Mean

Difference
.../x ....n.4, aaa.

Experimental

Control

9 min; 30 sec.

9 min. 36 sec.

-.13

difference

7 min. 45 sec.

8 min. 05 sec.

-.88

1 min. 45 sec.

1 min. 31 sec.

.20t
D

No significant

Thr2 Minnesota Clerical Test, a test of speed and accuracy in performing tasks
relating to clerical work, yields scores in two areas, Number Checking and
Name Checking. The results of these responses of the youth to this test is
reported in Table XIX. Although the results were not statistically significant
there was a trend in the hypothesized direction. The experimental youth did do
better on this type of vocationally oriented task, especially in Number Checking
0(.10 level). Thus, it would appear that the work experience provided the
experimental subjects tended to improve their speed and accuracy in performing
tasks essential in clerical work. These data are presented in Table XIX.

The Purdue Peg Board Test was administered in an effort to gain a measure of
the youth's manipulative skill. Data concerning the performance of the youth
on this instrument can be found in Table XX. Although the results of the gain
scores of three of the four portions of this test, work with right hand, work
with left hand and assembly, were not significant at the .05 level of confidence
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The Minnesota Hand Tool Dexterity Test was administered in an effort to gain ameasure of the youth's proficiency in the use of ordinary mechanic tools. Thistest attempts to measure manipulative skill independent of Intellectual factors.Data concerning the performance of the youth on this instrument can be found inTable XVIII. The hypothesis that the experimental subjects would make greatergains in their ability to use ordinary mechanic's tools as measured by theMinnesota Hand Tool Dexterity Test was4 not substantiated. This finding isdifficult to interpret since experience, according to the manual, plays aprominent role ir -n-formance on the test and since experimental subjects weraprovided with learning tasks of a similar nature in an occupational arts lab-oratory. It could be possible that the experimental subjects were so orientedto a program where specific needs for learning were so well defined that theydid not put forth their best efforts in completing tasks which were comparativelymeaningless, such as the series of tasks required for these tests of hand tooldexterity. On the other hand, the experimental program may not have provided
sufficient practice to promote significant gain.

Table XVIII

Mean Raw Scores
Minnesota Hand Tool Test

Pre-test
Mean

Post-test
Mean ifferenceDean

Experimental

Control

9 min. 30 sec.

9 min. 36 sec.

-.13

difference
I

7 min. 45 sec.

8 min. 05 sec.

-.88

1 min. 45 sec.

1 min. 31 sec.

.20
tD

No significant

The Minnesota Clerical Test, a test of s:aed and accuracy in performing tasksrelating to clerical wo,k, yields scores in two areas, Number Checking andName Checking. The results of these responses of the youth to this test isreported in Table XIX. Although tl,e results were not statistically significantthere was a trend in the hypothesized direction. The experimental youth did dobetter on this type of vocationally oriented task, especially in Number Checking(p (.10 level). Thus, it would appear that the work experience provided theexperimental subjects tended to improve their speed and accuracy in performingtasks essential in clerical work. These data are presented in Table XIX.

The Purdue Peg Board Test was administered in an effort to gain a measure ofthe youth's manipulative skill. Data concerning the performance of the youthon this instrument can he found in Table XX. Although the results of the gainscores of three of the four portions of this test, work with right hand, workwith left hand and assembly, were not significant at the .05 level of confidence
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3n one requiring work with both hands, the youth in the control group scored
at a statistically sippdAlleamtly higher level. The hypothesis that the youthin the experimental group would achieve at a higher level on the skills
measured by this instrument was not supported.

Table XIX

Mean Raw Scores
Minnesota Clerical Test

olMBER CHECKING
Pre-test tPost-test
Mean Mean

Experiment 1 47

Control 49.9

tD -1.20

No significant difference

I

77.5

75.1

.95

NAME CHECKING
Differ-
ence

Pre-test
Mean

Post-test
Mean

Differ-
ence

30.5

25.2

1.08

49.9

53.1

-.83

68.1

62.2

18.2

9.1

Table XX

Mean Raw Scores
Purdue Pegboard Test

Right Hand
Mean

Differ-
ence

Left Hand
Mean

Differ-
ence

Both Hand
Mean

Differ-
ence

Assembly
Mean

Diff4
encl

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

Experiments

Control

17 18

16 18

1.81 -.00

difference

1

2

.57

15

15

.95

17

16

.72

2

1

.27

13

12

1.09

13

14

-1.25

0

2

-1.97

34

33

.89

36

36

-.2.1

2

3

-.11
tD

No significant

The Digit Symbol subtext of the Wechsler-Bellevue Scale, Form II, was administered
in an effort to determine the rapidity with which the youth-could learn to associ-
ate unfamiliar symbols with familiar numerals under the pressure of time limits.
Table XXI contains the results of the responses to this test. A statistical
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evaluation of the gain scores earned by the youth reveal no significant differ-
ence. between the experimental and the control group.

Table XXI

Mean Raw Scores
Digit Symbol Subtest of the Wechsler-Bellevue Scale, farm II

Pre-test
Mean

Post-test
Mean

Difference

Experimental 50 57 7

Control 51 58 7

t
D 0.19 -.04 .23

No significant difference

Vianiman7 ftld../.q3 IA 7t17.X.:-! '11,rta::.s11;t1

trIE ezlentLI. grtml, f..11 tht. aoll.W1.14; tta;"togilf.:

The data suggest that the experiv:atal subjects did less
"job hopping" than the controls.

The experimental subjects received more post-school training
than the control subjects.

b1.1)1Vr':Ais

A significantly greater number of experimental subjects were
employed an semi-skilled and skilled jobs where on-the-job
training was provided by the employer than was true of control
subjects.

The experimental subjects were more realistic in establishing
vocational goals compatible with their ability than was true
of the control subjects.

The experimental subjects who had participated in the In-School
and Community Work Experience programs reported these to be the
most helpful lecrning activities provided for them during their
school attendance.

It appeared that experimental subjects established better communi-
cation with their parents which secningly can bctattributed to
social case work services, prevocational counseling, and counseling
by personnel of DVR,
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Social and Emotional Ad ustment

One of the basic hypotheses of this study was that the experimental treatmentprogram would have a beneficial effect on the social and emotional adjustmentof the experimental subjects. To test this hypothesis several areas of adjust-ment were evaluated. One urea investigated was the difference between the
experimental and the control group in terms of the number of encounters withlaw enforcement agencies.

The number of encounters with such authorities prior to entry into the projectis shown in Table XXII. An analysis ofvthe data indicates that there was no
significant difference between the two groups in terms of quantity of encounterswith law enforcement agencies prior to entrance in the project.

Table XXII

Number of Contacts With Law Enforcement Agencies
Prior to Entrance in Project

Number 0 1 2 3

Experimental

Control

49

51

differences

7

5

(-x3.
I

3

3

m .38)
1

2

2

No significant

From this table it can be seen that a total of 100 of the 122 subjects in the
project or approximately 80 per cent of the youth had never been officially
known to law enforcement agencies regarding violations of the law prior to
admission in the project.

Results of a survey of the records on the subjects during the project period
are reported in Table XXIII.

Table XXIII

Number of Contacts With Law Enforcement
Agencies During the Project Period

Number 0 1 2 3

Experimental

Control

45

46

differences

6

11

5

2

(12

0

0

'.4.06)
0 1 I

No significantj



Evaluatirl of these results indicate that there was no significant post
differences between the experimental and the control groups in terms ofnumbers of encounters with law enforcement Agencies. Thus, the hypothesis
that the experimental program significantly reduced the number of encounterswith law enforcement agencies can not be accepted.

A further attempt to assess the relationship Of the subjects with law enforcingagencies was made by considering the severity of offenses. In order to deter-
mine the severity of offense in terms of social and emotional adjustment, astudy was conducted in which five social workers were asked to rank the descrip-
tion of the offense with regard to severi.ty. The responses of the socialworkers were then rank ordered and grouped as seemed to be appropriate toempirically determine cutting scores. The following classificatory system
was developed with (1) being the least severe and (5) the most severe:

1. Investigative interview
2. Curfew or traffic violations
3. Disorderly conduct, truancy, runaway,

incorrigible, drinking
4. Shop-lifting, malicious destruction

of property
5. Theft, assault, sex offenses,

robbery and burglary

The preceding rating scale was utilized to evaluate the severity of the offenses
of the youth. Information regarding legal offenses was obtained from duly con-
stituted authorities through a review of court and other appropriate records inthe cities of Champaign and Urbana and in the County of Champaign. No effort
was made to obtain information from surrounding towns or from other states since
it was felt that most of the offenses would be encountered in the immediate
vicinity. Likewise, records of minors are reported to the local agencies when
they occur outside the local area. These data are reported in Table XXIV.

Table XXIV

Severity of Offenses Prior to Entry in Project
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No significant
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Evaluation of data found in this table suggests that although a few of thesubjects had some involvement of a rather severe nature with law enforcementagencies, the majority of the subjects had no such encounters. No signifi-cant differences between experimental and control subjects with regard toseverity of offense prior to entry in the project were noted.

The results of the study of the severity of reported contacts with law enforce-ment agencies during the project period are indicated in Table XXV.

Table XXV

Severity of Offenses.During Project Period
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3

No significant

loin, evaluation of the severity of encounters with law enforcement agenciesbring the project period indicates no significant differences between the'xperimental and control subjects.

:stirmiaxy, it can be said that, although it was hypothesized that the exper-:ental program provided for these youth would result in fewer encounters with:w enforcement agencies, this hypothesis could not be accepted in light offact that there was no statistically significant difference between the.v
groups on the post measures of the number or sevezity of the cases.findingi are compatible with those of Longstreth, Stanley, and Rice1964).

`:was hypothesized that the subjects in the experimental group would attaint:eater social maturity than did those in the control group as a result oft4reappropriate learning experiences during the treatment phase of the project.%!the initiation of the project the mean Vineland Social Quotients for theit;erimental subjects was 102.4 and for the control subjects was 101.4 Aarison of the differences of these scores indicated no significant dif-'17ence between the two groups at the start of the project in terms of socialwurity as measured by the Vineland Social Maturity Scale. Thesb data are:1(1 in Table XXVI.
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Table yivi

Mean Raw Scores - Vineland
Social Maturity Scale

Pre Post Difference

Experimental 102.4 102.5 .1

Control 101.4 101.8 .4

tD 1.22 - .56 - .58

No significant difference

At the completion of the project a comparison of the gatu scores on the Vine-
land Social Maturity Scale indicates there was no significant difference
between the experimental and control groups that could be attributed to the
project. Thus, the hypothesis that there would be a differential growth in
the social maturity of the subjects that could be attributable to the treat-
cluLt program was not supported.

An instrument designed to measure the youth's emotional growth in terms of his
perceived peer acceptance was administered to each member of the experimental
and control groups. Analysis of the initial data indicates that there was no
significant difference between the subjects in the experimental and control
group insofar as perceived group acceptance was concerned, A comparison of
the gain scores made by the experimental subjects as compared with the control
subjects indicates that, after the treatment phase of the project was completed,
there was no significant difference in the perceived peer acceptance of the
experimental subjects as compared with that of the control subjects. Thus, it
can be seen that there was no change in perception of acceptance by peers that
could be attributed to the experimental treatment program measured by the
scale used in this project. These data are found in Table XXVII.

Table XXVII

Mean Raw Scores - Perceived
Peer Relationship Scale

Pre Post Difference

Experimental 110.0 109.0 -1

Control 110.4 108.4 -2

tr, .00 . .l,5 .14

No significant difference



It was anticipated that, since youth in the project were frequently faceci withfrustration while participating in school activities, they would reflect thisfrustration to some extent by reporting symptoms of manifest anxiety. A com-parison of the Taylor Manifest Anxiety scores attained by subjects in both theexperimental and control groups was made at the initiation of the project. Atthat time, there was no significant difference between the experimental andcontrol subjects on the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale. At the completion ofthe project analysis was made utilizing gain scores. Analysis of these scoresindicated that there was still no significant difference between the exper-imental and the control subjects following treatment. Thus, the hypothesis
that experimental subjects would manifest less anxiety is refuted. Thesedata are presented in Table XXVIII.

Table XXVIII

Mean Raw Scores - Taylor
Manifest Anxiety Scale

Pre Post Difference

Experimental 18.8 15.9 -2.9

Control 18,2 15.6 -2.6

tD .89 .21 - .27

No significant difference

7f an individual is to function adequately in the world today, it would seem
that he would need to be aware of his assets and limitations and to be able
to determine readily whether or not he was capable of attacking and success-

, fully completing a task or, in a similar manner, to detect those tasks that
were too difficult, beyond his capabilities, and then determine ways to avoid
engaging in those activities that would lead only to frustration. In an attempt
to measure this ability to anticipate success or failure, the "Could You Ever"
teat was administered. (Unpublished test by McCoy. See appendix.) In this
task, the youth was asked to determine whether or not he felt he could ever
engage successfully in such activities as learning to "ride a bike" or "become
en opera singer". Two scores were obtained from this scale. The first score,
called the Appropriate Task score, indicated whether or not the youth said
"Yee" to those items which he could be appropriately expected to accomplish.
The second score, the Inappropriate Task score, indicated whether or not the
youth responded "No" to those items he could not be expected to accomplish.
For example, a "Yes" to the question, "Could you ever learn to ride a bicycle?"
would earn one point on the appropriateness scale. Similarly, a "No" to the
question, "Could you ever become a famous opera singer?" would earn one point
as being a correct response to tasks that were considered inappropriate or
beyond the capabilities of the subject. At the initiation of the project,
there was no significant difference between the two groups of subjects in the
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appropriateness or the inappropriateness area. See Table XXIX. Gain scores
in terms of change that would indicate increased ability to perceive the
appropriateness of an activity were determined and evaluated. The results
of the analysis indicated there was no significant difference between the two
groups in terms of their ability t) determine their capabilities accurately or
to determine appropriately their inability to attain goals that were beyond
their scope. These data are included in Table XXIX.

Table XXIX

Mean Raw Scores - "Could
You Ever" Scale

Pre Post Post-Pre

Amppriate Task Score

Experimental 41.6 40.0 - 1.6

Control 41.9 42.0 .1

t
D .48 - 1.75 - 1.51

Inappropriate Task Score

Experimental 22.9 22.3 - .6

Control 25.0 23.3 - 1.7

t
D -1.63 - .64 .68

No significant difference

In summary, then, measures of the subjects' social maturity, perception of
peer acceptance, perceived anxiety, and ability to determine the appropriateness
or the inappropriateness of certain activities or goals were administered. No
significant differences were obtained between the experimental and control
groups at the completion of the treatment phase of the project on any of the
above measures. Thus, the hypothesis that the experimental subjects would be
significantly superior to the control subjects attributable to the experimental
treatment program must be rejected.

One other measure of social and emotional adjustment, the California Psycholo-
gical Inventory, was administered to the subjects. Results of a "t" test of
the differences of the 18 sub scales on the California Psychological Inventory
are reported in Table XXX. As can be seen, no initial differences were noted
between the two groups except on the flexibility scale which was significant
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at the .05 level of confidence. In view of the fact that some 18 scales were
used in this area, and only one, which would be expected by chance, was signi-
ficant, it appeared that there was no significant difference between the two
groups on the pre test measure.

Table XXX

Results of Analysis of Differences Between Matched
Pairs of Experimental and Control Subjects on

California Psychological Inventory
Pre Tests and POst-Pre Tests

Pre Tests
t

Do .32

Cs - .84

Sy 1.53

Sp .55

Se 1.43

Wb - .30

Re -1.52

So .16

Sc -1.71

To -1.16

Gi - .55

Cm 1.23

Ac .66

Al - .05

Te -1.05

Py -1.29

Fx* -2.16

Fe - .31

* Significant at .05 level

Post-Pre Tests
t

- .03

.94

- 1.44

.04

.28

.8e

.94

- 2.12*

- 1.36

.78

- 1.02

-1.47

- 2.01*

.06

.88

.75

- 2.64*

.71

An analysis was made of the subjects' gain scores on thealifornia Psycholo-
gical Inventory. Only three of the 18 scores attained significance. The
significant changes indicated that the experimental subjects were more flexible
(Fx) (p4;.05), while the control subjects were more socialized (So) (p 4(.05)
and more concerned with achievement through conformity (Ac) (p <.05). When



interpreting these scores, one should keep in mind that the Initialt hypothesis
was that the youth 'n the experimental program would manifest sign scant
improvement in the social maturity area, hence, the findings contrary to the
hypothesis must be interpreted with caution.

If it can be assumed that the findings did, in fact, occur beyond the level of
probability, then the following interpretation might be made. According to
the California Psychological Inventory manual, individuals who score high on
the socialization (So) scale might be considered to be serious, honest,
industrious, modest, obliging, sincere, and steady; as being conscientious
and responsible; and as being self-denying and conforming. Similarly, indivi-
duals high in achievement by conformance(Ac) are described as capable,
cooperative, efficient, organized, responsible, stable, and sincere; as being
persistent and industrious; as valuingan intellectual activity and intel-
lectual achievement. On the other han4, individuals who are high in flexibility
(Fx) are described as insightful, informal, adventurous, confident, humorous,
rebellious, idealistic, assertive, and egotistic; as being sarcastic; cynical;
and as being highly concerned with personal pleasure and diversion.

Since apparent differences were found in three areas (So, Ac, Fx), it seems
necessary to attempt to ascertain some of the reasons for the differences. It
may be that the experimental group, moved from one position on the scale to
another as a result of treatment, or the control group could have moved from
one position on the scale to another while the treatment group remained in
the same position, or both groups might have changed positions on the scale.
Any one of the preceding combinations, therefore, could result in the finding
of a statistically significant difference between the two groups. The post-pre
test gain scores are reported in Table XXXI.

Table XXXI

Pre and Post Mean Standard Scores on the Socialization (So),
Achievement via Conformance(Ac) and Flexibility (Fx)
Subtests of the California Psychological Inventory

Pre

So

Post
Ac

Pre Post
Fx

Pre Post

Experimental X 40.74 37.31 30.44 30.11 43.44 47.23

12.95 12.65 9.58 10.62 10.70 9.07

Control X 39.52 41.67 28.28 33.00 46.87 45.38

11.96 12.57 12.42 12.41 10.22 10.94

High School
Average X 49.5 39.9 50.0



From this table it would appear that or the So Scale, the experimental group
probably made some movement in the direction of becoming. slightly more rebel-
lious and given to excess, exhibition and ostentatiln in their behavior, whereas
the control group moved slightly toward becoming more serious, industrious,
and conscientious. The cross current of movement led to the finding of a
significant difference between the two groups.

On the Achievement via Conformance Scale, there appeared to be no difference
between the pre and post test scores of the experimental group while the
control group seemed to have moved slightly toward becoming more cooperative,
efficient, persistent, and industrious, and as valuing intellectual achieve-
ment.

On the Flexibility Scale there appeared to have been change in the experimental
group in that they became more informal, adventuress, humorous, rebellious, and
assertive, while the control group became somewhat more deliberate, cautious,
worrying, guarded, and mannerly. Although differences on the three scales mere
noted, and some information has been considered regarding the direction of
change by one or both groups, consideration also needs to be given to the
relationship between the mean score of the subjects in this project and the
normative scores for individuals around the country. According to the Cali-
fornia Psychological Inventory manual, the mean standard sub scale scores for
high school pupils range between 40 and 50 with a tend- icy for the mean score
to be near 40.

On the Socialization Scale (So), the mean for high school pupils in general is
listed as 49.5, The control group had a mean score of 41.6 while the experi-
mental group had a mean score of 37.3. Thus, it can be seen that both groups
of subjects were below the mean with the control subjects slightly higher
than the experimental subjects.

On the Achievement via Conformance Scale (Ac), the mean for high school youth
was 39.9 whereas the mean for the experimental group was 30.11 and the mean
for the control group was 33.00. Again, both of the groups in this study
were below the mean for all high school youth with the experimental group
being slightly less conforming.

On the Flexibility Scale (Fx), the mean score of high school youth was 50.0
while the control group was 45.38 and the experimental group was 47.23. In
this Instance, the experimental group seemed to have become more flexible
almost to the mean of the high school group.

In summary, it appears that the experimental group may have improved in a
crucial area, Flexibility, one which may lead to an increased ability to be
somewhat more assertive and to lessen time of between jobs once a youth has
left school. On the other hand, the experimental subjects still need to
improve in many areas, sane being to become more serious and modest. It should
be further noted that the control group apparently made some growth in the
achievement via conformity area during the course of the project while the
experimental group remained at app:oximately the same level as when they
entered the project. An evaluation of all of these changes suggest that
the control group has become somewhat more serious, conscientious, conforming,
stable, deliberate, cautious, guarded, methodical, and rigid. Also, when it
is taken into account that the intellectual efficiency of these subjects is
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low, it can be seen that the control subjects might become tense and anxiouswhen placed in situations such as a regular classroom in which they felt them-selves likely to fail. On the other hand, the experimental subjects can beseen as becoming somewhat more defensive, demanding, spirited, rebellious,and assertive, This finding receives some additional support in that theyare below the national high school norms in the areas of Well-Being and
Responsibility which suggests that they will have some self-doubts and willtend to be defensive as well as disbelieving and changeable. To an extent,then, it would appear that the control group might more closely approximatethe desired school norm in that they will become somewhat more conforming andadhering to teachers demands realistic ,or not, insofar as their intellectual
ability will permit. On the other hand, as teacher demands increase and thedisparity between the teacher demands and the subjects' intellectual ability
increase, these youth will likely begi to feel increasingly pressured tobecome more rigid and conforming and, in a sense, less likely to Le able tocope with the more flexible demands, changing needs, and the different expec-tations they will face in a work situation. In contrast, it may be that the
more assertive, adventurous actions of the experimentals may enable them tochange from task to task as the job expectations are altered in our ever
changing world of work and thus they will be, to an extent, more vocationallyoriented. This belief receives some support in the finding that all of the
experimental subjects had jobs whether they were dropouts of the experimental
program or graduates of the experimental program, while 24 per cent of the
dropouts or graduates of the control group were unemployed six months aftertermination of school. It must be remembered, however, that all of these
scores are relative in that, in general, all of the subjects continued tohave a lower than average social and emotional score on this instrument when
compared with the total population.

In addition to the areas assessed by the previously described scales, it was
believed that the social and emotional adjustment of youth would be reflected
in their attitudes toward and behavior in various aspects of the educational
program. The remainder of this section is devoted to consideration of some
of the findings from responses to a questionnaire which was devised to obtain
information related to the efficacy of the project.

One question asked the youth to evaluate the extent to which it took them"more ", "less", or the "same" amount of time to complete their work as com-
pared with other pupils. The findings which can be seen in Table XXXII
indicate that there was a significant difference between the two groups.

From the table it can 1- seen that the youth in the experimental group reportedthat it took them less ,me to prepare their lessons in class than did the
controls. Conversely, he controls reported that it took them significantlylonger to prepare their lessons than other pupils. It may be that the exper-imental youths' perception of the time taken to complete tasks reflects arealistic alteration of the curriculum in that the assignments made to the
experimental subjects were more appropriate to their ability level and thusrequired less time to complete and were easier to accomplish. Also, whenpupils engage in activities that they like and can achieve a measure of
success, then perception of the passage of time will lessen.

In either event, since the youth in the experimental program felt that theywere able to complete their work in less time, it might be expected that theywould be better satisfied with school because they faced. fewer frustrationsin the classroom.
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Table XXXII

Perception of Relative Length of Time Required
to Complete Assignments

Takes
Lon i er

About: Same

Tim_e
Takes Less

Time Total

Experimental 16 11 13 44
Control 24 8 3 47
Total 40 19 16 91

Significant at .05 level (-x2: = 12.23)

During the evaluation of the project, the subjects were asked to report theapproximate temporal origin of their dislike for school. Although most ofthe youth indicated a dislike for school, it should be noted that a total of16 pupils from both groups gave no answer while 23 denied ever dislikingschool. There were no statistically significant differences between theexperimental and control groups with regard to indications of dislike forschool. These data are presented in Table MIN.

Table XXXII1

Grade Level of Perceived Dislike for School

.Gave No
Answer

Always
Have

Disliked

Prior to
7th

Grade

Prior to
10th

Grade

Present
Situation

Never
Have

Disliked

Experimental 5 7 8 5 8 12

Control 11 4 3 7 11 11

Total 16 11 11 12 19 23

No significant differences (-x.?: = 5.95)

L. 1115

The youth were asked to indicate the subject they liked best. Twenty-six(29.9 per cent) of the subjects reporting indicated that they liked vocationalsubjects best. Seventeen (19.5 per cent) of the subjects indicated that mathand science courses wore their best liked subjects, while 18 (20.7 per cent)liked the social studies best. Somewhat surprisingly, the least often chosen
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as 1-es: sub'ect vas physical ez!::cation where only 5 (5.7 per cent) selected
this as their best _iked subject. This is possibly related to the inappro-
priatness of the regular program in which they were integrated which tends
to stress group competitive situations where these youth make a poor showing.
These data are found in Table XXXIV.

Table XXXIV

Subject Area Chosen as "Best Liked"

Language
Arts

Social
Studies

---,-----
Math and
Science

Fine
Arts

Voca-
tional

Physical
Ed.

Experimental 4 8 11 4 13 3

Control 7 10 6 6 13 2

Total 11 18 17 10 26 5

Percentage 126 20.7 19.5 11.5 29.9 5.7
(N = 87)

No significant differences (-K3. = 2.71)
I I

Thirty youth (35.7 per cent) chose language arts as their least liked subject
while 27 youth (32.1 per cent) chose math and science as their least liked
subject. Vocational activities and physical education were selected as least
liked approximately 10 per cent of the time, hence ranked among the lowest as
being least liked. These data are presented in Table XXXV.

Table XXXV

Subject Area Selected as "Least Liked"

Language
Arts

Social
Studies

i

Math and
Science

Fine
Arts

Voce-
tional

Physical
Ed.

Experimental 13 7 11 1 4 5

Control 17 3 16 0 5 2

Total 30 10 27 1 9 7

Percentage 35.7 11.9 32.1 1.2 10.7 8.0
(N = 87)

No significant differences (),2 = 5.41)
I .1._ 1--
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The positive regard for vocational subjects held by the experimental group is
not unexpected and provides strong support for the belief that vocationally
oriented courses, appropriately taught, nre of connidernble benefit to dis-
advantaged youth who are functioning at a dull ability Ittvol. if one is to
build upon the interests and desires of pupils when developing curriculum,
continued emphasis on the vocational area seems thoroughly warranted.

In summary, the findings with regard to social and emotional adjustment are:

The experimental program did not reduce the number of encounters
with law enforcing agencies as hypothesized.

There was no significant difference between the number of
encounters with law enforcement agencies between the experimental
subjects and the control subjects during the project period.

There was no significant difference between the severity of
offenses of experimental and control subjects during the
project period.

There was no significant difference between the experimental
ana control groups on measures of social maturity.

No statistically significant differences between the experimental
and control groups were found with regard to change of perception
of acceptance by peers as a result of the treatment program.

There was no significant difference between the experimental and
control subjects following treatment an measures of manifest
anxiety.

There was no significant difference between the two groups in
terms of their ability to determine inappropriateness or appro-
priateness of tasks.

. The only significant differences on social and emotional variables
between the two groups were obtained on the California esychological
Inventory. Of the 18 scores, only three attained statistical signi-
ficance. The experimental subjects attained higher scores on the
Flexibility Scale, while the control subjects attained higher scores
on the Socialization and Achievement through Conformance Scales.
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One of the basic hypotheses of this study was 'chat the experimental subjects
would attain higher scores on achievement tests at the conclusion of the study
than would the control subjects. As seen in Table XXXVI there were no signi-
ficant differences betw,,en the two groups on pre test measures of achievement.
Differences in achievement gain scores were calculated by determining the
difference between the pre test score and the poet test score for each subject.
A comparison of these gain scores for Bach pair c' subjects was then made by
using a t test of the differences as described in Walker and Lev (p. 152f, 1953).
The results of this analysis are reported in Table XXXVI.

Table,. XXXVI

Pre and Post Mean Scores onStanford Achievement Tests

Paragraph
Meaning

Word
Meaning

Spelling Arithmetic
Reasoning

Arithmetic
Computation

Pre
Experimental

Pre
Control

Pre t
D

Post
Experimental

Post
Control

Post t
D

Post-Pre t

5.5

5.4

.74

5.6

5.7

- .30

- .82

differences

1

5.9

5.9

.26

7.0

6.7

.00

- .28

1

6.1

6.0

.74

7.0

6.7

- .72

- 2.04

i
6.1

6.0

.60

6.5

6.4

.59

- .001

6.0

5.9

1.08

6.2

.
. ,

6.1

.34

- .93

No significant

As can be seen from the foregoing table, no differences were found in the
achievement test gain scores attained by the experimental group as compared
with the control group. Thus, the hypothesis that the experimental subjects
would make greater academic progress than tho control subjects during the treat-
ment phase of the project was not substantiated. Contrary to these findings,
Sorenson and Matthews (1964) reported some academic gains of slow learners
after a year of treatment in a special program. All of their subjects, however,



were seventh graders. Subjects in this study, on the other hand, include both
junior and senior high level youth who would be expected to be more resistive
to change.

In an attempt to understand these findings, the question was posed, "If the
experimental subjects made no greater academic gains than the control subjects,
might not all of the subjects, in fact, be achieving at or near expectancy?"
Utilizing the mean mental ages of the experimental and control subjects at
the time they entered the project, it was found that they should be expected
to achieve at approximately a 7.1 grade level. These data are presented inTable XXXVII.

Table XXXVII

Results of Stanford Achievement Tests
(Pairs la 61)

Paragraph
Meaning

Word
Meaning

Spelling Arithmetic
Reasonin

Arithmetic
Computation

Initial X 5.46 5.97 6.09 6.05 5.99
S.D. 1.36 1.59 1.66 1.56 1.51

Final X 5.65 6.84 6.85 6.45 6.18
S.D. 1.52 10 1.c.4 1.44 7. . % ':.

Achievement
Expectancy
Based on 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1Mental Age

From this table it can be seen that the subjects were approximately one to
one and a half years behind expected attainments in the areas tested. Thus,
they were not working at a level commensurate with mental age expectancy.
Since there is a significant discrepancy between M.A. and achievement, it
may well be that youth of the type enrolled in this project have, in fact,
reached their academic peaks in the school subjects by eae time they reach
the late junior and senior high levels. If so, then one wonders about the
efficacy of continued emphasis upon enhancing the achievement in the tool
subjects of these individuals on a vertical basis. It may be that their
skills will be sufficient to help them attain those vocational goals of
which they are capable; if so, the emphasis should be placed on helping
these youth put their skills to use in vocationally oriented situations.
On the other hand, it could be that research studies are needed to determine
if the academic achievement of comparable youth can be enhanced through some
other innovative approach.

In a continued effort to determine whether or not there were significant
differences between those youth who had dropped out of the experimental
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group and those who dropped out of the control group, an analysis of variance
was conducted on the initial Stanford Achievement Test scores of all dropouts.
The results of the analysis of variance are reported in Table XXXVIII.

Table XXXVIII

Analysis of Dropouts' Initial Scores
On the Stanford Achievement Test

df Sum of Square ms F

Between Subjects 28 383.19
Exp. vs Control 1 9.45 9.45 .94
error (b) 37 373.74 10.10

Within Subjects 156 135.41
Achmt Tests 4 33.16 8.29 13.66**AB 4 1.48 .37 .54
error (w) 148 100.77 .68

Total 194 518.60

* Significant at .01 level

From this table it can be seen that there were no significant: differences
between the scores earned by the dropouts of the experimental as compared
with the dropouts of the groups on their initial Stanford Achievement Test
scores. Thus, there appeared to be no differential dropping out of school
related to achievement.

In summary, the findings in regard to school achievement are:

. The experimental subjects made no greater academic progress
as a result of the treatment program than did the control
subjects who were provided with the conventional instructional
program.

. Dropping out of school in this homogeneous group was not
associated with lowered achievement.

Additional Pertinent Findings

In an endeavor to more thoroughly understand the needs and problems of the
youth, the following data were obtained and evaluated (see Table XXXIX).
Only one of the 122 subjects were found to have a mild orthopedic handicap.
Three of the 122 in the study were reported to have epilepsy. Eight of the
122 were reported to have had chronic medical problems of one general type
or another. Prevocational counselors and/or social workers reported that
12 of the subjects had some other type of medical defect. As a result of
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the medical evaluations obtained by the DVR counselor on all experimental
subjects, 7 additional experimental subjects were found to have a physical
defect. Social workers, during the compilation of case histories on all
control youth, identified 5 additional subjects who had a physical defect.

Table XXXIX

Reported Physical Abnormalities of Subjects in the Project

EXCEYTIONALITY
Visual Rearing Orthopedic 'Epilepsy, Chronic Other
Diff. Impair. Impair. Medical Physical

Problem Defects

Experimental 17 3 1 2 3 7

Control 12 0 0 1 5 5

Among the characteristics of the subjects in this study, both experimental and
control, 23.7 per cent were reported to have visual defects. It is interesting
to note that there was no significant difference between the two groups as to
the reported number of visual defects (see Table XXXIX). It may well be that
since these defects tend to be rather obvious to teachers and others and since
there is a competent vision screening program within the school system, addi-
tional medical evaluations of these youth revealed few hidden or heretofore
unknown visual problems. In vier of the fact that almost one-quarter of the
youth did have visual defects, it is apparent that serious consideration should
be given to this problem when similar programs are undertaken by other school
systems.

In contrast to the large number of visual defects, only 3 (4.9 per cent) of the
experimental group were noted to have hearing defects. All of these defects
were.classified as mild with preferential seating indicated in only one instance.
Insofar as the control subjects were concerned, none were reported to have mani-
fested a significant hearing loss. Evaluation of the possible difference between
the two groups yielded no statistically significant difference.

An evaluation of the data pertinent to the subjects' involvement with various
comaunity agencies during the treatment program indicates a significant dif-
ference in the areas of health services and financial assistance of the
individuals in the experimental and in the control groups. Data are presented
in Table XXXX.

,As can be seen in this table, the experimental group obtained more service
than did the control group from health and financial assistance agencies.
Apparently the need for these services was tdentified and the youth and their
parents helped to gain these services through the functioning of the project.
This suggests that additional demand for these services will be made in
those communitiea where a program similar to this experimental program is
instituted.
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Table XXXX

Community Agencies to Whom Subject or
Other Family Members Are Knovn

Child
Welfare

Court
Service

Health
Service

Family
Service

Mental
Health

Public
Assist.

Experimental

Control

10

9

beyond the

15

13

.05 lev'el

10*

2

7

6

-.

4

6

22*

10

* Significant

When frequency of use of the mental health type agency is considered, therewere no statistically
significant differences between the experimental andcontrol subjects. It may be that since referrals of youth or their parentsto agencies are often made by social workers and since the schools areadequately staffed with social workers who are trained to offer many ofthe services available in a mental health agency, the needs of pupils weremet in the school setting. Thus, the lack of a differentiation between theexperimental and control youth can be understood.



Chapter VII

CASE STUDIES

Summary ref Case Study findings

An analysis of the detailed case study material on each subject has yielded
additional information about the overall adjustment of these youth. This
analysis mainly utilized qualitative, data, although quantitative data in the
form of scores on various tests were used to help evaluate the qualitative
information. Perd-;hological reports, meeical reports obtained through the
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation and from cumulative folders, social
histories and reports of social case work services, vocational date obtained

I from prevocational counselors, parent interview material, progress reports by
teachers, and anecdotal records were sources of information about each subject
in the project.

The main manifestations of the problems of these youth were as follows: (1)
Lack of respect for authority flug which manifested itself in refusal to
adhere to school rules and regulations, open defiance of teachers, disrespect-
ful attitudes toward parents, and negative attitudes toward law enforcement
officials. (2) Peeling's of inadequacy as revealed by reluctance to attempt
school-like tasks because of fear of failure, excessive bidding for attention
and reassurance, and a facade of well-being and confidence. (3) Poor attitudes,
toward school associated with a history of school failure and retention. Almost
without exception these youth had been retained at least once during the primary
grades due to their inability to cope with the expectations of the school. The
great majority had been retained at least two years by the time they entered
the junior high school. Retardation in reading based on mental age expectancy
was generally the case. While the subjects were also retarded in arithmetic
computation, this retardation was less marked than in reading. As these youth
crippled up the educational ladder, the cumulative effect of their retardation
was reflected in declining grade patterns and achievement test scores. (4)
Social immaturity as indicated by low frustration tolerance, frequent outbursts
of temper, lack of inner controls, inability to accept constructive criticism,
physical approach to solving social problems, and unwillingness to accept the
responsibility for their own behavior. Generally these youth were considered
to be the most severe behavior problems in the entire school system. Their
hostility and resentment was generally overt. They displayed a high level of
anxiety. (5) Immediate ratification took precedent over lon.glEamEas11,
therefore it was difficult for such youth to apply themselves to a task which
did not result in tangible and immediate rewards. (6) Unrealistic zoili and
aspirations resulting in the choice of a vocational goal either above or below
their ability and the inability to identify the inappropriateness or appropri-
ateness of teaks. (7) Poor gas acceptance in relationship to the mainstream
of the school. They tended to cluster together and form their own groups or
gangs. While they seemed to gather together with youth of their own kind for
identify, they did not seem to develop any close personal relationships or
strong group ties. They seemingly distrusted her peers as they distrusted
adults. (8) They were epr vocational rieks in that they tended to have few
salable vocational skills such as good work habits, punctuality, dependability,
ability to establish rapport with co-workers and employers; they had difficulty
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in concentrating and maintaining an adequate attention span and were poorlymotivated as indicated by lack of perseverance. Many of these youth had neverhad any regular work experience either at home or in the community and thosewho had had jobs usually had not held them for any length of time. (9) Inade-2u!te home environment as manifested by lower moral standards than in middle-Eliss homes, less emphasis on learning for learnines sake, less interactionbetween parents and children, more broken andditorganized homes, less supervi-sion of the activities of the youth, crowded home conditions, and 4:ewer materialsin the home to'stimulate intellectual development and foster a desire to get aneducation.

Case Studies

The following four case studies were selected as being representative of theseyouth. Two were experimental subjects and received a prevocational curriculum
and services and two were in the control group and received no special treat-ment. All names are fictitious and other identifying data have been omitted.



Case of Joe

(Experimental Subject)

Reason for Referral

The educational counselor referred Joe, a tenth grade Caucasian male, age 17years and 7 months, as a likely candidate for thi6 project in that he had along history of school failure, had been referred to the educational counselorbecause of acting out behavior in the classroom, and had indicated to thecounselor that he was considering dropping out of school.

Background History Prior to Entrance it-02E212EL

Social la-Story

Joe was born of parents of low socio-economic status. His father, who was anitinerant painter, was killed in an automobile accident when Joe was threeyears of age. His stepfather was a laborer with a small construction companyand was usually unemployed several months of the year. The mother was a waitressin a bar; her working hours were from 5 p.m. to 2 a.m.

In addition to Joe, who was the oldest child from the previous marriage of themother, there were three younger siblings, one girl by the former marriage andtwo boys by the current marriage.

Joe indicated in a discussion with his counselor that his mother and stepfatherdid not get along very well. Evidently there was constant bickering, especiallyduring periods when the husband was unemployed. Joe explained the situation as,"We kids are in the middle of it all. I stay away from home as much as I can.I don't get along with Mom's old man, he takes a swing at me every time he getsa chance. As soon as I can, I'm leavin' home."

When both parents were away from home, Joe was expected to take care of hisyounger siblings. Instead of staying home in the evenings while the motherwas working, the father spent his time in a local tavern where his friendscongregated. Thus, some of the wages that should have gone to his family werespent on himself.

The mother seemed to be sincerely interested in her children but had so littletime to spend with them that her influence was minimal. It was necessary forher to work outside of the home to provide the bare necessities for her familyand by the time she did the household chores her energy was expended. Inaddition, she had a long history of physical problems.

In an interview, the mother expressed concern over the inadequacy of her husbandas a father but also seemed to feel that he was better than no father at all andthus was "putting up with him".

Joe seemed to have few sustained
constructive leisure time interests such asreading. He ran with a gang of boys who were known to juvenile authorities.Joe had not been charged with any offense of record, although some of his
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friends had been. The times he had been questioned by law enforcing officershad resulted in beatings by his stepfather who refused to discuss thesesituations with him.

School personnel were aware that this boy had a weak male role model whorejected him and a mother who was so emotionally and physically spent copingwith the father and helping to earn a living that Joe did not receive muchemotional support or encouragement from her.

Soctal vorkers 'nee attempted to work irifn the 'toy and wit:: the parents almostever since Joe eateed the first grade. ,:lhe stepfather had not been coopera-tive; in fact, he was openly hostile. This attitude interfered with the mother'sfollowing through with repommendations of the social worker.

When an interpretation was made of the project,. the mother was eager to have Joe'participate. She was particularly concerned about his completing school andseemed aware that he was on the verge of dropping out of school and possiblybecoming a delinquent. The stepfather refused to participate in the confereneand let it be known that since Joe was not his child, he would not concern him-self as to what happened to him.

Medical History

According to the medical examinations found in the cumulative records, Joe hadhad the usual childhood diseases. Although he appeared to be healthy, accordingto medical examinations required by the school, nevertheless, he was absentfrequently from school because of "illnesses" which the mother described as,"Joe has a stomachache" or "a headache"; or "is not feeling well". Socialworkers felt that Joe's illnesses were likely psychosomatic to avoid thefrustrations he was encountering at school as well as a bid for attention fsomhis mother.

At the time Joe was referred as a possible candidate for the project, he was ofaverage height and weight with no known physical defects.

School History

Joe entered the first grade at the age of 6 years and 5 months. His schoolrecords indicated that he was socially and emotionally immature and was unableto successfully cope with the academic expectations of the school. He wasretained in the first grade and again at the fifth grade level because of schoolfailure. His promotions consistently were made on the basis of social factorsrather than academic achievement. His grades were below average, usually fail-ing, and achievement tests indicated that he was functioning academically twoto three grades below mental age expectancy. For example, when he was referredto the project at the chronological age of 17 years and 7 months, achievement
test results indicated that he was functioning at the 5.7 grade level in readingand at the 5.2 grade level in arithmetic.

Teachers reported that Joe's attention span me short; he had difficulty concen-trating on and completing tasks; he usually failed to complete outside assign-
ments; and he almost never volunteered to participate in classroom discussions.
Whenever he was aware that a test was to be given, it was net unusual for himto be absent on that day. His behavior in class was often objectionable and



resulted in his being required to remain after school in a detention roem as a
discipliner; measure. The only course in which he seemed interested was print-
ing, a subject in which he was enrolled at the time he was referred for the
project.

Psychological Findings

Joe was seen on several occasions by school psychologists over the years end
was given a comprehensive psycho-educational examination just prior to his
entrance in tta project. Findings consistently revealed that Joe was function-
ing in the dull normal range of intelligence. The Stanford-Binet Individual
Intelligence Scale administered to Joe at the chronological age of 17 years and
7 months revealed a mental age of 13 years and 7 months, which yielded a devia-
tion IQ of 86. Previous WISC test results were essentially the same.

During the testing situation, Joe seemed uncertain and anxious and was extremely
reluctant to involve himself in the demands presented him in the course of the
evaluation. His responses were slow and he needed constant reassurance. He
seemed to work best on well structured tasks at which he could easily determine
the requirements expected of him. As would be anticipated, he did less well on
tasks that required abstract thinking. He was particularly weak on memory
items which possibly may have been due to emotional problems which interfered
with concentration. His higher level successes on the Binet were on tasks
measuring his general comprehension and the ability to integrate facts into
a meaningful whole. These tasks involved the use of concrete explanations and
materials in problem solving situations.

On the Vineland Social Maturity Scale, his social quotient was within the average
range; this seems to be logical since this scale evaluates independence rather
than interpersonal relationships and Joe seemed to be somewhat independent for
his age. His interpersonal relationships were, however, poor. On the Taylor
Manifest Anxiety Scale, he was considerably below the norm for his age, which
is compatible with observations of social workers and teachers.

The psychologist's general overall evaluation of this boy's personality using
interview data and data from the California Psychological Inventory, was that
Joe was fearful of failure, had marked feelings of inadequacy, had strong needs
for success, was destrustful of adults, and passively rejected suggestions from
them. He had not esede a positive identification with a male adult figure who
could serve as a good model for him, consequently, he was seeking identity with
a group of peers of questionable character.

On the Purdue Pegboard and Minnesota Hand Tool Dexterity Tests, Joe's responses
indicated that he had at least average competencies on these instruments which
measure eye-hand and fine muscle coordination. This was of particular interest
since this boy had had little experience with tools.

Prevocational Experiences Prior
to Entrance in the Project

Joe's "ocational experiences prior to his entrance in the pro)fect consisted
primarily of incidental chores required of him by his family and several part -
time jobs of short duration at which he was unsuccessful. At the time he
entered the project he did not have a part-time .10b.
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A prevocational counselor's interview indicated that Joe's vocational liabilitieswere greater than his assets. He was not dependable, he did not persevere, hisappearance was unkempt, he did not get along well with authority figures, and hehad no short or long range realistic vocational goals. When specifically askedwhat he would like to do for a living, he said that he would like to be a teacherof printing. He did not realize that such a position would require college atten-dance.

Recommended Educational Program and Services

After carefully evaluating all available., data on Joe prior to his entrance inthe project, the following
vocational.rehabilitation plan was delineated bythe project staff:

Physical Examination. Since it was routine for all youth of theexperimental group to receive medical examinations prior to becom-ing a client of DVR and since this youth was absent frequently fromschool for reasons reported as illness, the project staff wasespecially interested in obtaining medical information on Joe.

Individual Social Case Work. Individual social case work seemedindicated since Joe had a long history of anti-social behavior, poorpeer acceptance, and hostility toward authority figures. It wasfurther recommended that a male social worker be assigned to himsince he had not had an opportunity to identify with a good malemodel.

Gro.,,p, Social Work. Group social work was recommended to enhanceinterpersonal relationships with peers since Joe had had relativelylittle opportunity to communicate his feelings or share his ideasabout things of concern to him.

Prevocational Counseling, and Work Experience. Since this youth hadno successful job experiences and had few salable vocational skills,it seemed essential for him to be placed on a closely supervisedIn-School Work Experience job where he could learn what is expectedof him as an employee and develop good worker traits which would-prepare him for the next progressive work phase of the program,Community Work Experience on a part-time basis. In view of Joe'sage and his need for financial remuneration, it seemed imperativethat he be placed on a Community Work Experience job at the earliestpossible time. An In-School job such as a duplicating machineoperator in the Work Experience Laboratory was recommended sincehe had indicated an interest in the vocational area of printing.

Placement in the Eleventh Grade. Since this youth had been retainedtwice during his school attendance, which seemingly did not enhancehis level of achievement, it was felt that placing him in a highergrade in the project might have a positive effect on his attitudetoward attaining a high scLool diploma and attending a trade school.

Modification of Curriculum. While Joe was working at a level belowmental age expectancy in academic areas, it was felt that at hisage he would not make marked progress on a vertical basis. The
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approach recommended for Joe was one that would enable him to
develop skills in practical, work-oriented situations. Thus,
the In-School and Community Work Experience programs were felt
to be the major focus, with the academic program supporting and
reinforcing learnings which would insure the vocational rehabili-
tation of this youth.

Referral to the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation. Although
all youth in the project had a vocational handicap and thus were
eligible for services from the Illinois Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation, each youth in the experimental group was referred
on an individual basis. The DVR counselor was involved with the
case from the time the youth entered the project; therefore, it
was recommended that Joe be referred to the DVR counselor as a
client to receive the rehabilitative services available through
that agency. Joe had such meager prevocational skills that it
was felt imperative for representatives of the school and DVR,
the prevocational counselor of the school and the counselor of
the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation, to work closely and
intensively on providing this youth with progressive work expe-
riences to foster the acquisition ff good worker traits and to
cooperatively develop a realistic vocational plan with the youth
and with his parents, which might well include entry into a trade
school.

Results of Treatment Program

The results of a medical examination obtained through the Illinois Division of
Vocational Rehabilitation indicated that Joe had a 81! 'et hernia which needed
attention. He underwent corrective surgery during the Christmas holidays thefirst year he was in the project.

An internist's examination did not reveal any further physical basis for the
vomiting and headaches which had resulted in absences from school. Thus, the
project staff felt that absences were associated with social and emotional
factors rather than physical ones.

The curriculum in the classroom focused on helping him acquire knowledge and
skills needed in the world of work. His work habits and interests in learning
seemed to improve as his class work became more vocationally oriented and thus
more meaningful to him. Actually, he gained only about 1.5 years in reading
on a standardized achievement test, and about .5 years in arithmetic. Thus hisreading grade level was 7.2 and his arithmetic level was 5.6. The important
consideration, however, was that he was making use of his academic skills in
situations that were meaningful to him and that his attitude toward school had
improved as reflected by more regular attendance and an expressed desire to
complete high school.

Immediate movement of Joe to the eleventh grade from the tenth grade, in addition
to the many services he was receiving, seemed to have an overall positive effect
on his attitudes.

Joe received individual social case work from a male social worker. As a result
of this service, coupled with other aspects of the program, Joe became more
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self-reliant and competitive, better able to accept criticism and guidance from
authority figures, and generally better able to control himself. He rarely bad
to spend time in a detention room for misconduct in the project classes.The social worker reported that ooe secnod to profit from group social work in
that he became more outgoing in expressing himself and was more willing to
accept comments and suggestions from his peers without becoming overly threat-
ened. He likewise seemed to gain some insight as to how to develop a better
relationship with his stepfather.

The social worker continued to attempt to work with the parents. It was felt
that only minimal changes in attitude and practice were achieved; therefore,
it would seem that the hopes for this boy would have to be in fostering the
development of strengths within him.

The prevocational counselor placed him in the In-School Work Experience Labora-
tory as a duplicating machine operator. While initially his worker traits were
far from desirable, he was able to improve to the point that after his corrective
surgery at Christmas time, the counselor placed him on a part-time

community job
for remuneration. This job entailed working as a printer's

helper in a local
hospital which had one printing machine. Joe seemed to enjoy his work very
much and his prevocational skill ratings from his employer were above average.
The employer encouraged Joe to go to trade school to gain additional knowledge
of the printing trade. The DVR counselor worked intensively with Joe and his
parents during his final year in school in preparation for Joe's attending a
trade school. The recommendations from the prevocational counselor, employer
evaluations, Joe's vocational interests, results of vocational performance tests
administered by Vocational

Rehabilitation personnel, and the trade school
admission test results were data the DVR counselor evaluated in developing a
vocational plan for Joe. A graphic arts trade school training program seemed
indicated to the DVR counselor. A study of the financial status of the family
by the DVR counselor revealed that financial assistance from DVR would be needed
for Joe to attain this vocational goal. After high school graduation, DVR pro-
vided the financial resources for Joe to attend a graphic arts trade school in
a neighboring state. He completed the program in the prescribed time and upon
his return to the community he obtained employment as an apprentice printer.Summa.

In summary, Joe was a Caucasian
youth of dull-normal intelligence who was

rejected by his stepfather and received little encouragement and support from
his mother. Be had few et fable prevocational skills and had a negative attitude
toward school and authority figurco. His. grades sera generally failing, exccpt
in printing, and his scores on achieve..lant tests indicated

conciderable retar-
dation in reading and arithmotic. He ccaplained of numcreus physical ail: ento
and frequently was absent from school.

Joe yes nn er.;nri=ntal
subject ,zl/o 77as ::::,;vielc4 trith clos117

cu;arvic,-;42 pro-
gressive work experiences and a coZi2ied

curriculun. Tho DV2 counselor as
involved with the cane as soon as Joe was plo;od in tho mpariccntal pr3graa.
A physical examination provided by this sGency revealed a need for some correc-
tion work which was promptly co=. pleted through MR.



fter graduation from the experimental program, he attended a graphic arts
rade school in another state and upon return to the community became an appren-
ice printer. At the time this case study was mitten, his employer stated that
e was getting along satisfactorily. It is anticipated that he will be able to
coud,plete his apprenticeship and become a journeyman printer. Thus, it appears
that the experimental program vocationally rehabilitated, this youth.



Case of Mary

(Experimental Youth)

Reason for Referral

A junior high school classroom teacher referred Mary, a ninth grade Negro female,

age 15 years and 10 months, as a likely candidate for this project because of

her inattention in class, inability to accomplish classroom work, frequent tardi-

ness and her acting out behavior. The educational counselors verified that this

was Mary's typical pattern of behavior in all classes.

Background History Prior to Entrance in Project

Social History

Mary was born of parents of low socio-economic status. Her mother stated that

she herself could have graduated from college if she had not had to quit high

school in the sophomore year to help her parents support their large family.

Mary's natural father, reported to have had some college training, died when

Mary was two years old. The mother remarried when Mary was five years old.

Her present husband was employed as a dishwasher in a local restaurant and the

mother remained at home as a housewife. Mary was the only child of the first

marriage. She had two younger stepbrothers and a baby stepsister by the present

union.

The family lived in a small two bedroom home which was in dire need of repair.

Although the mother attempted to maintain the interior of the home, the physical

structure and limited financial resources of the family hampered her from

furnishing the home to her satisfaction.

Mary related to the school counselor that she did not get along with her mother

because "she is always pushing me to make better grades so I can go to college".

Mary had warm feelings for her stepfather and felt sorry for him because her

mother downgraded his lack of education and his low paying job in front of the

children. In the case of an argument between the parents, Mary. tended to side

with her stepfather rather than her mother.

Mary seemed to have few sustained constructive leisure time interests such as

reading. In fact, she rebelled when expected to read materials beyond her

comprehension which her mother attempted to force her to read. Her growing

rebellion against her mother was evidenced by Mary's participation it her

activities of a questionable nature, such as unchaperoned teen-age dances in

a local hangout, where many of the habitues were known to law enforcement

officials.

School personnel were aware that Mary was faced with tremendous educational

colflicts; that is, on the one hand, Mary had extremely limited ability and

seemed to recognize it and, on the other hand, her mother had inappropriately

high educational aspirations for her which Mary realized she could never attain.
\.e

Mary and her mother had received the services of a school social worker for

several years. The primary goal of the work with the mother was to get her
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During the testing situation, Mary was so defensive that at one time it wasnecessary to terminate, temporarily, the testing session because of her refusalto participate in one series of tasks. She saw the examiner as another authorityfigure trying to force more inappropriate (college-bound) tasks upon her; there-fore, she was unwilling to involve herself in such activities. She worked bestat visual motor tasks and those tasks at which she was allowed to draw conclu-sions from concrete examples. She was less capable at those tasks measuringquality of vocabulary, often indicative of one's general level of functioning.

On the Vineland Social Maturity Scale, her social quotient was inappropriatelyhigh for a girl whose mother was so ptotective of her. Thus, she was probablyreporting on those activities she preferred rather than upon those activitiesshe actually accomplished. On the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale, her scoresfell markedly below the norm, indicating that she had more anxiety than theaverage youth of her chronological age. These data were compatible with thereports of the classroom teacher and eaaial worker.

The psychologist's general overall evaluation of this girl's personality, usinginterview data and data from the California Psychological Inventory, was thatMary was fearful of failure, had feelings of inadequacy, frequently appeareddepressed, was distrustful of adults and authority .1:figures and had not developedappropriate means of developing lasting peer relationships. In case of frus-tration she was likely to withdraw from the situation. Her relationship withher mother was so poor that Mary relied'on her girl companions for the adviceand suggestions other girls might gain from their, mothers.

On the Purdue Pegboard and Minnccota Hand Tool Dexterity Test, her eye -hand andsmall muscle performances were considered to be within the normal range. Theresults of the Wechsler-Bellevue, Form II, Digit Symbol subtest were essentiallyin agreement with these findings.

Prevocational Experiences Prior
to Entrance in the Project

Mary's vocational experience prior to her entrance into the project as an exper-imental subject consisted only of incidental chores in the home which wereforced upon her by her mother. At the time she entered the project she didnot have a part-time job.

A prevocational counselor's interview indicated that Mary obviously lacked anyworker traits which would enable her to be employed. Although she bad notdeveloped any short-term or long-term vocational goals because of the conflictof interests within the home, when apecially asked what she would like to dofor a living, she stated, "I would like to fix people's hair". She was unableto identify the means to gain entrance to this vocation. The prevocationalcounselor felt that Mary's personal appearance indicated a decided interestin this vocational area.

Hecoram nded Educationsl Pro an and Services

After carefully evaluating all available data on tary prior to her ntrance inthe project, the following educational plan was delineated by the project staff:
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Examination. Although school medical records did not indicateany physical anomalies, Mary should receive a medical examination throughthe auspices of DVR prior to her placement on a job. This procedure wasfollowed routinely with all experimental subjects.

Individual Social Lam Work. Nary should be assigned to a femalesocial case worker to assist her to accept adult authority figuresas supportive and to develop seine skills for getting along moreami bly with her mother. Likewise, the social worker chould workwith the mother to help her accept her daughter's limitations andbuild on her strengths. The mofLer needed help to understandthat nagging and other types of pressure would not foster improvedachievement. It was felt that the social worker might refer themother to a community clinic for additional help since there wereproblems other than those directly related to Mary.

Erma. Social Work. To enhance interpersonal relationships withpeers, group social work was recommended since Mary had had littleopportunity to communicate her feelings or share ideas about thingsof concern to her.

Prevocational Counseling and Work EEBRELEEAL In view of Mary'slack of vocational experiences and her limited vocational skills,it seemed essential for her to De placed in a closely supervisedIn-School Work Experience job where she could learn what isexpected of her as an employee and to develop positive workertraits which would prepare her for the next progressive workphase of the program, Community Work Experience. In view of herone positive vocational asset, good grooming, it seemed appropriate
to consider her for an In-School job where she could uea this assetin a positive manner, such as a kindergarteu helper, a hostess, ora teacher's assistant.

Placement in the Tevzh Grade. It seemed advisable to place Mary inthe tenth grade even though her academic skills were limited. Herattitude toward school and a long history of failure did not seemto warrant keeping her back with younger youth. This plan was con-sistent with project policy based on the knowledge that retentiongenerally does not enhance achievement or improve attitudes towardschool.

Modification of Her Curriculum. In view of Mary's dislike forreading, the emphasis in the reading program should be on
descriptive material and pamphlets dealing with her stated
vocational choice--beautician. Visits to beauty schools in thecommunity were an integral part of her curriculum. A conferencewith the head trainer at a local beauty school seemed to be appro-priate to obtain information regarding the factual materiel coveredin academic courses in such a school.. For example, beauticiansneed to have some knowledge and understanding of basic physiologyin addition to other skills related to this trade. Thus, the
curriculum could provide her with a foundation for entering thistraining program. The curriculum should, in general, revolve
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around and enhance her success on a part-time job in the In-
School Work Expericuce program and in the subsequent Community
Work Experience program.

Refer to the Divinion of Vocational Rehabilitation. All youth
in the project had a vocational handicap and thus each exper-
imental subject was referred on an individual basis for services
from this agency that seemed necessary for the vocational reha-
bilitation of the youth. In view of Mary's lack of prevocational
worker traits, it was imperative for the school staff and the DVR
counselor to intensively work on this case from the time of her
entrance in the program to insure her vocational rehabilitation.
Since the mother had an unrealistic aspirational level for this
girl, it was important for the DVR counselor to work closely with
the mother to interpret how this agency could assist her daughter
in obtaining the training to enter an appropriate vocation. The
DVR counselor and project staff should have frequent case conferences
to share information and to mesh services.

;milts of Treatment Pro ram

Through the DVR, Mary was given a thorou a medical exa,'nation. The resu :s did
et identify any vocationally handicapp.eg physical abnormalities.

ifemale social worker was assigned to Mary during the time she was in the pro-
ject. This social worker was able to establish good rapport with Mary, which
as important since Mary had a poor relationship with her mother, Through work-
ing individually with Mary and with the mother to promote an improved under-
standing of the underlying reasons for their conflict, some slight improvement
vas noted. However, it was felt that it would be advantageous for the mother
to be seen by an outside agency in that undue pressure placed on Mary by the
:other might possibly be associated with her feelings toward an inadequate
husband. In that event, it would be more appropriate for the mother to be seen
Sy someone outside the schools. This was accomplished and the school social
vorker and personnel of the Mental Health Clinic maintained close contact.

As the mother's attitude toward her daughter became more accepting and supportive,
Xary became more cooperative with authority figures in the school and seemingly
was more motivated to learn.

group social work enabled Mary to realize that she was not the only youth who
had conflicts with her parents. Through discussions of specific and hypotheti-
ml situations with peers, Mary seemed to gain some real "know-how" as to ways
of avoiding unpleasant and unproductive verbal battles with her mother. Coupled
with a real change in the attitudes of the mother, Mary was experiencing a more
am-enial home life.

The prevocational counselor placed Mary on an In-School Work Experience job as a
hostess in the senior high school. This work entailed answering the telephone,
:acting and greeting visitors, running errands for the staff and collecting and
recording attendance. Initially she found it difficult to assume the responsi-
bility for working independently. She was easily distracted, especially by toys,
which interfered with her performance and was a source of irritation to the staff.
The prevocational counselor spent considerable time with Mary, helping her under-
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stand the importance of the tasks to which she was assigned. especially the
image of the school she conveyed by her irresponsible behavior. The staff
were encouraged to praise Mary for improveaents or for tasks well done so
that she would be motivated to put forth greater effort.

After one yeer in the IneSeaeol Work Experience phase of the prevocational pro-
gram, Mary was placed on a Community Work Experience job as a waitress in a
''short order" lunch counter. While Mary generally enjoyed the work, she some-
times became frustrated and discouraged when other waitresses received more tipsand more attention from patrons. During peak periods she sometimes resented
curt instructions from the boss and on several occasions expressed a desire toquit her job. Through interviews with her employer, counseling sessions with
Mary and on-the-job visitations, Mary was helped to allay her self-doubts regard-'ing her adequacy on the job. The DVR counselor was able to help the mother
become more supportive of her daughtet. The mother began to see the importance
of Mary's success on her job in tares of prepatation for subsequent vocational
edjustment. She was able to participates constructively in planning sessions
concerning Mary's post school training. The mother's interest and enthusiasmfor the program was conveyed to Mary and seemingly helped Mary weather some of
the harassing problems she sometimes faced on her Community Work Experience job.

During the course of the mother's interviews with the DVR counselor, she revealed
her concern about her husband's physical problem which caused him to be absent
frequently from work because of backaches. The DVR counselor determined that the
father was eligible for the services of.hio agency, was accepted as a client, and
was found to be in need of minor surgery which was performed through the agency.
After be recuperated, he was able to obtain employment as a custodian under Civil
Service.

The improved financial status of the henna due to the husband's regular employment
and the supplementary earnings of the daughter seemed to generate a more satis-
fying home environment.

Mary's work skills deenloped to ouch a degree that the prevocational department
of the school and the staff of Dv, after extensive counseling and testing,
determined that 1:Lary should be placed in a training school for bcauL.cians on
a half-time basin. The other half day, Nary was enrolled in high school in
project classes.

Since Mary was co well thought of at the restaurant where she had bean working,
her boss asked her to work during the evenings, when possible. Nary was able
to work approximately 10 hours weekly. Thus, she was able to maintain some
income during her training period in beauty school.

At the time this case study was written, try u= enrolled in beauty school
making satisfactory progress and working part -tiL3 in a restaurant. The DVRcounselor had several prospects in mind for Unry's placement when her trainingwas completed.

Mary was placed in the tenth grade after cmtr4nce in the project. This proceduredid scam to encourage her to stay in school and Lave a cocci :sooitive attitude
toward learning. The ::act that the curriculum v:za vocationally oriented and
took into consideration pry's vocational interests nec=cd to be a major factor
in bringing about the acquisition of those traits conducive to becoming a good
employee.
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Post test results indicated that Mary had accelerated her reading achievement
approximately two years; however, in arithmetic she progressed only one year
during the three-year project period. It should be noted, however, that Mary
was working at a level approximately commensurate with her mental age at the
termination of the project.

Summary

In summary, Mary, a Negro female, was in the ninth grade when she was referred
as a possible candidate for the project because she was markedly educationally
retarded and manifested acting out and disruptive behavior in the classroom
which interfered with not only her school progress but that of others in her
class. An investigation of the home indicated that she was from a low socio-
economic level family.

Mary's relationship with her mother was poor, primarily because the mother set
unrealistic academic goals for her and put undue pressure on her to achieve.
She was openly rebellious and defiant toward her mother; this hostility mani-
fested itself in her identifying with peers who were well-known to law enforce-
ment officials. Through the combined efforts of the social worker, the DVR
counselor, the prevocational staff of the school and the project teachers, Mary's
mother began to set more realistic goals for her daughter. As the mother became
more realistic and accepting of Mary's strengths and weaknesses, 'Vary became
more confident in herself and more .-not.4..va:ed :3 learn.

The school modified Mary's curriculum in such a way that the learning activities
focused on helping her acquire the knowledge and skills essential to becoming a
beautician, while the progressive work experience program focused on helping her
develop salable worker traits.

The placement of Mary in the tenth grade seemed to have positive effects on her
attitude toward school. Also, her success in the In-School Work Experience pro-
gram as a hostess and in the Community Work Experience program as a waitress
enabled her to not only acquire knowledge of the world of work but also the
desirable worker traits necessary for subsequent vocational adjustment.

During Mary's senior year, she was enrolled in a beauty school on a half-time
basis with financial assistance from DVR. She continued to work approximately
10 hours a week in the restaurant where she had worked on a half-time basis.
Mary was making satisfactory progress in the beauty school. DVR had several
opportunities fox' her placement in beauty salons following her completion of
beauty school. There was every reason to believe that Mary was well on her
way to becoming vocationally rehabilitated.



Case of Cindy

(Control Subject)

Reason for Referral

Cindy, a 17 year and 4 month old Caucasian female enrolled in the tenth grade,was referred by a social worker as a possible candidate for this research
project because she had failing or near-failing grades, seemed to be poorly
motivated to apply herself to achieve educationally, and was associating withyouth who were anti-social. Her family background suggested that she was from
a low socio-economic level home.

Back round History Prior to Entrance in Prniect

Social History

Cindy and her twin brother were the youngest of five children in her family.It was interesting that Cindy claimed to be the youngest in her family because
twin brother was considerably "taller" than she. The father was inter-

mittently employed by a local wholesale food concern. The mother had, at times,been the primary wage earner in the family due to the frequent illnesses of thefather. Both parents had been reported to be in ill health. At the time Cindy
was referred for this project the mother was a cashier in a supermarket from8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

The family moved to the present vicinity from a southern state when Cindy wasapproximately 13 years cf age. Her three older sisters were married and main-tained separate residences within the area at the time Cindy entered the project.The mother stated that her older daughters had been "wild" and she hoped thatCindy would not get in trouble and dropout of school like they had.

Inconsistency seemed to best describe the child-rearing practices in the home.
Although the parents verbalized an interest in education, it was interesting
to note that none of the older siblings had earned a high school diploma. Theparents reacted in an aggressive fashion whenever they felt that their childrenwere slighted or unfairly criticized by authority figures. The mother expressed
strong feelings to the social worker that the reason Cindy was failing in schoolwas because "the teachers are pickin' on her".

There were times when neither parent was present when Cindy returned home fromschool. She had been known to bring friends into the house in the absence ofher' parents. On several occasions the social worker made a home call when
Cindy was absent from school and found Cindy entertaining friends. When suchepisodes were discussed with the mother, she claimed that Cindy was not feelingwell and had her perraission to stay home. She blamed the parents of the other
children for not se,!in; to it that their children were in school instead of
bothering Cindy when she was ill.

Teachers' reports on Cindy contained such statements as "boy crazy", "cravesfun", 'seems to be poorly adjusted", and the like. During 1-nr junior high schoolyears it was noted that she frequently was in the company of peers who wereprone to be anti-social.
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Medical History

There were no negative findings regarding Cindy's birth or early physical
development. She had measles, mumps and chicken pox with no apparent after-
effects. No abnorma7ities had been reported in any of the physical examina-
tions obtained in compliance with the school law. Cindy, however, claimed to
have frequent headaches. She stated that two of her sisters were forced to
dropout of school at the twelfth grade level prior to graduation because they
were "acing blind". The girl said that she was afraid that this might happen
to her, also. No support for these beliefs could be found in school records.
There were records to the effect, however, that these girls dropped out of
school because of pregnancy.

School History

Cindy attended school in a small town in Kentucky the first five years of her
school attendance. She did not submit an official report card upon entrance
to this school system but stated that she had previously made all "A's", how-
ever, progress reports on Cindy after she entered the schools in this area
irdicated that she was unable to do grade level work in the sixth grade ar d
was given a social pt.dmotion because she was overage. Evidently she did not
enter the first grade in Kentucky at the usual age. She was so markedly
retarded in all areas and did so poorly in the seventh grade that it was
,lecossary for her to repeat the grade. Her mother rationalized her fail...re
in wo.v, upset gain' co a now school. She is afraid she isn't
(win' 'a do all right. She's so nervous she can't remember anything. Those
teachers in that other school weren't very good and didn't learn her much
either. That's why she's havin' a hard time learnin' here."

Cindy told the social worker that she did rot like school because it was "too
hard for her". She also said that she felt very had about failing because she
did not like to he in a grade with the "little kids".

She curt:1,er confided to the social worker that she would dropout of school if
she could find a steady job but to date she had not been able to secure full-
time employment. She did indicate that her mother wanted her to stay in
school and not be a "good for nothin' like her older sisters". Cindy did seem
to want to learn but apparently felt that succeeding in school was a hopeless
task for her.

At the close of Cindy's eighth grade attendance in school, after having made a
preponderance of failing grades, the teachers decided it would be of no benefit
for her to be retained and, therefore, gave her another social promotion to the
ninth grade. She was passed on to the te-111 2,rade for similar reasons. In
fact, shy: became so' fearful of failure that her school progress seemed to
rer,ress the longer she stayed in school. llor most Frequent response to questions
asked by the teacher was, "I don't know".

Prior to her entrance in the protect, she achieved an average grade level in
readinA of 6.0 and an average grade level in arithmetic of 5.4. Group intel-
ligence tests indicated that she was beiow average in intelligence. Even
though her group IQ scores placed her in the dull-normal range, she was at
least two years retarded academically according to expectancy based on mental
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Teachers reported that Cindy found it difficult to remember facts from one dayto the next and was easily distracted. When she failed a test it was notuncommon for her to cry. In addition to her short memory span, Cindy found itdifficult to transfer 'earnings and to generalize. Her meager experientialbackground was a decided handicap to her.

The homemaking teacher seemed to take a real interest in Cindy and felt thatshe was able to make average progress in practical aspects of the work thatdid not require her to read. She gave Cindy the examinations orally and Cindywas able to make passing grades in that subject. Cindy also enjoyed an artclass and was able to meet the requirements of that course making czrades rarr-ing from "D" to "C". She was failing in all other subjects when she wasreferred to the project.

Psychological Findings

During the psychological examination, Cindy was unusually quiet and seldomsmiled. Her behavior vacillated between responses which were rapid with afacade of self-assurance, to ones which were slow, uncertain, and seeminclvpainful. When the latter occurred she became frustrated, frequently cried,and had to be redirected and reassured by the examiner. It is possibleCindy had some difficulty with visual perception. This girl was left-haLeedbut her performance on paper and pencil tasks was not consistently cecutc,2 ina manner appropriate for a left-handed indiv :dual. She frequently hcic: herpaper at an odd or at a totally
inappropriate (right- handed style) Herspeech and expressive ability were adequate for the tasks presented her.

On the basis of her responses to t'e 1960 Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scaleadministered prior to her entrance in the protect, scores indicated tint Cindy'sschool learning ability was at the lower extreme of the slow learner ranre. Sheearned a mental age of 12 years and 10 months which, when compared with 11,:rchronological age cf 16 years al-:d 4 months, yielded a deviation of 53. Cindywas able to satisfactorily
accomplish all of the tasks one normally expects ofthe average ten-year-old child. Her higher level successes were on tasks measur-ing her ability to associate verbal concepts with concrete r,nterial. She wasless capable wlvn required to accomplish abstract reasonine or to discriminate,to compare, and to utilize judgment adapting responses to specific situations.Cindy had several handicapping factors which might help explain her low rate ofperformance in the classroom; her slow rate of intellectual development, therigid affect which hindered her adustment to new material, a poor :%emory formeaningful material, inability to accomplish abstract reasoning, and possibly,a visual perception handicap. On the basis of her mental are, Cindy shouldhave been capable of academic work at a low or middle sixth grade level.

On the basis of her responses to the Vineland Social Maturity Scale, Cindyapparently had not had the opportunities to develop independence as had otheryouth of her chronological age. She scored markedly below the norm or soCalage and social quotient. Her teachers and her peers reported that the girlapparently had few limits placed upon her behavior, and she seldom felt ccr::-pelled to stay within those limits which had been placed. Her mother seemidto permit her to have excessive freedom and at the same time fostered dependenceupon her. Thus, the inconsistent handling of the girl in the home and the lackof firm limits apparently prevented her from developing the indepo:dence necessto score on this type of social maturity scale.
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On the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale, Cindy was markedly below the norms for
her chronological age. Her responses to the California Psychological Inventory
indicated that Cindy had strong feelings of inadequacy. She appeared self-
defensive, apologetic, under-controlled, impulsive and confused. Cindy appar-
ently lacked self-direction and self-discipline. She was suspicious of others
and had marked feelings of disbelief in herself and distrustfulness of others
in social situations. At times she did appear to be sympathetic and helpful.

On the Purdue Pegboard and Minnesota Hand Tool Dexterity Tests, Cindy scored
markedly below the norms. She likewise scored in the lower range of dull-normal
ability on the Digit Symbol subtest of the Wechsler-Bellevue, Form II. Thus, it
appears that Cindy had very limited abilities in eye-hand and fine muscle coor-
dination.

The psychologist's general overall evaluation of this girl's personality using
interview data and data from the California Psychological Inventory and Taylor
Manifest Anxiety Scale was that Cindy was an immature, impulsive, irresponsive
girl who had deep seated feelings of inferiority and inadequacy which manifested
themselves in a strong dislike for school and poor school attendance, distrust
and dislike for authority figures, and identification with youth who were hostile
and who engaged in anti-social acts.

Prevocational Experiences Prior
to Entrance in the Project

According to Cindy, she was assigned several responsibilities of a house-keeping
nature, but the parents were so accepting of the girl's behavior that it is
doubtful if she were ever required to accomplish the assigned tasks. Prior to
her entrance as a control subject in the project, her prevocational experiences
Lad largely been baby sitting on an 'nfrequent basis, a "curb-hop" for a local
drive-in restaurant where she was dismissed after a few weeks because she did
not get to work on time, and as a waitress in a restaurant where she worked on
Saturdays for a short span of time and was dismissed because she "couldn't keep
the orders straight". In an interview regarding her vocational aspirations,
Cindy stated that she wanted to become a nurse. When further questioned regard-
ing her choice she explained, "I'd like to wear a white uniform".

Developments During the
Project Period

Cindy, a control subject, was provided with the regular educational program.
Her school progress continued to be poor resulting in failing grades. She
dropped out of school the second half of the eleventh grade after an argument
with a teacher who, she claimed, threatened to "flunk" her. She consistently
searched for others to whom she could shift the locus of responsibility for her
actions and failures. These attitudes continued to reinforced by her parents.

During a post interview with project staff, Cindy was unable to identify any
vocation in which she would be interested other than that: of a housewife. She
was, at the time, going "steady" with a school dropout several years her senior.
This youth had been well known to the social workers and their files were bulg-
ing with recordings of attempts to help him ameliorate his soc,a1 and emotional
problems. If Cindy chooses to take this youth for a mate, thee - prospect of a
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stable happy marriage does not seem to be in the offing. This friendship

appears to be an example where two unsuccessful, unhappy, non-productive
individuals have gravitated toward each other seeking some support and satis-

faction that has not been available to them from other sources.

This young female dropout appears to have been in need of a vocationally-oriented
curriculum where the tool subjects were presented at a level consistent with her

learning ability and couched in content which was meaningful to her and where

success was possible. It appears that a progressive work experience program

may have offered her challenging and worthwhile experiences which would have

enabled her to acquire some salable worker traits, traits which she heretofore

had not been able to develop primarily because of the inconsistent handling in

the home and inappropriate educational offerings. Since she was interested in

the field of nursing, it is too bad that she could not have had the opportunity

to be a nurse's aide in a hospital in a work-study program.

School was so frustrating for Cindy that she finally gave up in despair and

dropped out without any tangible means of earning a living. As one might

anticipate, her weak parents gave her spending money and did not seem too

concerned about her dropping out of school as long as she "kept out of trouble".

It would appear, however, that Cindy's dropping out of school and being unem-

ployed set the stage for anti-social acts of one kind or another, especially

since she tended to associate with others whose values and goals did not

suggest that they would become contributing members of society.

Summary

In summary, Cindy was a Caucasian female of dull-normal intelligence who was

inconsistently handled by her parents and actually discouraged from raking

responsibility for her own acts. ';e attended the i irat five grades in a

school in the south, and was il: prepared to cope with the curriculum of a

sixth grade class in this connaunity. tier achievement scores iudicated a

retardation in reading and arithmetic of from two to three years below mental

age expectations.

While medical information was essentially negative, Cindy complained of trequent

headaches. Her height was below average and her weight was somewhat excessive

for her size. Generally, she appeared to he in good health.

Cindy dropped out of school the second half of her junior year in high school.

It seemed apparent that this girl was not provided with the cirriculum or

services she needed to hold her in school and to vocationally rehabilitate her.

While she had not become a juvenile delinquent when the follow-up was made

after the termination of the project, there were some manifestations that were

warning signs as to what might be in the offing. her associates seemed tt? be

highly questionable. They, too, were school dropouts and some had already

become involved with law enforcing agencies because of violations of the law.

Cindy was unemployed and did not seem to be too concerned about earning a

living since her parents continued to indulge her and give her spending money.

She seemed to place primary emphasis on having fun. Follow-up data also revealed

that she had no vocational aspirations.
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A gaze into the crystal ball reveals a picture that is not encouraging, onewhich depicts a girl who is poorly adjusted socially, emotionally, andvocationally, one who is poorly prepared to take the responsibilities expectedof an adult in our society. Unless vocational rehabilitative services are madeavailable to Cindy, her vocational and personal future is dim indeed.



Case of Earl

(Control Subject)

Reason for Referral

A junior high school assistant principal referred Earl, a ninth grade Negro
boy, age 16 years and 2 months, as a likely candidate for this project based
on Earl's history of school failure, poor social adjustment, and his apparent
dislike of school. He also was associating with youth who were manifesting
severe anti-social behavior.

laoismaELL112,121112/IntpEntrance in Project

Social History

Earl moved to this vicinity from Mississippi. He was the third of four children
born to a father employed as a field hand and a mother employed as a domestic.
The family "split up" when Earl was ;n the third grade at which time the mother
moved to this community with Earl and his younger brother. The fathex remained
in Mississippi with the older girls. According to reports,-the father than
lived with his mother who took care of the girls. The mother lived with a
sister who had been a resident of this vicinity all her adult life.. Although
Earl's mother had not divorced her husband and had not seen him since roving
to this area, she had four additional children. She worked as a domestic and
received welfare payments for the support of her children.

Earl indicated to the educational counselor and to the school social worker that
a procession of men visited his mother and aunt. Earl had mixed feelings con-
cerning this situation. He enjoyed the extra spending money he received but
rejected the social discomfort resulting from it, especially when he was involved
in a "liammy-Whammy game".4 Since he had not resolved his feelings regarding his
mother's promiscuity, he attempted to minimize emotional upsets by seeking out
companions with similar home situations.

Earl spent most of his spare time on the street with his small group of friends- -
bound together by the many problems associated with unfortunate home environments.
The gang members were all classes as pre-delinquent by juvenile authorities.
Their offenses prior to the initiation of this project had been beatings of
smaller boys and suspicion of strong-arm robbery of paper boys.

Earl and his mother had received social case work services since he entered the
school in this area. The mother was verbally cooperative but did not follow
through with any suggestions. The home conditions were so negative that they
seemingly negated any constructive work accomplished by the school. Earl seemed
to view the social worker as a neutral with whom he could talk or use as a
sounding board when the pressures were great. Apparently, however, be was
unable to make any permanent changes in his attitudes and overt behavior as a
result of these services.

This is a game that involves down-grading and ridiculing a. boy's mother.
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Verbally the mother expressed interest in her children but did not seem to
have the ability to implement her verbalizations. The home was characterized
as having few if any qualities that would encourage a youth to attain an educa-tion or the interest and support that would foster healthy emotional and social
development.

Medical History

nedical examinations required by the school, found in the cumulative folder,
showed that Earl had had the usual childhood diseases. His frequent absences
from school, reported to be due to illness by the mother, were known to be
for other reasons by school officials.

Earl's physical condition was felt to be good at the time of referral for this
project. He was of average height but slightly underweight with no known
physical defects.

School History

Earl entered the first grade at the age of five years, eleven months. He
attended school in Mississippi for the first two years and part of the third
year. Upon moving to this area, he was placed at the third grade level but
was unable to cope with expectations and was retained at the close of the school
year. Earl attended the same elementary school for grades three through six.
His grades were consistently low, his achievement was poor, and his promotions
were based largely on social and physical reasons rather than on academic attain-
ment.

Earl was retained in the seventh grade because he lacked background in the tool
subjects felt to be essential for coping with the academic work in subsequent
years. His promotions in junior high school, however, continued to be based on
social and physical factors in that he consistently remained academically from
two to three years below grade

Teachers reported that Earl's attention span was short, his interest in school
was lacking, and he had marked difficulty getting along with his peers as well
as with authority figures in the school. The only bright spots on his report
card were his grades in industrial arts. He received "B's" and one "A" in,
this sul,ject in the eighth grade. His teachers said he was ;genuinely interested
in and possessed some talent in this subject. All written material, includini-
tests, were read to him. Earl frequently asked if the instructors were going
to have the shop open at night or on Saturday and was sure to be there if the
shop were open.

Whcn referred for the project at the chronological age of 16 years and 2 months,
achievement test results indicated that he was functioning at the 3,7 grade
level in reading and 4.2 grade level in arithmetic. Thus, he was poorly pre-
pared for making progress in acaddmic areas at the junior high level.

Psychological Findings

School psychologists had seen Earl on several occasions since his entrance to
the present school system. He was given a comprehensive psycho-educational
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Inzellisance Scale administered co Earl at the chronological ac., of

1_6 years and 2 months revealed a mental age of 12 years and 11 months, which
yielded a deviation IQ of 84. Previous WISC test results were essentially thesame.

During the testing situation Earl was sullenly cooperative. Although his speech
was intelligible, it contained many colloquialisms and sub-cultural misprorn-ciations. His rate of response during the evaluation was always slow with
frequent requests for repetition of questions. As the testing situation con-tinued, Earl frequently resorted to non-verbal physical movements in responseto the questions presented, such as a shake of the head or a wave of the hand,even, at times, a sidewise movement of the eyes.

Earl's highest level successes on the Binet were attained on those tasks measur-ing rote memory for meaningful auditory material and ability to apply logicalthought in solving concrete problems. His weaknesses were in the area of
vocabulary definition, abstract reasoning, and memory for visual stimuli.

On the Vineland Social Maturity Scale his social quotient was within the averagerange. His mother allowed him considerable freedom to come and go as he liked,thus, he did seem to have developed a measure of independence that seeminglywas reflected on the scores he obtained on this instrument. On the Taylor
Manifest Anxiety Scale, Earl scored markedly below the norms as would be
expected of a boy who had little security in his home or in the school situation.

The psychologist's general impression of this youth's personality based on aclinical interview, the above-mentioned test results and the California Psycho-logical Inventory, was that Earl evidenced feelings of inadequacy and rejectionand was confused in his identity and role as a male figure. His feelings ofhostility were expressed through group participation in delinquent acts. Ona one-to-one basis in the school setting, Earl was usually sullen and resistive,giving the impression that he was suspicious of adults who might take advantageof him or down-grade him.

On the Purdue Pegboard and Minnesota Hand Tool Dexterity Test which assesseye-hand and fine muscle coordination, Earl was below average, The Wechsler-Bellevue,' Form II, Digit Symbol subtest scores likewise indicated he wasfunctioning below the norms for his chronological age.

Prevocational Experiences Prior
to Entrance in the Project

Prior to his inclusion in the project as a control subject, Earl had not helda part-time job. He was not required to do any chores around the home andvolunteered to do none. HC: worked one summer detasseling corn but quit aftertwo days because it was "too hot". At tho time of his entrance into tile project,I he did not have a part-time job. When prodded to respond to the question, "Wl.atkind of work would you like to do?", Earl's vocational choice was, "To be a pimp".This youth did not appear to have acquired any knowledge and skills that wouldbe assets to him in the world of work. He was obviously badly in need of voca-tional rehabilitation. His attitude toward work of any kind was negative. Hewanted to get money the easy way without putting forth any effort. His social
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skills were so ithldogit,lio (11:1( ho would mud t(
amicably with co-workers or employers in aimost any Icrld of wolk situat4on.
His general attitude was that the world owed him a living and he owed the
world nothing. His hostile overt expression of his dislike and distrust of
the human race painted a very dreary and discouraging picture for his future
life adjustment unless intensive help were forthcoming in the very near future.

Developments During the
Project Period

During the course of the project, serving as a control subject, Farl's home
condition did not change. He continued to have minimal contact with the home,
using it primarily as a place to eat and sleep. During the second year of the
project Earl and a member of his gang were arrested and convicted on charges of
beating and robbing a pizza delivery boy. His mother paid his fine and Earl
was placed on three years probation with stipulations that he attend school
regularly and get a part-time job. Earl did not attend school regularly; how-
ever, his mother wrote to the school stating that he was ill. He continued to
receive failing grades and dropped out of school in the latter part of the
tenth grade. Consideration was given by law enforcing authorities to sending
him to a corrective school, however, there was a long waiting list. The proba-
tion officer recommended that in the interim Earl obtain full-time employment.

Earl held two jobs in the community during the project period. He worked at a
car wash establishment on an irregular basis, particularly just prior to his
visit to the probation officer. For a one-week period, he worked as a kitchen
helper in a hotel but was dismissed because of failure to conform to employee
regulations regarding time and quality of work.

One month before the termination of the project, Earl and two of his gang were
arrested on charges of armed robbery. They called a cab to take them home, but
instead had placed a gun at the back of the driver's head, took his money and
fled. The cab driver reported the address of the robbery and an invest:igation
by the police resulted in the identification of Earl and his gen:,. In view of
Earl's previous record, it was felt that he would be dealt with severely. His
trial was scheduled for the fall and consequently tl,e outcome was not known
when this case study was written. Earl broke several (..ppointments with psycho-
lo,',,ists who had scheduled him for post testing even though he was to be paid
to come back and take the tests. He gave as a reason for breaking appoi:tments,
"I had somethin' else to do". The psychologist finally went out to his home
and brought him to the office for testing. He had essentially made no rains
on any of the post test measures. His reading achievement level was 4.0 and
his arithmetic achievement level was 4.4. Socially and emotionally he had
regressed. He indicated the acquisition of few if any salable vocational
traits as would be expected since he had no steady jobs during the project
year.

In summary, Earl, a Negro male of dull-normal intelligence, moved to this
vicinity from a southern state when he was in the third grade. The mother
deserted the father and moved to this area to live with an aunt. She took
the two boys with her and left the two girls to live with their father. The
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mother worked as a domestic and received payments from a welfare agency to
support her children.

This youth did not have a strong male figure with whom to identify. There was
a procession of men in the home, but no consistent stable positive male influ-
ence. Earl was aware of the mother's relationship with these men and was
resentful of the stigma associated with such activities.

Earl received little support from his mother and did not think she was too
interested in his welfare. His self-concept was poor because he had experienced
so little success. Generally, he considered himself to be an inadequate indivi-
dual. Because he had experienced so little success, he had little notion of
what he was capable of doing, thus, he was not able to formulate realistic
vocational goals. He had a negative attitude not only toward work but toward

I

society in general. His expressed desire to be a "pimp" seemed to indicate
that he wanted to be given a "hand-out" without putting forth effort.

IEarl persistently made failing grades in school. Th,: only subject he liked was

1

industrial arts. The success in this one area was apparently not enough to hold

I

him in school. At the tenth grade level he gave up and dropped out of school
with no vocational plan in mind. While he was still in school, he and his gang
"beat up" a delivery boy which resulted in their being placed on probation.
After Earl dropped out of school and while still on probation, he and his gang
were arrested for the armed robbery of a cab driver.

It seemed safe to say that Earl did not have any salable worker traits at the

I

termination of this project. The regular academic program coupled with a very
discouraging and socially unhealthy home environment was not conducive to
Ifostering educational progress or adequate social and emotional development.

wind up behind bars supported by the taxpayers rather than being a vocationally

In a sense, society had really failed this boy.

Earl's associates were of like kind and his delinquent behavior suggested that

rehabilitated contributing member of society.

if some drastic steps were not taken immediately to rehabilitate him, he would

1

I
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Chapter VIII

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

problem

Thirty to 40 per cent of the school population drop out of school. pro?outs
have difficulty obtaining and maintaining employment and unemployment is a
breeding ground for delinquency. A majority of school dropouts come from low
socio-economic status homes and have intelligence quotients which fall within
the classification of slow learners (IQ 75-90). While all school dropouts are /
not slow learners, delinquents, a-A unemployed, there does seem to be a predis-
position for the slow learner to drop out of school, to be delinquent, and to be
unemployable.

Changes in technology are making it mandatory that the school, community, and
such agencies as the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation improve their programs
and provide the training and services necessary to enable the slow learner to
compete in the world of work. Since the number of jobs for minimally trained
workers is diminishing rapidly, it is imperative that the slow learner be pro-
vided with an educational program and post school trade training which will
prepare him to be employed at his maximal level.

The general problem with which this research was concerned is the vocational
rehabilitation of slow learners from low socio-economic status homes. The
specific problem was that of evaluating the effectiveness of a prevocational
curriculum and services designed to rehabilitate slow learners who are prone
to become school dropouts, delinquents, and unemployed.

Organization of the Stud

A total of 537 youth between the ages of 13 and 21 were referred through screen-
'ing procedures as potential candidates for this research project on the basis of
below average and failing grades, low achievement, poor social and emotional
adjustment, low socio-economic status homes, and below average group intelligence
quotients. Socio-economic status was.determined by applying portions of the
Warner's Scale to the father's occupations, area of residence, and condition of
housing. The final selection criteria was that each subject attain an IQ between
75 and 90 on the Stanford-Binet Individual Intelligence Scale, Form LM, and be of
low socio-economic status.

Of the 286 who met the final criteria, 91 matched pairs were established on the
basis of sex, race, IQ, SES, and CA. One member of the pair was selected randomly
for inclusion in the experimental group and the other was assigned to the control
group.

Only those subjects who were in the program for at least two years were included
in the final analysis. When data on one mezler of the pair could not be obtained
for such reasons as institutionalization, service in the armed forces, move with-

Only

out leaving forwarding address, and refusal to cooperate, data on'.the other member
of the pair was omitted from the statistical analysis. The number of matched
pairs which constituted the final sample was 61, or 122 subjects.
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Methods of Aeprisal

School retention and attendance data were obtained from school records and

follow-up interviews with school personnel. Vocational adjustment was eval-

uated by means of structured interviews and records in the prevocational files

in the school and in the office of the Division of Vocation-1 Rehabilitation.
Social and emotional adjustment were measured by using items from the
California Test of Personality; the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale; the Vineland

Social Maturity Scale; a measure of the subjects' perception of appropriateness
and inappropriateness of tasks; and the California Psychological Inventory.

Records of law enforcement officials were utilized to determine the number and

severity of offenses. The subjects' achievement in arithmetic and reading was

measured by the Stanford Achievement Tests. Eye-Hand Coordination was assessed

by the Digit Symbol subtest of the Wechsler Bellevue Scale, Form II; the Purdue

Peg Board; the Minnesota Hand Tool Dexterity Test, and the Minnesota Clerical

Test.

Other quantitative and qualitative data were analyzed by the case study approach.

These data include information from reports and interviews with employers, parents,

teachers, administrators, and personnel from community social agencies; social

case work files; prevocational and DVR records; medical reports and self reports

by subjects.

Results

Hypothesis: School Retention and Attendance

It was hypothesized that the experimental subjects who were provided with a

prevocational curriculum and services would have significantly better attendance

and fewer school dropouts as a result of this program than would be true of sub-

jects in the control group who were enrolled in a conventional curriculum. These

expectations were confirmed.

Of the 91 original experimental subjects, only 13 dropped out of school. In

sharp contrast, 30 of the 91 control subjects dropped out of school. Thus, 2.3

times as many youth dropped out of the control group as dropped out of the

experimental group. The difference between the two groups on number of dropouts

was significant at the .01 level of confidence.

Forty-two per cent of the male control subjects dropped out of school while only

11 per cent of the male experimental subjects dropped out of school. The number

of females who dropped out of school from each group was essentially the same,

approximately 39 per cent. Although significantly more subjects as a whole

dropped out of the control group, the findings indicate that the experimental

program was highly successful in holding male subjects in school; it was no

better than the conventional program in holding female subjects in school.

It was predicted that the experimental subjects would be absent fewer days than

the control subjects. Analysis of the data supported this hypothesis at the

.05 level of confidence.
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Hypothesis: Vocational Adjustment

It was hypothesized that slow learners in the experimental group would have v"

significantly better employment records than subjects in the control group.

fin evaluation of the findings regarding the number of full-time jobs held
during the project years revealed that the expesimental subjects did less "job
hopping" than did the control subjects. This difference was significant at
the .05 level of confidence.

While the level of jobs attained by The experimental subjects was not statis-
tically significant (higher than the control subjects) there was a trend in
the hypothesized direction 04(.10).

A significantly larger number of experimental subjects continued their training_
on the job or in trade schools as compared to subjects in the control group.
Eight experimental subjects had completed or were enrolled in trade schools
while only onecontrolsubject had enrolled in a post school training program
but dropped out after one semester because of academic failure. In addition
8 experimental subjects were employed in semi-skilled or skilled jobs where -

the employer provided on the job training as compared with 2 control subjects
who held jobs under similar conditions.

It was predicted that the experimental subjects would be more realistic in
their selection of vocational goals than would be true of control subjects.
This hypothesis was accepted. Analysis of the data indicates that the
experimental subjects set more realistic vocational goals than the control
subjects who tended to select vocational goals which were either beyond or
below their capabilities.

e'

Although it was hypothesized that the experimental subjects would score higher
on certain measures of eye-hand coordination as a result of the treatment pro-
gram, this hypothesis was not confirmed.

Hypothesis: Social and Emotional Adjustment

It was hypothesized that subjects in the experimental group would be signifi-
cantly superior to subjects in the control group with regard to social and
emotional adiust=ent, This hypothesis was essentially refuted in tsar tr.ere
were no siznificant differences between the two groups that could be attribud
to the experimental treat=ent prordm in regard to number of encounters with
law enforcement agencies; severity of offenses of subjects during the project
period; social maturity; perception of acceptance by peers; maifest anxiety;
or ebility to determine inappropriateness or appropriateness of tasks.

The only significant findings on social and emotional variables that differen-
tiated between the two groups were on data obtained from the California Psycho-
logical Inventory. Only three of the 18 subtext scores on this measure attained
statistical significance. Experimental subjects attained higher scores on the
Flexibility scale (p .05), while the control subjects attained higher scores
on the Sociability and Achievement via Conformance scales (p4(.05).
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Hypothesis: Achievement

It was stated in this hypothesis that the experimental group would achieve dc a
significantly higher level in the tool subjects of arithmetic, reading, and
spelling than would subjects in the control group. The analysis of the data
did not support this hypothesis. The experimental subjects made essentially
the same progress during the project period as did thn control subjects.

Additional Relevant Findings

The experimental subjects who participated in the :.n-School and Community Work
Experience programs reported that these programs were the most helpful learning
activities provided them during their school attendance.

Analysis of the two groups concerning communication with parents indicated that
the youth in the experimental group did converse with parents significantly
more than was true of youth in the control group. This difference reached the
.05 level of confidence.

Significantly more experimental subjects received services from the Public
Health Department as a result of additional referral services. The saine held
true in regard to receiving public assistance.

Implications

Implications of this study are discussed under the following headings: (1)
Administrative Plans, (2) Personnel, (3) Curriculum, (4) Facilities, (5) Com-
munity Resources, (6) Vocational Rehabilitation, (7) Selection and training of
Personnel, and (8) Home-School Relationships.

Administrative Plans

Initiating and implementing an educational program for the type of youth served
in this study requires competent plans for administration, supervision, and
coordination. Prcgrams of this type are complex in nature because they include
youth who have many and varied problems. Education for them should, of necessity,
be individually tailored to meet these specific and unique needs. General admin-
istrators and supervisors do not, as a rule, have the time to devote to a program
which is so demanding. As is true in all programs, the quality of the program is
no better than the leadership. Programs of this type should require especially
strong leadership. Thus, specially trained administrative personnel must be
employed.

Specific procedures for screening azid identifying youth who are in need of the
special services such as those provided in the experimental project should be
included in every school testing program. Screening and referral can be facil-
itated by providing school personnel with workshops which discuss the ways in
which the problems of these youth are manifested. Such workshops should help
school personnel make better use of achievement test data, observations, atten-
dance records, psychological reports, medical reports and other data found in
cumulative folders. Screening and identification should be a continuous process,
with systematic re-evaluation of the effectiveness and efficiency of the identi-
fication procedures.
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Criteria for eligibility for the program should be carefully spelled out and
interpreted to school personnel. An admission and dismissal committee composed
of key school personnel is frequently very advantageous.

To implement the instructional program, special classes in certain selected
areas seem to be effective. In addition, plans need to be made for integrating
youth into regular classes where success is possible. Such plans would of
necessity require flexible scheduling. The ratio of teacher to youth should.,
be no greater than one to 20. Since these youth need more individualized
instruction, more reassurance, and more feedback than the average youth.

It is imperative that an adequate system of record keeping is developed. Design-
ing of forms to streamline and insure record keeping is essential. The system
of recording and filing of data should provide sufficient detail, on the one
hand, but, on the other hand require a minimum amount of professional time.
Time spent in developing a record system prior to the initiation of the project
is time well spent. The data that is compiled must be meaningful to those who
use the data. This data should be appropriate to achieving the goals of the
program as well as provide for its evaluation. The evaluation program should
include a follow-up of all youth who have participated in the special program.

Bud,3ets should reflect a recognition by the top administration and board of
education that such a program entails greater costs per pupil than for the
so-called average youth. Reduced class loads, more specialized and intensive
services, special equipment and materials of instruction, and transportation
all make for a more expensive program.

Provisions for a public relations program which presents the special provisions
for these youth in such a way as to elicit understanding, acceptance, and support
among the school staff, pupils, parents, and the lay community should be made.

Personnel

An adequate program must include personnel from various disciplines if these
youth are to be provided with essential services. It would seem crucial to
the operation of the program that a school staff would include teachers with
special training, psychologists, social workers, prevocational counselors,
educational counselors, and supervisors and/or an administrator of the program.
A counselor from the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation would be an impor-
tant and integral member of a total rehabilitative team. Other ancillary
services that should be made available are the services of nurses, doctors,
dentists, and psychiatrists.

Curriculum

The curriculum for these youth must be functional, individualized, and voca-
tionally oriented. The progressive work program seemingly should be the focal
point of the curriculum with the academic work stressing those learnings which
promote the acquisition of knowledge and skills needed to insure vocational
success.

The findings of this study suggest that these youth may, in fact,, be approach-
ing their limits in terms of vertical attainment in the academic areas. It

may well be that at this point in their development the best that can be hoped
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for is that these youth are helped to use whatever academic skills they have

achieved in situations which are directly related to their social-vocational

development. On the other hand, it may be that a different approach to remed-

iation than that used in this project could result in more significant gains.

It would seem probable that initiating a remedial program or preferably a

preventive developmental program at an early age might result in significant

gains in academic areas.

Developing the academic curriculum for such a program is very difficult and

requires a specialist in curriculum construction. Schools should strongly

consider including such a person on the staff to work closely with teachers

during the school year and during the summer months. The curriculum should

be directly related to specific local conditions as well as state and regional

needs.

Facilities

The size, shape and location of the physical facilities is dictated by the

content of the program. For example, laboratories should be provided to allow

for the teaching of vocationally oriented skill development. Counseling rooms

for prevocational counseling, educational counseling, and individual and group

social casework are essential.

In-Sc.:10°1 Work Experience Laboratories are an integral part of this program.

Depending upon the over-all administrative plan, consideration might be given

to purchasing mobile units for the In-School Work Experience phase of the .-

program in addition to or in place of having a central laboratory.

Community Resources

To insure close working relationships with community agencies and groups, it

may be well to have a broadly representative advisory committee. Such an

organization may be especially helpful during the initial stages of launching

the program.

There is no substitute for face to face meetings when developing a good working

relationship with an agency. Periodic meetings to clarify and/or develop more

effective procedures are desirable when school personnel and representatives

from an agency are working tcmard common goals.

Every effort should he made to become familiar with and utilize all resources,

both public and private, that provide services to this segment of the school

population.

Vocational Rehabilitation

The Division of Vocational Rehabilitation has the primary responsibility for

helping the schools vocationally rehabilitate these youth. This agency hope-

fully will have sufficient counselors to serve such a program. The working

relationship between the school and DVR which should be a mutually reinforcing

one, requires joint planning for individuals, delination of agency responsibi-

lities, and evaluation of the total rehabilitative process. The DVR counselor

should become a member of the rehabilitative team as soon as the youth is admitted

to the program and should serve as consultant in all matters that deal specifically

with the vocational rehabilitation of the youth.



In order for the DVR counselor to function effectively as a member of the team,
he must have access to all pertinent information in the school records. Like-
wise, the DVR counselor records should be available to appropriate school
personnel.

The DVR counselor and the prevocational staff must work closely with the parents
of the youth to enlist their assistance in helping their child develop and attain
a vocational goal.

A close working relationship between DVR and the school, such as that developed
in this project, assists the youth in making a smooth and immediate transition
from the school to a trade school or full-time employment in the community.

The numerous significant findings of improved vocational adjustment in this
study strongly suggest, the need for the school and DVR to join forces and'pro-
vide cooperative rehabilitative services to such youth.

Selection add Training of Personnel

It is felt that the personal characteristics of teachers are of utmost importance
to their success when working with this type of youth. Teachers should be care-
fully screened before being allowed to enter this specialized field. Personal
attributes of particular importance include emotional stability, maturity,
respect for the individual, friendliness but firmness, consistency, creativity,
and flexibility. Ability to work as a member of a team is also important.

Teacher training institutions should develop training programs to prepare
teachers for working with such youth. Their program should include a practicum
early in their training. A formal background of training in a vocational area
is highly desirable. Course work in teaching the tool subjects and in remedia-
tion and correction of deficits utilizing a vocationally oriented approach should
also be included in the formal training of these teachers. Course work in socio-
logy and anthropology which would give teachers a background for understanding
the cultural and social factors associated with this segment of the population
should also be helpful when teachers work with such youth and their parents.

Public schools should not expect in,titutions of higher learning to take the
entire responsibility for keeping school personnel up to date on research
findings and new developments. Therefore, the school should develop a well
organized program of in-service training utilizing various methods and tech-
niques that have proved to be effective. Innovative approaches to in-service
training should also be developed.

Home-School Relationships

Contacts between parents of youth such as in this project and school personnel,
unfortunately have been largely precipitated by problems. These experiences
coupled with their own frequent lack of success in school has tended to create
a gap between home and school. The findings of this study, however, indicate
that the parents would like for their children to graduate from school and
obtain a good job. Again, unfortunately, they do not know how to help their
children. The school must devise ways of working with parents that will elicit Li
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their cooperation and support of the special program, provide them with infor-
mation, and train them to help their children. Individual and group social
casework seem to be of help in this respect. Counseling of parents by prevo-
cational counselors and DVR counselors also has proved to be highly valuable.

roblems Encountered During the Course of the Study

Identification of Subjects

One problem encountered early in the study was the identification of subjects.
Initially school personnel tended to refer youth with severe acting out behavioral
problems without considering other important criteria. Thus, youth who were not
slow learners and were not from low SES status homes were sometimes referred.
Many who scored within the average range of intelligence were referred because
of educational retardation and poor grades. Attendance problems were also

referred but, again, regardless of other criteria. Screening, identification,
and decision making regarding eligibility for the project was a time consuming

procedure. Some time was saved through carefully planned meetings designed to
explain characteristics of these youth to principals, guidance counselors, and

teachers.

Services of additional psychologists on the school staff were initially required
to assist the project psychologist in administering scales necessary to assess
the pupils' functioning on the criterion variable. This additional psycholo-
gical service hastened the identification process.

Personnel

Since there was no specific training program at an institution of higher learn-
ing designed to prepare teachers for positions in this project, the problem of
securing the project staff demanded a great deal of time and effort. It was
felt that project teachers should have an academic background and/or experience
in a vocational area such as industrial education, home economics, and business
education, as well as an ability to teach in the tool subject areas. Training
and, when possible, experience in spacial education were also considered impor-

tant. Since fully trained personnel were unavailable, it became necessary to
employ those who had the necessary personal attributes as well as basic training

in a vocational area. They were then required to enroll in the university
courses that were felt to give them an essential understanding for working with

such youth. Concurrently, the project director and coordinator of prevocational
education conducted in-service training on a regularly scheduled basis with
project personnel.

The problems of the youth were very severe and seemingly bringing them together
in cl.sses accentuated their probiemi for a time. It appeared that negative
behavior was being reinforced by their peers. At the beginning, project
teachers had difficulty handling behavior problems and for a time teacher
mortality loomed up as a threat to the project. As teachers began to under-
stand the youth, they began to realize that these youth were not personally
attacking them but were merely venting their hostility toward school and

society in general. As a result, teachers became less threatened and better
able to cope with the problems that arose in the classroom.
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In a project of this magnitude with so many disciplines working as a team,
communication was initiatlly a problem. Regular group meetings and regularly
scheduled conferences among personnel minimized this problem.

Materials of Instruction and the Curriculum

Cmmesically prepared materials suitable for use in this project were not avail-
able at the start of the project. For the most part, teachers used portions of
various publications where possible and then devised additional instructional
materials. Teachers were allotted two periods daily for preparation of materials
and planning. Additional time was allotted during the summer to work on the
curriculum.

Although teachers were expected to devise the curriculum in accordance with thegoals of the experimental project, these teachers were not specialists in cur-
riculum development. There was considerable variability among the group in
their ability to write resource units and to develop an integrated curriculum,
Although the curriculum that was developed was more functional and vocationally
oriented than the traditional curriculum, the problem of developing a refined
curriculum persisted throughout the project.

It soon became evident to project staff that a refined curriculum worthy of
distribution would not be possible within the scope of the time, funds, and
personnel available to this project. It is hoped that some fund granting
agency will liberally support a curriculum development project for comparable
youth which is able to utilize the special skills aad knowledge of curriculum
experts as well as the knowledge and skills of the disciplines that were
represented by personnel in the projs-t. Hopefully, this curriculum will
be made available on a nationwide basis.

Methodology and Techniques of Teaching

Initially teachers tended to revert to the more traditional methods and tech-
niques of instruction. Although they were aware that the youth had experienced
a preponderance of failures in school with traditional methods, they, them-
selves, felt more secure using methods with which they were familiar. While
teacher behavior did change over the period of the project years, it is now
felt that a theoretical model for instruction might be very useful in bringing
about a real change in teacher behavior. One advantage of a theoretical model
would be that it might assist teachers in analyzing their methods and techni-
ques for eliciting pupil responses. Since these youth are deficient in
communication skills, perhaps a communication model such as that developed
by Osgood (1957) could serve to guide the instruction of these youth.

Discipline

Although all youth who presented severe school discipline problems were not
eligible for the project, these subjects typically manifested the major disci-
pline problems apparent in the school. As the impact of else treatment program
began to take effect and as teachers became more adept at averting serious
discipline problems, the general over-all behavior of the group improved. It
must be remembered that many disciplines and agencies were cooperatively working
with the youth and their parents to bring about desirable changes.
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Facilities

Existing cl'assroom facilities were not appropriate for the experimental program,
therefore, the Champaign School Board provided funds to renovate space specifi-
cally for the project. Problems of planning, budgeting, and lag time were
encountered while making these changes.

Scheduling

Since the educational program for each youth was approached on an individual
basis, scheduling was a real problem. Since the progressive work program was
the focal point around which classes had to be scheduled, untold number of
conflicts between and within class, employer, and individual schedules had
to be resolved. For example, integration into regular classes necessitated
coordination not only with the progrk.ssive work committment but also with
enrollment in special classes. Cooperation between key personnel in the
project and the administrative staff of the high school enabled successful
scheduling of each individual so that he was provided with a meaningful program.

Acceptance of the Program

Any program that is different encounters resistance and thus requires consider-
able interpretation. An all out effort was made to give youth, parents, regular
teachers, and administrators a thorough interpretation of the project. Once a
youth was enrolled in the experimental program and experienced success and
satisfaction, the problem seemed to resolve itself. In fact, many control
subjects requested to b e admitted to the experimental program. This, of course,
posed additional problems.

Collection of Post Data

It was not only difficult to obtain post data on subjects who dropped out of
school from both the experimental and control groups, it was literally impossible
in some instances when the subject had joined the armed forces or covertly left
town. In other instances, dropouts were so hostile they refused to return for
an evaluation even though they would have been paid for their efforts.

Since attrition was so high, special caution had to be observed when statisti-
cally analyzing the project. Fortunately the number of subjects included in
the research was such that even after the loss of subjects, the remaining
number was sufficiently large enough to adequately evaluate the program.

Recommendations for Further Research and Pro rammin

The findings of this research project indicate a need for the following
investigations:

. Since most approaches for accelerating academic achievement among these youth
have resulted in negative findings, other innovations must be developed and
tested. One study might be to determine the extent to which academic achieve-
ment can be promoted by the use of teaching machines and vocationally oriented
programmed materials.



. Since dropping out of school severs all ties of the youth with an educational
institution, a .study is needed to test the efficacy of a special vocational
program housed in a separate building for school-age youth who are either
dropouts or who are extremely negativistic toward school and are on the verge
of dropping out. This approach might be considered as a "half-way school"
where the goal would be to rehabilitate the youth to the point where he
could go back to the school in, the regular program or in a combination of
a special and regular program. The emphasis would be on the establishment
of and working toward the youth's vocational goal. Personnel from Vocational
Rehabilitation should be closely involved with these youth from the time they
are admitted to the "half-way school".

Various approaches for fostering improved social and emotional adjustment

among these youth should be investigated. One approach might be a type of
family therapy where a psychiatrist, counseling psychologist, or group
social worker with this type of specific training and skills would work
with the whole family as a group, sometimes even including relatives or
other significant persons.

Another possible approach might be one whereby the teachers would become a
teacher therapist who would work with the youth, teaching him not only
academic or vocational concepts, but also how to handle behavioral problems.
They might also work closely with parents handling problems that teachers
ordinarily are not trained to handle. These teachers would undergo inten-
sive in-service training and be closely supervised by a qualifed therapist.

Still another approach might be for a professional, traimsd to cope with
social and emotional problems, to work with significant adults in the area
where there is a concentration of this type of youth. These adults would
be employed to work with the youth and with their parents under the close
supervision of such a therapist.

It would seem worthwhile to test on a research basis a camp-like program for
youth enrolled in the late elementary and early junior high years. These
youth would -be transported to a site provided by the school and supervised
and instructed by school employees. The focus would be on the development
of desirable social skills through structured activities requiring youth to
work together to achieve common goals. An educational program taking
advantage of the offerings of this environment would be provided. This type
of program might be conducted for the entire school year, for a summer, or
for short but significant periods of time throughout the year.

Various approaches for providing these youth with recreational activities
to enhance their social skills should be developed and tested. For example,
making use of existing school facilities after school, during the evenings,
and on Saturdays and holidays offering a wide range of recreational activi-
ties supervised by personnel who understand these youth and can work effec'
tively wtth them should be considered. The entire families might be included

in such a program.

Educationally oriented tours of the country with groups of these youth should
provide staff with an opportunity to not only promote improved social skills

among these youth but should also broaden their experiential background and
foster among them a desire to participate in the advantage of their broader

cultural heritage.
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. An investigation needs to be made of the cost to society of school dropouts,delinquency, and unemployment among such youth versus the cost of an inten-sive cooperative Vocational Rehabilitation School program such as the onein this study which increased the school holding power and promoted improvedvocational adjustment of youth. Data on amount of money earned over aperiod of years, levels of jobs held, unemployment records, violations oflaw, and financial dependency on agencies are some important areas thatshould be included in such a study.

. Since the treatment program for the male subjects in this study was moreeffective than with the females, approaches need to be developed andtested Cult will more adequately rehabilitate females.

Characteristics of successful teachers, methods of identifying thesecharacteristics, and training programs designed to prepare teachersfor working with these youth need to be investigated.

. Studies need to be conducted to determine the effectiveness of variousapproaches to in-service training of teachers and other personnelworking with these youth.

. The use of an instructional model in changing teacher behavior in the
[I classroom would seem to be worthy of pursuing on a research basis.

0
. The development of a community type program which involves all the familymembers of these youth and focuses on their rehabilitation should beevaluated. In such a program community resources including the schooland DVR should be coordinated. The program might well extend from thepreschool to the geriatric levels. Comparison groups might be identifiedin comparable communities. Such a study would need to be conducted on alongitudinal basis.

El. Since the progressive work program and vocational counseling seem to havehad the greatest impact on these youth, a radically different approach toteaching - learning should be evaluated. Such a plan would involve voca-tional facilities wherein salable products would be produced on a massscale. All academic work would be based on the specific needs of theyouth as related to their program. The organization would be set up onsl corporate type basis. All youth would be shareholders according to aset of well developed criteria and would share in the profits of thisorganization. A comparable group of youth in a traditional programwould serve as the controls. The vocational adjustment of these youthin subsequent years would be the prime factor evaluated.,

. The effectiveness of an industrially oriented program using non-certifiedtradesmen as vocational teacher assistants and as models for the youthshould be investigated.

II

. Studies need to be conducted to determine the most effective and effi-cient ways of identifying these youth, especially at an early age. Theeffectiveness of various experimental preschool and elementary .programsfor such children need to be evaluated, especially in terms of preventionof school dropouts, delinquency, and unemployment.
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. Instruments that more appropriately and sensitively measure motivation,attitudes, self-concept, vocational aptitude, interests, social skills,vocational adjustment, and the effectiveaess of in-service training,teacher preparation, and selection of teachers need to be developed.

Since the social adjustment of the experimental subjects in the vocationalsetting was better than that of the controls, as evidenced by better workrecords, follow-up studies should be made to determine whether or notthis improved social behavior generalized in time to other social situa-tions such as encounteres with law enforcement agencies.
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Prevocational Department ForMs *

eferral for Prevocational Services

Teachers, counselors, project staff, and school administrators refer pupils to
the Prevocational Department by completing a referral form. Upon receipt of
this form all pertinent information relative to the pupil is assembled and
reviewed. A conference between the initiator of the referral and the Prevo-
cational Coordinator is then held and a determination of eligibility of the
pupil is made. In some instances a staffing attended by professional personnel
working with the pupil is required to determine eligibility and the nature of
the service needed.

up 1 Prevocational Record

lEach prevocational counselor maintains a casebook for ready reference on matters
'concerning any of his pupils. The Pupil Prevocational Record is kept in the
casebook and contains all vital information relative to the pupil. On the
reverse side of the form the counselor writes short notes on his contacts with
or concerning the pupil and uses these notes to complete the counseling record
at the end of each day.

Counseling Record

The cot seling record form records the day by day contacts between the personnel
of the Prevocational Department and the pupil, his employer, teachers, and
parents. The growth made by the pupil is readily discernible by reviewing
this record of counseling activities.

Educational Record

The prevocational counselor must be aware of the pupils' academic achievement
in order to provide realistic services during the time the pupil is attending
school. Planning of and working toward long term vocational goals require up
to date knowledge of the pupils' educational progress.

Work Record

Prior work history of each pupil is recorded on a specific form designed for
this purpose. This vocational history provides meaningful information that
!is helpful to the prevocational counselor in the placement of the pupil on
'either an in-school or work-study job.

Job Specification

Each school administrator is enlisted to assist in the identification of part-
time jobs within the school setting which are appropriate for project pupils.
Individually, or in conjunction with the Prevocational Department, he outlines
the requirements of the job. The prevocational counselor then identifies
ppecific pupils who are suited, by choice and ability, for this particular
!job. These pupils are then interviewed by the school administrator and/or
academic or non-academic employee who makes the final selection.

w.11/010,0.e.
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s soon as a pupil has been hired for an in-school job, but before his first
ay at work, a notification of employment is completed, signed by the pupil
mployee, the employer, and other designated staff members. Copies of this
orm is then distributed to appropriate school personnel.

unil Evaluation - In-School c9kornX4417,,e _War 4,..1tEttastEmEts

e major purpose of the In-School Work Experience Program is to foster the
cquisition of good worker traits. The evaluation form is completed monthly
y the in-school employer on his pupil-employee. This monthly evaluation, in
ddition to the prevocational counselor's interviews with the pupil and the
n-school employer provides for continuous evaluation of the pupil's vocational
rogress. Self evaluation by the pupil is encouraged as a means of teaching
elf-realization.

oramunity Work Experience agreement

he Prevocational Department requires that the pupil and'employer sign a work
greement form. This form delineates the responsibility of the pupil and the
nployer and the intent of the formal signing of the agreement is to impress
pan the pupil-employee especially his responsibility to the employer and to
he school.

Notice of EmplaTent - Community Work Experience Program

e administrative staff of the pupil's attendance center is notified of the
ork -study placement of Arch pupil by this form.

Community

(ommunity Work Experience employers are asked to complete a monthly placement
t

ollow-up form on each pupil-employee. The form is designed to provide a (

omprehensive evaluation of the pupil's progress but requires a minimum amount
f employer time.

Baort to Principal, - Work Experience Job Termination

lommediate notification of job termination is made to the administrative staff
f the pupil's attendance center by using this form.

ollow -Ut Interview with Graduate or School Dro out

rogram evaluation leading to improvement requires a follow-up of former
upils. Information recorded on the follow-up forms are used by project
ersonnel to gain a better understanding of the former pupils' adjustment
o the world of work. In addition, these forms provide information which
s useful in the evaluation of the offerings of the school to this group
f youth.

Forms available upon request to Guy R. Jones, Prevocational Coordinator,
Champaign Community Unit #4 Schools, 705 South New Street, Champaign,
Illinois, 61820.
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tour Name
Age Grade

1. Have you nor:; or less decided what you'd like to do one day for a living?
If 'Ef'31 say what career you have decided on

2. "hat made you decide on this particular career? Please describe fully___.

If you were mo go into this kind of work, what part of it do you think youwould enjoy most?

hat abilities or personal qualities do you have which you feel will be in

your favor if you go into this kind of work?

l'ho has encouraged you to make this your career?

'hat reasons do they give?

"ho has advised you against going into this kind of work ?,__,

'hat reasons do they give?

How certain are you that this is the right career for You Underline one ofthe following:

Very sure F:irly sure Not sure

Explain Il.y you feel this way about it



2.

70 Is there anything (for example; lack of money, low grades, family opposition)

that might prevent you from getting into this kind of work? If so, say

what?

8. If, for some reason, you have to give up the idea of entering this occupation,

what might you do instead?

9. What job would you like to be doing when you're thirty?

.10$

10. What occupations or careers have you considered so far (even though you may

have changed your mind about them)?

What made you change your mind about them?

I*/

11. What occupations have your parents suggested you look into?

Why do they think that these would be good occupations for you to look into?

illowsw

.11=1111111=11111.0.111i,

12. Are your parents leaving the choice of a career up to you?

Even though they may not want to influence you, what occupation do you think

they would most like for you to enter?

13. Are there any kinds of work that your parents would definitely not like to

see you go into?

AIIMINIMIMMIIIMMINIMMIIIII.Iinommaamove...-arm,...,,,,, r,.. * ,A rea...0
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`llere does your father work?

3

`hat does he do? (for example: janitor, clerk, machine operator, truck driver)

710.14.1Ilmilalma.mOlas...N. anwle Al...
15. How wouad you like to do the sane kind of work as your father? Yes No

Yhat are some of the things you think you might like about his job?

'hat thi.ls.s would you definitely not lfl<e?

OM.

Am.

allwo .111: AlMowyjimmeggmmoso

15. New would your best fr:nd describe you?

AM11111 ,I.01alamly

How d%) you think somebody who knows you very well, but doesn't particularly

liecce, you, would describe you.._
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17, :'ow many brothers do you have? How many brothers are

workine_ :low many sisters do you hav,!?.

flow many sister 3 are working? hat kina of work do they co?

..,=
13. ::;Ivc, you any friends who are working? If so, what kind of work do they

ca C

. .1. our r;:' her wnre? If so, what does she do?

'41n1 of woek .2d your mother do before she got married?

21. :/o.a have any uncL;s7 'hat kind of do they co?



21. Do you any aunts who are working?
0011111M141011.1/1/.01M121111=1

What do they 'Jo?

If they aren't working now, what work did they do before they got married?

22. Do you know anybody who has what you would consider a really good job?

What job? Why do you feel it is

=0,...WOM1ILMOMMII IA.
such a good LJb?

....1010.1
23. Have people ever told you that you were cut out for a certain type of work?

If so, say what and why they think

you would do well in this type of work. 44

24. What are some of the things that you feel will be in your favor in making a

success of life? ,../1
/IwawmmIIIIMwMIII.....I,M. I drif.,A, ...111

What are some of the things that you feel might prevent you from being as

successful as you'd like to be?

...01D

25. What are some

your age?

of the things which you feel you can do better than most people



5.

40. that grade do you expect to finish before you leave school?

27. That do you intend to do imediately upon leaving school?

Get a job? If so, what kind of job?

Continue your education? Where?

Cet special training? What kind of training?

:Ter.?

23. Have you any hobbies? If so, that are they

29. :that are the three things that you like to do most in your spare time?

If you had the time and money, what other things would you like to do in your

spare time?

30. Which of your personal possessions (things that you have been given or

that you have bought with your own money) do you prize the most?

11M111111.1.

31. Each person has a different idea of what it means to make a success of life.

:hat do you feel you would have to do, or be, or have, in order to consider

yourself a success?

) 4. Is there any subject that you feel you know more about than moot people

your age? If so, say what it is

33. Are you saving up for anything lrticular at the moment? What are you

saving up for?

::hat are some of the things that you have bought with your om money dn the

past?_



, Have you ever belonged to a club or a society that you really got a great

deal of pleasure out of? If so, say what kind of club or society it
was

and what made it such an enjoyable

experience for you

, Is there any particular subject that you like to read about (in the newspapei-,

in magazines, in books). What?

As you look back, what are some of the things in life that have given nu
greatest pleasure?

, Is there anything that you have been interested in for as long as you can

reLemLer? If so, say what it is

which of the things that interest you at the L.oment do you feel you will

keep on being interested in?_

, As you look back, what are some of the things which you were interested in

for a while and then quickly lost interest in?

What made you lose interest?

';that are sore of the things you like to alk about to your friends?

=1111.

What kinds of things are your friends most interested in?

.That are some of the things you feel you are quite good at?
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What are some of the things your friends will sometimes ask you to help them

with?

43. Is there anything that you do in-your spare time which you feel you do fairly

well?
111.1110111111.111111 1100.0.....

44. As you look back, can you recall anything you have done which brought you a

lot of praise or made new friends for you? What was it?

.0. 'What are some of the things which you feel you are not much good at?

46. Is there anything that you have really tried very hard to become good at?

If so, say what it is

ahu how well you succeeded

47. In which two subjects do you usually get your highest grades?

What grades do you usually get in these two

subjects?

In which two subjects do you usually get your lowest grades?

What grades do you usually get in these two subjects?

48. Do you feel your grades are a fair indication of your ability?

49. Of all the courses which you have taken at school, which two did you like

best?
JWhy?

'.1hich two did you like least? J Why?

111. AN= wi.111

50. Is there anything that you are really interested in that they don't teach

at -our school? If so, say what it is
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51. What would you say has been your greatest achievement or greatest -,access

to date? ...1.0.
52. Have you any health problems (e.g. a weak chest, weak heart, weak eyesight etc

that would affect the type of work you can do?

53. Have you ever been seriously ill? Had a serious accident?

Had a serious operation? if so, explain

54. Do you belong to any clubs, societies or organizations (out of school as well

as at school)? If so, say which

.111,101.
55. Have you ever held a position of responsibility, out of school as well as at

school? For example: games captain, secretary or, chairman of a club, patrol

leader in the Boy Scouts or Girl Scouts etc. If so, give details

56. Have you ever won a prize or an award of any type? If so, give details

57. What types of books and magazines do you enjoy reading most?

Name two books which you have read recently which you enjoyed very much

111t
58. Uhat occupations or careers would you like to know more about?

59. If you have any questions about any career which you are considering at the

moment, write them down below.
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60. Would you like some help in choosing and preparing for a career/.

what kind of help do you feel would be most useful to you right now?

61. Do you have any other problems which you would like to discuss with a

counselor? Sinply write YES or NO

62. "hich would you prefer - an occupation which doesn't require very much

training or one that requires a long period of training?

63. How keen are your parents that you should go to high school? Underline

one of the following:

They very much want me to finish high school.
They will probably insist on it

They would like me to go, 1,,:t i.Jay doubt whether
they will be able to swing it financially.

The would like ire to go to high school, but they won't
insist on it.

They haven't said anything to me about it.

The feel that I will be able to got ahead without going to high school.

The feel that I should go to work so that I can contribute to the
expenses of the family.
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64. Below is a list of 11 different types of occupations. Read the list very

carefully, then decide:

1. In which three you would most like to earn your living, that is whichthree do you think are the most interesting. Indicate your choices(in order of preference) by writing 1, 2, or 3.

2. In which three do you think your chances of success would be best, thatis in which three do you think you have the most abilit7. Indicateyour choices (in order of preference) by writing A, 3, or C.

Interest Ability

SIMMOIIIIIII110

anes

....

.1111111011111

Work with machines and tools

Work with figures (arithmetic, Mathematics,
etc.

Science and/or laboratory work.

Read and study reference books and other
written material.

Work with people who are needy, underprivileged,
tick or in trouble.

Work in an office and do clerical work, such
as record keeping and the writing or typing
of business letters.

Business activities, such as buying and selling.

Special artistic work, such as drawing, paint-
ing, creative writing, designing, music, acting.

Explain things to people or instruct and
advise them.

Work with plants and/or animals.



65. Wa donit all want the same things in life, nor do we all want the same things
in a job. Indicate what mem want most in a job by reading the statements
b3`1 ow and indicating whether they are of great importance to you, o: medium
importance or of little or no importance.

If it is amilmEktat to you, write V
If it is only of liscligmienjaglat, write M
If it is of write I,

trite V,3

0111KAMOIMMNIIIMIM110

=011111.010111.

MINEMIIMIMIIMIII1440NO

11111110115NaaNilllalargagle

WHAT I WANT FROM A JOB

A chance to try out new ideas and new ways of doing things

Work that people look up to and respect

Work where I know exactly what to do

Work that is easy and I can do well

Work that pays enough for food, clothing, and car.

Work I can be sure of even when times are bad

Work with people I like

Work helping my fellow man

Work where I do things my own way

Work that pays very well

Work where I tell others what to do

Work with many different things

Work where I'm told what to do

Work that is challenging even if it is difficult

Work that I can do alone

66. Now go back and look at the statements you narked V. Rank them in order of
importance by writing next to each V: 1 for the most important, 2 for the
next in importance and so on for all the V's on your list. Do not rank the
Nis and Vs



67. If you could be any of the following persons, which would you most like to
be? (Choose 5) Urite 1 next to your first choice, 2 next to your second
choice, 3 next to your third, 4 next to our fourth and 5 next to your
fifth choice.

11111111111111111011
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kommia-aas
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an honest and fair person

a popular person (lots of friends)

a person who finds school work easy

a person who earns his own way

a religious person

a person with a sense of humor

a person with lots °z poise and confidence

a person who can mace up his own mind

a person who doesn't let other people push him around

a person who can work without being told what to do next

a person who'is neat appearing

a person who is good at sports (football, basketball,
etc.)

a person who makes a lot of money

a person who helps others

a tactful person - gets along well with others

a person that is liked by the opposite sex

c, person who can got help from others

a leader

a person who always finishes a job

a person who will have a better chance in life than
his parents had

a person who always does his best

68. If you were to ask a friend who knows you very well to say which of the
items in the preceding section best describe you, which three do you
think ho would choose? Hake a cross (X) next to the three items you
think he would select.

69. Of all persons whom you have known or read about, which two do you admire
most?

"hint doyou_admire_about them?



71. Which three boys or girls would you most like to work with on a job.

13.

First choice

Second choice

Third choice

..011damommamail.lialmwmal.w

1

Why?

Why?

Im Why?

72. What are some of the improvements you would introduce if you were incharge of a school and wanted to have a really good school?



NAME

SCHOOL_

DATE

DIRECTIONS: Put an "X" mark on the number to the right of each
statement that best tells how you feel about the
statement.

1

Lots of times
2 3

Sometimes Hardly ever

SAMPLE

1. Do you enjoy playing by yourself more than playing
with other people?

1 2 3



1., Is it easy for you to talk to your class? 1 2 3

2. Do you talk to the new children at school? 1 2 3

3. Is it hard for you to talk to new people? 1 2 3

4. Does it make you angry when people stop you from doing
things? 1 2 3

5. Do you say nice things to children who do better work
than you do? 1 2 3

6. Do you sometimes hit other children when you are playing
with them? 1 2 3

7. Do you play games with other children even when you don't
want to? 1 2 3

8. Do you help new children get used to the school? 1 2 3

9. Is it hard for you to play fair? 1 2 3

10. Do the boys and girls often try to cheat you? 1 2 3

11. Do you feel very bad when people talk about you? 1 2 3

12. Are many of the boys and girls mean to you? 1 2 3

13. Do you feel bad because people'are mean to you? 1 2 3

Do many children say things that hurt your feelings? 1 2 3

15. Are many older people so mean that you dislike them? 1 2 3

16. Do you often feel so bad that you do not know what to do? 1 2 3

17. Would you rather watch others play than play with them? 1 2 3

18. Do you often do nice things for the other children in
your school? 1 2 3

19. Are there many bad children .n your school? 1 2 3

20. Do the boys and girls seem to think that you are nice to
them? 3. 2 3

21. Do you think that some teachers do not like the children? 1 2 3

22. Would you rather stay home from school if you could? 1 2 3

23. Is it 'hard to like the children in your school? 1 2 3



1. Is it easy for you to talk to your class?
1 2 3

2. Do you talk to the new children at school?
1 2 3

3. Is it hard for you to talk to new people?
1 2 3

4. Does it make you angry when people stop you from doing
things?

1 2 3

5. Do you say nice things to children who do better work
than you do?

1 2 3

6. Do you sometimes hit other children when you are playing
with them?

1 2 3

7. Do you play games with other children even when you don't
want to?

1 2 3

8. Do you help new children get used to the school? 1 2, 3

9. Is it hard for you to play fair?
1 2 3

10. Do the boys and girls often try to cheat you? 1 2

11. Do you feel very bad when people talk about you? 1 2 3

12. Are many of the boys and girls mean to you? 1 2 3

13. Do you feel bad because people'are mean to you? 1 2 3

14. Do many children say things that hurt your feelings? 1 2 3

15. Are many older people so mean that you dislike them? 1 2 3

16. Do you often feel so bad that you do not know what to do? 1 2 3

17. Would you rather watch others play than play with them? 1 2 3

18. Do you often do nice things for the other children in
your school?

1 2 3

19. Are there many bad children in your school? 1 2 3

20. Do the boys and girls seem to think that you are nice to
them?

1 2 3

21. Do you think that some teachers do not like the children? 1 2 3

22. Would you rather stay home from school if you could? 1 2 3

23. Is it hard to like the children in your school? 1 2 3



24. Do the other boys and girls say that you don't play
fair in games?

1 2 3

25. Do the children at school ask you to play games with
them?

1 2 3

26. Do you play with some of the children living near your
home?

1 2 3

27. Do the people near your home seem to like you? 1 2 3

28. Do you need to thank everyone who helps you? 1 2 3

29. Are there people near your home who are not nice? 1 2 3

30. Do you have good times with people who live near you? 1 2 3

31. Are there many mean bfzvs and girls who live near you? 1 2 3

32. Are you asked to play in other people's yards? 1 2 3

33. Do you have more fun near your home than other children
do near theirs?

1 2 3

34. Are you often mad at people without knowing why? 1 2 3

35. Do the children think you can do things well? 1 2 3

36. Do the other children often do nice things for you? 1 2 3

37. Do you have fewer friends than other children? 1 2 3

38. Do most of the boys and girls like you? 1 2 3

39. Do people seem to think that you are not very smart? 1 2 3

40. Can you do things as well as other children? 1 2 3

41. Do people think that other children are better than you? 1 2 3

42. Are most of the children smarter than you? 1 2 3

43. Do you need to have more friends? 1 2 3

44. Do you feel that people don't like you? 1 2 3

45. Do you have good times with the children at school? 1 2 3

46. Are the children glad to have you in school? 1 2 3

47. Are you lonesome even when you are with people? 1 2 3



48.

49.

50.

Do people like to have you around them? 1 2

Do most of the people you know like you? 1 2

Do lots of cinilcq.ren have more fun at home
than you do? 1 2

3

3

3



COULD YOU EVER

Directions:

Here are some things that boys and girls dos or think about doing.

Read each item and check "Yes" if you think you could do it. Check

"NO" if you think you could not do it. Look at the sample below while

I explain.

S_ aLkri

Yes No 1. Could you ever know how to dance?



Yes No 1. Could you ever. learn haw to swim?

Yes No 2. Could you ever teach a dog 10 new tricks?

Yes No 3. Could you ever eat a pint of ice cream by yourself?

Yes NO 4. Could you ever play softball at school?

Yes No 5. Could you ever be the best liked person in your school?

Ye s NO 6. Could you ever play the leading part in a school play?

Yes No 7. Could you ever learn how to typewrite?

Yes No 8. Could you ever go down the highest slide-board in the park?

Yes No 9. Could you ever make "A" on every test you took in school for a
year?

Yes No 10. Could you ever sew a button on your clothes?

Yes NO U. Could you ever teach your class if your teacher got sick?

Yes No._ 12. Could you ever fix a lunch to take to school?

Yes No 13. Could you ever ,play a guitar on TV?

Yes No 14. Could you ever go down town and buy yourself a toy?

Yes No 15. Could you ever make such good toys and games that people would
buy them?

Yes No 16. Could you ever learn how to ride a bike?

Yes No 17. Could you ever write a poem?

Yes No 18. Could you ever make people do just as you told them?

Yes No 19. Could you ever learn to fly a rocket ship?

Yes No 20. Could you ever be a famous musician?

Yes No 21. Could you ever count from 1 to 40 without a mistake?

Yes No 22. Could you ever capture a gang of robbers?

Yes NO_ 23. Could you ever have a maid in your house?

Yes No 24. Could you ever get anything you wanted just by wishing?

Yes No 25. Could you ever call the fire:mon to come to a house on fire?

Yes No 26. Could you ever be the president of our country?

Yes No 27. Could you ever read a book by yourself?



io3 -110 Could you ever learn how to whistle?

No 30. Could you ever take a picture with a Brownie oaxnera?
Yes No 31. Could you ever be the smartest person in your school?
Yes No 32. Could you ever learn to climb a tree?
Yes No 33. Could you ever be a dentist?

Yes No 34. Could you ever be the most famous person in your state?
Yes No 35. Could you ever feed a pet dog or cat?
Yes No 36. Could you ever win a prize for dancing?
Yes No 37. Could you ever learn how to work a TV?

Yes No 38. Could you ever ride a horse?

Yes No 39. Could you ever be a hero of your country?

Yes No 40. Could you ever make a snow man?

Yes No 41. Could you ever go to a movie by yourself?

Yes No 42. Could you ever know how to tell time?
Yes No 43. Could you ever learn how to play checkers?

Yes No 44. Could you ever win a prize for coloring the best picture in
your room?

Yes No 45. Could you ever fly an airplane all around the world?
Yes No 46. Could you ever own a bank?

Yes_ No 47. Could you ever put on all of your clothes without help?
Yes No 48. Could you ever become a teacher?
Yes No 49. Could you ever be a doctor?

:es No 50. Could you ever go to college?

Yes No 51. Could you ever learn how to skate?
Yes____ No 52. Could you ever not be late at school for one week?

Ye s No 53. Could you over save 3. dollar?

:es No 54. Could you ever be a famous movie star?

tes No 55. Could you ever make a toy horse out of modeling clay?
es No 56. Could you ever vccita a book?

.es No 57. Could you ever know how to comb your hair?



Yes No 58. Could you ever know all there is to know?

Yes_ No 59. Could you ever write a letter to a friend?

Yes No 60. Could you ever paint a Dicture so good that people would
buy it?

Yes No 61. Could you ever go to the store and buy some groceries to
take home?

Yes No 62. Could you ever tie you own shoes?

Yes No 63. Could you ever save a friend from drowning in the river?

Yes No 64. Could you ever wash the dishes after supper?

Yes No 65. Could you ever put a new light bulb in a lamp?

Yes No 66. Could you ever show someone how to find the principal's
office?

Yes No 67. Could you ever help a 5 year old child cross a busy street?

Yes No 68. Could you ever have more money than anyone in the world?

Yes No 69. Could you ever set a table for dinner?

Yes No 70. Could you ever become a barber or beauty operator?

Yes No 71. Could you ever learn to drive a bus?

Yes No 72. Could you ever mail a letter at the post office?

Yes No 73. Could you ever be a famous boxer or dancer?

Yes No 74. Could you ever make a sled or a coat?

Yes No 75. Could you ever find the right bus to ride to town and back
home?

Yes No 76. Could you ever invent a new gas engine?

Yes No 77. Could you ever carry out the trash for your mother everyday?

Yes No 78. Could you ever learn how to guide a sled?

Yes No 79, Could you ever own a food store?

Yes No 80. Could you ever wash your own hair?

Yes No 81. Could you ever go to a birthday party by yourself?

Yes No 82. Could you ever fix a broken automobile?

Yes No 83. Could you ever write a song?

Yes No 84. Could you ever call a friend on the telephone?

.........r.rwormalr*


